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I wanted to go to new student convocation in RecPlex. Honest. But there was 
another new student, just down the hill from the chapel, who needed me more.
As President Daniel J. Curran welcomed first-year students and SGA presi-
dent Jim Saywell told them they’ll know they’re Flyers when they spontaneously 
yell, “Go UD,” to tour groups of prospective students, I sat on a tiny chair in a 
classroom at Holy Angels School, kindergarden orientation for my 5-year-old, 
Gus.  
He spent it on the playground outside while we adults talked very seriously 
of matters like curriculum and shoe-tying, bathroom breaks and bus-riding pro-
tocol. Behind the parents’ questions was a mixture of anticipation and anxiety. 
We each balanced them on the scales of our hearts at this moment of letting go.
Our Marianist principles commit us to education for adaptation and change. 
Change can prompt reflection, as it did for Janet Filips, who came to campus this 
summer to visit with housemates from College Park and hallmates from Mary-
crest, some of whom she hadn’t seen since she walked the line at graduation. 
And she peeked in the windows of that College Park house and walked the 
hallways of Sherman Hall to see what she would feel.
Change can also prompt discovery. To keep his Big Sky Project growing, 
Peter Benkendorf opted to uproot himself, his family and his arts program from 
the Chicago area to the University of Dayton, where his daughter had enrolled. 
From the move is growing a mutual revelation: what visiting contemporary 
artists can offer UD and the 
city of Dayton, and what our 
insistence on community can 
offer to usually solitary art-
ists. Both sides have much to 
gain.
And sometimes change 
can sneak up in ways as sub-
tle as a tiny footnote in an ob-
scure scientific article. That 
happened to alum Ed Timm, 
and as a result he and UD 
researcher Khalid Lafdi are 
making strides toward allevi-
ating the suffering of glauco-
ma patients, a very welcome 
change indeed. 
When new worlds open before us, we react to find our place in them and 
shape what they and we become. 
Janet, Peter, Ed and Khalid are doing that, and so are our students at that 
convocation I missed. 
Even as a kindergardener at age 5, Gus is discovering how to shape himself 
and our world. Over the last month my wife and I are doing the same, uncover-
ing daily the space in our hearts to watch Gus grow in knowledge and love and 
faith.
And in a community that nurtures that, how can there not also be great hope?
—Matthew Dewald
EDITOR
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Where are you reading University of Dayton Magazine? Send us a photograph — at home or abroad — to magazine@udayton.edu.
LETTERS
DISAPPOINTED
As a Catholic, I am tired of being bom-
barded with media challenging the Catholic 
Church, and darned if I wasn’t bombarded 
by your Catholic publication. [In the Sum-
mer 2010 issue,] I read that alumni are given 
voice to their hatred of religion; I read that 
an alumna is an Australian politician who 
teaches her children that some of the things 
the magisterium holds true are incorrect; and 
I read that a sister taking charge of a UD de-
partment is unable to joyfully proclaim the 
church’s teaching on male priesthood and its 
staunch opposition to the extermination of 
fetal life. Geez! A university, as a proclaimed 
arm of the church, should be a place of en-
lightment for young people to learn, love and 
embrace their faith as a constant source of 
strength.
—JUDY LINTZ DACANAY ’92
BEAVER, PA.
COMMENDABLE
The Summer 2010 issue is outstanding. 
The interesting information and stories are 
presented as a visual delight. You are also to 
be commended for your solid Catholic and 
Marianist approach in this and all previous 
issues of our alumni periodical. My hat’s off 
to [Tom Columbus]. May your spirit remain 
with your successor and his staff. 
—BROTHER JOHN SAMAHA, S.M. ’52
CUPERTINO, CALIF.
SPEAKING OF NCR
 The fact that UD is now the owner of 
NCR’s former Old River Park [“A Bold Leap,” 
Winter 2010] is very interesting to me. It was 
there, while I was a UD student, that I met 
my late wife, who was then Emmie Stevens. 
She worked in an NCR office with a friend of 
mine, who called me to say that he needed a 
fourth to play tennis with a couple of cowork-
ers in the summer of 1941. As they say, the rest 
is history. 
The best part of my life began at Old River.
—PAUL ENGLE ’43
MANLIUS, N.Y.
DEAR TOM COLUMBUS,
For the first time ever I must disagree with 
you. UD is made up of people, not buildings, so 
your retirement is not a small-scale item; it is a 
large-scale item. You have been a huge voice for 
our University. I will miss your inspired com-
mentary. I hope you will make a guest appear-
ance or two along the way. Congratulations and 
enjoy your retirement. Job well done.
—KEVIN HENNESSY ’79
CLEVELAND
I truly loved my few years as a student 
worker in your office and know that my time 
there helped me greatly in my career. I was al-
ways proud to say that I played a part, albeit a 
small one, in producing the UD Quarterly (what 
was it called back then? My mind isn’t what it 
used to be...!) and Campus Report.
By the way, I’m still a stickler about com-
mas because of you. Thank you.
—MAUREEN MURPHY DOHERTY ’91
SUMMITT, N.J.
Editor’s note: After 43 years of service at UD, longtime 
publications editor Tom Columbus retired July 3. We’re 
happy to say that, despite the paperwork he signed declar-
ing his retirement, he remains in a part-time role in our 
office, as evidenced by his “Perceptions” piece on Page 61.
GEORGE, NOT JAMES
There was an error on the back cover of 
the magazine [“Time Lapse,” University of Dayton 
Magazine, Summer 2010]. The governor of Ohio 
in 1932 was George White, not James White. He 
was from Marietta. I teach Ohio history and be-
gin my 46th year at OU-Zanesville this fall. 
—MIKE KLINE ’63
ZANESVILLE, OHIO
CORRECTION In the previous issue, we mis-
takenly identified as “Stacie” student Kacie Hausfeld ’10, 
who died with her father, Thomas, in a plane crash April 1. 
We deeply regret the error. 
See more reader photos at facebook.com/udmagazine.
PLEASE SEND YOUR LETTERS TO: 
University of Dayton Magazine
300 College Park 
Dayton, OH 45469-2963
magazine-letters@udayton.edu
Please include your city and state. Indicate whether you wish your 
e-mail address printed. Letters should not exceed 300 words. Uni-
versity of Dayton Magazine may edit for clarity and brevity. Opin-
ions expressed are those of the letter writers and not necessarily 
of this publication nor the University of Dayton.
“While combining business with pleasure 
in Paris, I brought my UD magazine for a 
delightful photo op,” writes Kim Smith Ewin 
’77. “Springtime in Paris was a little rainy 
but still a great place to visit and eat! Au 
revoir.” 
“I brought the magazine on my recent 
visit to the Kilauea Lighthouse in Kauai,” 
writes John Franko ’68. “My wife and I were 
in Hawaii to participate in a horseshoe 
tournament.”
“Here's me at the leaning tower of Pisa,” 
writes Anthony McKeen ’08. “I took a 
summer trip to Italy with my family and 
just happened to have UD Magazine in my 
bookbag.”
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CONVERSATION PIECES
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“Bob slipped free of this mortal coil on March 31st, 2010, thereby ruining his final April Fool’s 
Day prank. ... In lieu of flowers, please donate a pint of blood to your local community blood 
bank so others may have the gift of life.” 
—FROM THE OBITUARY OF ROBERT B. PRETZINGER ’58, A CIVIL ENGINEER WHOSE FAMILY DESIGNED 19 STRUCTURES 
ON CAMPUS, FROM THE POWERHOUSE (1898) TO UD ARENA (1968) AND GARDEN APARTMENTS (1978) 
Other lives
STUDENT BOOKSHELVES
When the Emperor Was Divine is 
inspired by author Julie Otsuka’s 
personal family story: The FBI 
arrested her grandfather the 
day after Pearl Harbor, and her 
grandmother, uncle and mother 
spent more than three years 
interned in Topaz, Utah. Otsuka’s 
novel, this year’s first-year read 
for new students, details the lives 
of a Japanese-American family 
interned during World War II. 
Discussions about it began during 
new-student orientation in August 
and are continuing this semester 
in humanities base courses across 
disciplines.
Airplane airbags
WWW.AMSAFE.COM
Last fall, the FAA required airlines 
to protect passengers from crash 
impacts of up to 16Gs. Bill Hagan 
’88, president of AmSafe Aviation, 
developed one solution: the lap 
seatbelt airbag, which extends 
up and out to protect seated 
passengers who might otherwise 
crash face-first into galley 
walls. Since 2001, AmSafe has 
installed 45,000 units in aircraft 
worldwide. They are standard 
equipment on more than 80 
percent of new general aviation 
aircraft, where they have so far 
saved 16 lives.
Rudy’s Roast
FLYER ENTERPRISES
Need a morning jolt as the weather 
cools? This fall, The Blend coffee 
shop in Roesch Library started 
selling coffee by the pound, 
including its distinctive Rudy’s 
Roast, a Flyers-only blend developed 
last fall in partnership with Dayton 
beanery Boston Stoker. What’s it 
like? “Medium-bodied with hints of 
chocolate and sweet lime followed 
by a soft, smokey finish,” says the 
label. You can pick it up at The 
Blend or order by phone at 937-229-
5111. Five percent of each sale of 
Rudy’s Roast benefits a student 
scholarship fund. 
“Diving in beach volleyball is mandatory.”
—CODY KAHAN, JUNIOR MECHANICAL ENGINEERING MAJOR AND TEAM CAPTAIN 
OF SANDY SETS, AN INTRAMURAL SAND VOLLEYBALL TEAM THAT WENT 
 UNDEFEATED THIS SUMMER
Rudy’s Roast, Blue Angels and other signs of the times
Mach 1 speeds
U.S. NAVY BLUE ANGELS
Navy pilot Lt. Christian “C.J.” 
Simonsen took high school science 
teacher Chantelle Rose ’98 and 
UD President Daniel J. Curran 
(above, seated left) on a once-
in-a-lifetime ride aboard Blue 
Angel No. 7, an F/A-18 Hornet, 
during a demonstration flight 
July 14. The acclaimed flight 
demonstration squad, in town 
for Dayton’s annual air show, 
chose Rose and Curran because of 
their status as “key influencers” 
in the community. “You’ve given 
new meaning to ‘Dayton Flyer,’” a 
reporter joked with Curran after 
the flight.
Kentucky byways
CHARLES LEE MEYERS HIGHWAY
If you find yourself in northern 
Kentucky exiting I-275 south onto 
Kentucky Route 17, take a moment 
to thank Charles Meyers ’62, a 
civil engineering graduate. The 
commonwealth honored Meyers 
with the highway naming in 
July for his 30 years of service in 
transportation and as a founder of 
The Point, an agency “committed 
to securing for all people with 
mental retardation/developmental 
disabilities the opportunity to 
reach their highest potential 
educationally, vocationally, 
residentially and socially.”
Artistic vitality
DAYTON CONTEMPORARY DANCE
COMPANY
This year’s community artist in 
residence is a whole company of 
artists: Dayton Contemporary 
Dance Company. The company 
will work with students across 
divisions and at all levels of 
dance experience to introduce 
them to the art form and provide 
mentorship and technical 
assistance to Flyers who want to 
glide, bend and otherwise put 
their bodies in motion as art. Its 
DCDC2 company will host an  
open rehearsal in Boll Theatre 
Nov. 30, and the company will 
offer residency activities across 
campus throughout the 
academic year.
Peacemaker
DAYTON PEACE ACCORDS
As part of weekend celebrations of 
the 15th anniversary of the Dayton 
Peace Accords, Pulitzer Prize-
winning author Geraldine Brooks 
will accept the Dayton Literary 
Peace Prize Lifetime Achievement 
Award, which celebrates the 
power of literature to promote 
peace, social justice and global 
understanding. Brooks, who 
covered the war from Sarajevo, will 
accept the award Nov. 7. On Nov. 6, 
diplomats and policy analysts from 
around the world will convene in 
Kennedy Union ballroom to discuss 
Bosnia 15 years after the Dayton 
Peace Accords formally ended the 
war there.
Sign of the times
CAMPUS
UD erected its familiar brown 
metal “University of Dayton, 
Established 1850” sign in July 
at the roadway entrance of the 
University’s newest campus 
building, 1700 South Patterson 
Building, the site of the former 
world headquarters of NCR. 
“We plan to move in a careful, 
thoughtful, yet bold way to 
convert the property into a 
landmark for the University of 
Dayton and the region,” said 
President Daniel J. Curran.
“What we’re seeing today is that the competition isn’t the guy down the street. 
And, in fact, the guy down the street is most likely going to be my partner.”
—LARRELL WALTERS, DIRECTOR OF UD-LED IDCAST, DESCRIBING REGIONAL  
COLLABORATION TO DAYTON B2B MAGAZINE
“Madam Speaker, I rise today in strong support of 
House Resolution 1456.”
—U.S. REP MIKE TURNER ’92 ON THE FLOOR OF CONGRESS; 
HR1456 CONGRATULATED THE MEN’S BASKETBALL TEAM ON 
ITS NIT CHAMPIONSHIP   
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APOCRYPHA, CHINESE 
CATHOLICISM AND RUNNING 
SHOES ...  ASK A MARIANIST
B
IG
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IO
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S
Father Bert Buby, S.M. ’45 professor emeritus of religious studies, is recording a CD series on apocryphal Gospels this fall. It will be released by 
Now You Know Media in time for Christmas.
We received many questions for Father Bert, including this one from BROTHER AL KUNTEMEIER ’51: “Hey ... I am a Marianist, have been for 63 years now. Anybody got a 
question for me?” Father Bert does. How about you? Kuntemeier is a counselor at Nolan Catholic High School in Fort Worth, Texas. He has a master’s in counseling from Notre 
Dame with 30 years experience in high school counseling in Chicago, Oklahoma City and Fort Worth. He taught business, social studies and religion and has coached football, 
soccer, track, baseball, golf and tennis — the last two of which he continues to play at age 80. E-MAIL YOUR QUESTION FOR BROTHER AL TO: MAGAZINE@UDAYTON.EDU.
How did the four Gospels come to be 
considered canonical and the others  
lacking in authority or authenticity 
(apocryphal)?
—ED SMITH
KETTERING, OHIO
Predominant leadership in early 
Christianity really separated itself 
from anything that seemed to be a 
threat to what they received from 
the apostles. Canonical Gospels, 
in general, are founded on earlier 
traditions. The apocryphal 
Gospels  — literature ranging from 
90 A.D. to 700 A.D. — show us the 
diversity in some of the outlying 
communities of Christianity and 
how they looked at leadership 
from a different perspective. Soon 
I will be working on the Gospels of 
Judas and Mary Magdalene, which 
are very interesting. 
What is the difference between a 
Marianist and a Jesuit?
—EVAN RUGGIERO ’13 
PALANTINE, ILL.
The main difference is the 
Marianists emphasize a strong 
discipleship based on the mother 
of Jesus. They differ in that 
brothers and priests are on an 
equal level of respect, with the 
priests tending to the sacramental 
life and the brothers tending 
especially to the education 
part of our mission, with both 
working together for the poor and 
on social justice issues. Jesuits 
focus on obedience to the pope 
and are more individual in their 
expression of community life. 
Why did God require himself (Christ) 
to die for our sins?
—JOSEPH BONANNO ’72
MANCHESTER TOWNSHIP, N.J.
“God so loved the world that he 
gave his only son” [John 3:16]. The 
fact that Jesus became human 
through his mother, Mary, shows 
us that someone who was human 
had to be part of the reconciliation 
necessary to unite the human 
and the divine, and Jesus was the 
one to show us the way. What has 
not been assumed — our human 
nature — cannot be redeemed. 
What do you think is the future of 
Catholicism in China and South (even 
North) Korea?
—ROBIN SMITH
DAYTON
From listening to the Chinese 
Catholics here in the United 
States, it will be a difficult and 
long journey before Catholics 
will be able to have the same 
freedom of expression that they 
have in Taiwan or southern Korea. 
Communist authorities control 
the Catholic expression of faith in 
public. 
When there are significant differences 
between various English 
translations of Scriptures, do 
you encourage students and 
alumni to select the wording 
that they like most?
—DON WIGAL ’55 
NEW YORK CITY
As a teacher, I show 
them what it says 
from the original language — 
the Greek, Hebrew — and then 
have them see which of the new 
translations seems to capture 
what was in that original text. 
There’s a commentary given in 
four English versions that’s very 
helpful for students —the Complete 
Parallel Bible. What they like would 
be the personal application —
Scripture is supposed to have an 
effect on you. 
In a contemporary setting, especially 
in a place where religion is fading 
into the background, what role do 
the church and Mary have to play in 
society?
—WILLIAM P. ANDERSON
LAC DU FLAMBEAU, WIS. 
Dignity of human work, dignity 
of owning property, dignity of the 
individual — this is really an area 
in need because of globalization. 
The church could really help the 
whole of society by promoting 
the compendium on social justice 
and peace statements in a simpler 
and clearer format, maybe by 
making them available at a lower 
price so more people would read 
them. And how does Mary fit in? 
I have a graduate student, Laura 
Morrison, working on that. She’s 
looking at Mary as a model of the 
Catholic social mission through 
the documents and scriptural 
passages and applying Catholic 
social teachings to the life and 
work of Mary. 
My senior year at UD, I had the best 
possible job — student receptionist 
at Alumni Hall. One of the sweetest 
memories I have is when you bought 
a new pair of running shoes and were 
so excited that you showed them to 
me. Father Buby, are you still  
running?
—ANNE MUTH ORLANDO ’85
PITTSBURGH
I started running in 1970 and was 
still moving at a slow jog 
until a few years  
ago. I am not  
running 
because of a hip 
replacement; 
however, I 
do try to run 
from my 
superiors. 
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Mark Pulsfort ’74 oversaw the three-year 
planning and construction of the new Yankee 
Stadium, now entertaining its second season 
of baseball fans. Pulsfort, vice president and 
deputy operations manager for the New York 
business unit of Turner Construction, had a 
special interest in keeping the Bronx Bomb-
ers’ fans happy; he’s one of them. 
1. Take charge Pulsfort, a lifelong 
Yankees fan, routinely oversees skyscraper 
construction. But when Turner’s business 
unit received the bid proposal for the new 
Yankee Stadium, Pulsfort advocated for the 
job, knowing his company could handle the 
schedule and budget constraints of a project 
that was still being designed.
2. Coordinate Pulsfort used 3D 
building information modeling to handle 
the complexity of the project. After trade 
subcontractors inputted their work into the 
model, he developed clash reports — such 
as identifying where a structural beam 
bisected a water pipe — and resolved 
thousands of them to reduce risk in the field. 
3. Keep an eye on history Features 
1. Be shocked by 
your reunion year 
“I’ve called alumni and 
said, ‘Oh, I see it’s your 40th 
reunion year,’” Teter said. 
“And they’ll say, ‘Oh my 
gosh.’ They’re astounded. 
They can’t fathom it.”
2. Tell 
them you 
loved 
beating 
X They 
did too. 
After a win 
4. Give advice “Alum-
ni know what professors 
and classes to take,” Teter 
said. “They know it like the 
back of their hand.”
5. Give a gift 
Something you might not 
know: The callers often 
play games in the calling 
room, and each gift earns 
them extra turns and such. 
It might even help your 
particular caller score a 
gift certificate for pizza on 
Brown Street with a Trivial 
How to make a Telefund student’s day
needed to remind fans of the ball team’s 
history, including the arch frieze hanging from 
the interior roofline and Gate 4 main entrance 
façade of precast limestone and granite. 
“Knowing the history of the old stadium, what 
the Yankees represent, the records — now 
there will be new players and history going 
over Xavier, “We hear ‘Go, 
Flyers’ left and right,” Teter 
said. “The guys get on the 
phone and have a field day 
with it.”
3. Be a Golden 
Flyer “Their stories crack 
me up,” Ventura said. 
“Football was huge. The 
women lived off campus.” 
And Golden Flyers are 
the only ones with stories 
about meeting their true 
loves on campus 50+ years 
ago.
Pursuit victory. Even more 
importantly, your love and 
support of UD’s community 
deepens theirs. 
6. Enjoy the call 
“We love to just talk,” 
Ventura said. Teter added, 
“This is a great job 
to have. I feel I 
know so much 
more about 
the University. 
It’s going to 
be sad to 
leave.”
Seniors Erica Ventura (left) and Carolyn Teter (right) have talked with literally thousands of alumni since their freshman year. They’re two of approximately 
60 students in UD’s Telefund program, calling alumni to ask them to make a gift to UD. Their advice for making their day:
How to 
make 50,000 
Yankees 
fans happy
forward, and I’m 
very proud to be part 
of that.”
4. Make 
every seat in 
the house a 
great one Precast 
stadia installed by 
cranes and 50-foot 
cantilevers hinted 
at the final layout, 
which positioned 
several upper 
seating bowls 
closer to the field. 
Fans have better 
sightlines, improved 
concessions and an 
open concourse to 
enjoy the game. 
5. Savor it At 
the home opener 
April 16, 2009, 
Pulsfort walked 
into the stands, sat 
back, and watched 
both the game and 
the success of the 
structure he ushered 
literally from the ground up. It was his favorite 
moment of the project: “Opening day, to be 
in the stadium and have 50,000 fans sitting 
around you and to know you were part of 
making this happen, particularly when it was 
on time and on budget.”
—Michelle Tedford
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News from campus and beyond
FLIGHT DECK
3 + 2 = 5
The University of Dayton is now part of 
five Ohio Centers of Excellence. 
In July, Ohio Board of Regents Chan-
cellor Eric D. Fingerhut announced UD 
as the home of two new Ohio Centers of 
Excellence in Advanced Transportation 
and Aerospace, which will focus on high-
performance materials and optoelectron-
ics and sensors.
They join three existing Ohio Centers 
of Excellence — two in advanced energy 
(the von Ohain Fuels and Combustion Cen-
ter and the Center for Strategic Energy and 
Environmental Informatics) and one in bio-
medicine and health care (the Center for 
Tissue Regeneration and Engineering at 
Dayton, or TREND).
The University of Dayton ranks second 
nationally in materials research. The grad-
uate materials engineering program ranks 
third in the nation, according to the latest 
Faculty Scholarly Productivity Index.
Lead
This summer the University of 
Dayton board of trustees tapped fi-
nance, energy and business executives 
as well as two Marianist leaders as it 
welcomed a new chair and five new 
members.
New board chair Allen M. Hill 
’67 (right) is 
retired president 
and chief executive 
officer of DPL, Inc. 
and its subsidiary, 
The Dayton Power 
and Light Co. 
Hill takes over as 
board chair from 
H. John Proud, who 
remains on the board.
The five recently appointed  
trustees are :
Kevin Crotty, who has held 
positions as executive vice president 
and chief operating officer of Van Dyne 
Crotty in Dayton.
Deborah Flanagan Tobias 
’73, retired operations director of the 
United Kingdom and Ireland offices of 
Juniper Networks.
Brother Francisco Gonza-
lez, S.M., M.D., principal of Colegio 
San Jose in San Juan, Puerto Rico, and 
provincial councilor for the U.S. Prov-
ince of the Society of Mary.
Dennis Marx ’68, a principal 
of JMG Financial Group, Ltd., in Chi-
cago and adjunct professor at Domini-
can University and the Keller Graduate 
School of Management.
Father Martin Solma,  
S.M. ’71, provincial for the U.S. 
Province for the Society of Mary, who 
ministered in eastern Africa from 1982 
to 2009.
“These strong leaders bring a 
tremendous amount of skill and experi-
ence to the University of Dayton’s board 
of trustees,” said President Daniel J. 
Curran. “They are exceptional individu-
als who will help the University continue 
to rise in international prominence 
while staying true to our mission as a 
Catholic, Marianist university.”
Construction Zone
Busy construction crews this summer mean that campus has more surprises in store for alumni, even ones 
who were on campus for Reunion Weekend in June.
Central Mall — A $3 million redesign has transformed the look of the Central Mall between Marycrest Resi-
dence Complex and Kennedy Union. Additions include a terraced amphitheater, new light poles and benches, 
and more than 100 new trees. 
KU Food Court — Many of the elements from its 1987 opening, like the hunter-green cabinetry and 
pink tile floor, are gone. The facelift includes a new deli, the Runway. Look for a new floor in The Pub in 
December.
Stuart Hall — The final phase of a $2.8 million renovation brought new walls, paint, floors and windows to 
Stuart, plus a new chapel, which moved from the back of the building to the front.
Frericks Center — With a 97.38 percent graduation success rate that puts UD in the top 25 in the 
country, there’s no doubt our athletes know how to hit the books. The new Anthony A. Riggs Academic Center 
on the second floor of Frericks, unveiled in August, will help keep it that way.
Tennis courts — New courts just east of College Park Center between Brown and Main streets — made 
possible by a private donation — are on track to be finished by early November.
Media Hits
n  Saber-rattling over water re-
sources high in the Himalayas could 
further destabilize already tense 
relations between India and Paki-
stan, geologist Umesh K. Haritashya 
told Science magazine for a June 4 
story. “If we don’t do anything now,” 
he said, the Indus basin “can be-
come a resource crisis of gigantic 
magnitude.”
n  The requirement for unanimous 
jury verdicts “puts a serious line 
of defense between the accused 
and the government, with its vast 
resources,” law professor Thaddeus 
Hoffmeister told The Wall Street 
Journal for a story that ran Aug. 12. 
“You want to stack the deck a little 
against the government.”
n  UD’s ETHOS program “begins 
to bridge the gap between 
student-directed projects and 
credit- or degree-granting 
programs,” according to a feature 
article published in the July/August 
issue of International Educator 
on international development and 
international higher education.
For more media hits, see http://delicious.com/udnews.
‘Runs like butter’
We know this is a great institution. It’s nice to hear so many others agree.
In August, the University of Dayton moved into the top 100 in U.S. News & World Report’s latest 
ranking of national universities. We tied for 99th and remain one of the top 10 national Catholic 
universities.
A week later, we learned we jumped up 37 spots to No. 77 on Washington 
Monthly magazine’s annual ranking of 258 nation-
al universities. We ranked 35th in community 
service participation and 47th for the number 
of graduates who serve in the Peace Corps, 
relative to school size.
The most fun accolades came from 
those who know us best, our students. 
The Princeton Review’s annual student-survey rankings put us in the 
top 20 in five of its 62 lists: “Best Quality of Life” (20th), “Everybody 
Plays Intramural Sports” (8th), “Happiest Students” (16th), “Easiest 
Campus to Get Around” (18th) and “School Runs Like Butter” (19th), 
which rates how smoothly the school operates. The Princeton Review’s 
2011 edition of The Best 373 Colleges continues to list UD as one of the nation’s best institutions for 
undergraduate education.
“I thought the community aspect they repeated endlessly during my visit was just a way to 
get me to enroll at Dayton, but everyone is genuinely interested,” said one student surveyed for 
The Princeton Review report. Both academics and service “are taken very seriously” at UD.
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ALLEN McGREW
Name that license plate
This year’s historic incoming class includes stu-
dents from more than 40 states. Both the raw number 
of out-of-state students and the percentage of the 
class made up of out-of-state students are records in 
UD’s 160-year history. With 2,050 students, the incom-
ing Class of 2014 is also UD’s largest since the Vietnam 
War era. Not just geographically diverse, the class is 
also ethnically diverse, with twice the number of in-
coming African-American students as last year’s class.
Top-10 states not named Ohio in this year’s 
incoming class:
From a business for buses, a token of gratitude
Saving 
some 
green
Green initiatives 
helped save 
$612,329 last 
academic year. 
By upgrading 
lighting systems 
and even 
removing some 
lights, installing 
occupancy 
sensors, closing 
little-used 
buildings during 
the summer, and 
programming 
thermostats and 
heating and 
cooling systems, 
the University 
reduced its 
natural gas use on 
main campus last 
year 5.7 percent 
and electric 
energy use  
4.8 percent.
Keeping our nation’s
customs officers busy
This summer, 449 UD students studied abroad, including a 
group of 11 geology students who hiked up an alpine glacier and 
inside an active volcano crater as part of summer field camp in New 
Zealand.
“Volcanism, earthquakes, strike-slip faults, glaciers, active land-
slides — in New Zealand you can see almost every active geologic 
process,” said geology department chair Allen McGrew, who led the 
trip with associate professor Daniel Goldman and visiting assistant 
professor Umesh Haritashya. “It really did meet our wildest expecta-
tions.”
Fifteen students in the doctor of physical therapy program trav-
eled to China as part of an exchange, and three others traveled to 
Guyana to help provide basic health care services. 
More than 30 engineering and business students in the Engi-
neers in Technical Humanitarian Opportunities of Service-Learning 
(ETHOS) program traveled to 10 developing countries — India, Ban-
gladesh, Togo, Cameroon, Tanzania, Ethiopia, Malawi, Nicaragua, 
Guatemala and Bolivia — for technical immersion experiences. 
Campus ministry’s immersion programs sent 43 UD students 
and two Chaminade University students  to Cameroon, Zambia, Gua-
temala and India. 
We also hosted visitors from around the world on campus, in-
cluding a group of higher education officials from the Public Author-
ity for Applied Education and Training college in Kuwait exploring 
partnership possibilities. 
This summer a dozen international high school students, primar-
ily from Singapore and China, learned about life at a top-tier Catho-
lic university during a two-week campus visit as part of UD’s BEST 
(Business, Engineering, Science and Technology) program.
This year’s incoming class boasts a 27 percent increase in in-
ternational students and includes students from 12 countries, with a 
majority from China.   
What if the tree falls in a forest that’s not empty?
And there’s also a really good press release about it?
News coverage of UD’s announcement about buying the former NCR world headquarters appeared in 
media as varied as The New York Times, CNN Radio, The Chronicle of Higher Education, The Associated Press, 
The Wall Street Journal and the Catholic News Service. 
That breadth of coverage earned UD’s media relations staff a gold award from the Council for Advance-
ment and Support of Education in its 2010 Circle of Excellence Awards.
CASE also recognized the University with a bronze award in the “best articles of the year” category for 
“A Commitment of Moral Obligation,” an article by freelance writer Andrea Appleton about Congressional 
Medal of Honor recipient Gordon Roberts ’74 in the Autumn 2009 issue of University of Dayton Magazine.
Hat trick x 3
UD’s first-year class includes three sets of 
triplets, a circumstance that drew coverage from 
Twitter to a section front page in the Chronicle 
of Higher Education.
The three sets are all fraternal and all have 
strong ties to the University. Both Dvorsky par-
ents and many extended family members are 
among the Flyer Faithful. The mother of the 
Pontarellis is a graduate. And the mother of the 
Avila-Johns teaches at the University.
But how many of the former womb mates 
are college roommates? Zero. Some are even 
in different residence halls. Most say they’re 
looking forward to an environment where they 
are not known first and foremost as “one of the 
triplets.”
In the back row are Jack and Matt Pontarelli. From left to right in front, 
they are Jared Dvorsky, Paige Pontarelli, Courtney Dvorsky, Katelyn 
Dvorsky, Nico Avila-John, Alan Avila-John and Lucas Avila-John.  
When Russell Gottesman and Katie Hill, 
founders of Commuter Advertising, won 
the 2010 University of Dayton Business Plan 
Competition, they got with it a $20,000 prize 
to support their continued work.
They turned right around and gave $1,000 
back to UD’s entrepreneurship program.
“Anytime an institution like the Univer-
sity of Dayton gives so much support for a 
start-up business, we really want to take the 
opportunity to support their program,” Hill 
said.
Commuter Advertising creates audio ad-
vertising for public transit vehicles keyed to 
specific locations through GPS technology 
and shares ad revenue with transit systems. 
The company launched the concept with the 
Greater Dayton RTA and is expanding to ad-
ditional cities, including a New York City 
suburb.
UD’s Business Plan Competition contin-
ues to raise its profile. The latest competition 
attracted 82 entries and more than 170 par-
ticipants. In 2010, The Princeton Review and 
Entrepreneur magazine ranked UD’s entrepre-
neurship program in the top 10 in the nation 
for the fifth straight year.
Russell Gottesman and Katie Hill
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Distinguished Alumnus 
Award
For national or international 
achievements
Richard P. Davis ’72
Genius isn’t what brought 
about the success of econom-
ics graduate Richard P. Davis. It 
was lots of hard work.
“I determined early on 
that I wasn’t going to be the 
smartest person in town, but 
I could always outwork you,” 
said Davis, recalling his early 
days at Mead Corp., where a 
crop of star recruits from Har-
vard and the like arrived each 
year. 
That ethic became critical 
when Davis started his own 
investment company, Flagship 
Financial.
In 1996, with the merger of 
Davis’ company with John Nu-
veen & Co., all that work paid 
off. Soon after, Davis and his 
wife helped establish the Davis 
Center for Portfolio Manage-
ment at UD. 
Davis takes pride in what 
students at the center have 
accomplished: They’ve gone 
from $25,000 10 years ago to 
more than $11 million in man-
aged assets today. When peo-
ple ask Davis why the students 
do so well, his answer has a 
familiar ring.
“They work very, very 
hard,” he said. “No. 2, they’re 
very, very smart and adapt-
able people. No. 3, they have 
the same investment systems 
that any other money manager 
has. Put that together, and you 
have the recipe for success.”
Christian Service Award
For living out the  
Marianist ideals in today’s 
society
Tony J.  
Brunswick ’97
To Tony Brunswick, social 
justice is more than a teach-
ing; it’s a calling.
As chief operating officer 
of LIFT, a national anti-poverty 
organization, the religious 
studies graduate tries to in-
still in staff, volunteers, clients 
and policymakers the belief 
that every person has value 
and possesses innumerable 
strengths. This fundamental 
recognition, he said, is es-
sential in the effort to combat 
poverty and help individuals 
and families move along a 
path out of poverty.
 “I prefer to think of us all 
in one boat — one community. 
If one part or person is suffer-
ing, it has an impact on all of 
us whether we perceive it or 
not,” Brunswick said.
The most profound influ-
ence on his commitment to 
human dignity was his sister 
Karen, who died several years 
ago.
“My sister had Down 
syndrome, and she helped 
me see the world in a unique 
and powerful way,” Brunswick 
said. “It wasn’t until after she 
passed that I realized what 
an impact she had on my life. 
She laid the foundation for a 
lot the of core principles that 
I now hold.”
Joe Belle Memorial Award
For volunteer service to  
students and early career 
success
Michael Vehar ’06
For years, it was hard to 
catch up with Michael Vehar. 
He was in Guatemala, Bolivia, 
Nicaragua and Kettering Labs. 
But it was even harder to keep 
pace with his ambitions: im-
proving quality of life through 
appropriate and renewable 
technologies and inspiring 
young minds to do the same. 
"We are developing en-
gineers who really care about 
the world and its resources 
and its people," said Vehar 
of ETHOS, UD's engineering 
program that sends nearly 25 
students annually on service 
and cultural immersions.
On his three ETHOS un-
dergraduate experiences, 
Vehar helped build and share 
appropriate technology. He 
later served as the ETHOS 
graduate assistant. 
"We're seeing these stu-
dents turn into young leaders 
who may never have done 
this if they didn’t experience 
ETHOS," said Vehar, who is 
now a project manager assist-
ing Native American tribes in 
creating conservation and sus-
tainable energy plans. 
On the side, he co-found-
ed a company to bring afford-
able energy options to Guate-
malans. The project does all 
the things Vehar has sought 
to do: improve quality of life 
through sustainable means 
and inspired young minds — 
like his.
Special Achievement  
Award
For distinction in professional 
or civic activities
Sharon Davis 
Howard ’78 
Sharon Davis Howard 
has a cache of awards honor-
ing her service, excellence 
and distinction: Dayton Daily 
News Ten Top Women, Top 
10 African-American Women, 
Southern Christian Leader-
ship Conference Coretta Scott 
King Award, Ohio Women’s 
Hall of Fame.
But to Howard, director 
of marketing and communi-
cations for Dayton Develop-
ment Coalition, her greatest 
achievement is the Crown 
Jewels of Dayton calendar, 
which started in 2001 as a local 
fashion show featuring women 
in Sunday church hats. The 
calendar has raised almost 
$100,000 for the Kettering 
Medical Center Foundation’s 
Women’s Wellness Fund. At 
$10 each, it allows anyone re-
gardless of wealth to support 
the cause.
This inclusiveness is a val-
ue Howard said she picked up 
from her youth, from her col-
lege days at UD and volunteer 
service with the Dayton Urban 
League.
“It’s all about empower-
ing people, helping people to 
be self-sufficient, be healthy 
and give back,” she said. 
“Most people don’t have un-
limited wealth and can’t write 
big checks, but their sweat 
equity and their contributions 
make a difference.”
Special Service Award
For volunteer service to  
the National Alumni  
Association
Ronald Thaman ’71
How much does Ron 
Thaman love the Flyers? He’s 
been a basketball season 
ticket holder since 1991 — 
and he lives in Westerville, 
Ohio. That’s 380 three-hour 
roundtrips. In winter. 
And he has season foot-
ball tickets, too.
He loves the entire Flyer 
community, from his days as 
a student working at the UD 
Research Institute to today, as 
a National Alumni Association 
volunteer and a photojournal-
ist for flyerhoops.net. 
As a student, Thaman 
— who earned three UD de-
grees — examined flammabil-
ity characteristics of materials 
to help avert another tragedy 
like the 1967 Apollo 1 fire. That 
work led him to a position as 
the first director of Ohio’s 
State Arson Laboratory in 1973 
and the career that followed.  
He and his wife, Joy, are 
members of the Leo Meyer 
Society, and for the last five 
years they have hosted the 
Columbus chapter’s new stu-
dent picnic. He also represents 
UD at college fairs talking with 
“young kids, 16-17 years old, 
who don’t know what they 
want to do. I tell them, 'At UD 
you’ll have an experience that 
you’ll remember forever.’ 
“I do it because I really 
love UD.”
Media Hits
n  Jim Farrelly, director of film 
studies, helped explain Law & 
Order’s move to Los Ange-
les this season in an Aug. 11 
Christian Science Monitor story. 
Cities have “souls,” said Farrelly. 
“Setting is a prime element in 
establishing personal identity 
and a sense of place. What the 
ancients called genius loci 
[spirit of the place].”
n  Chronicle of Higher Education doesn’t often do wedding 
announcements, but it made an exception for the June 
nuptuals of Emily Schenck ’10. She was Rudy Flyer for three 
years; groom Sam Blaine was mascot Rowdy Raider at 
cross-town Wright State University. “They’re made for each 
other,” said Beverly Schenck, mother of the bride.
n “In an economy like this, there’s no one magic solution. 
Master all (job-hunting) techniques,” Jason Eckert, director 
of career services, told the Chicago Tribune for its Aug. 27 
story “You got the degree. So where’s the job?”
For more media hits, see http://delicious.com/udnews.
Good-looking? Smart? Friendly? You just 
might be a civil servant, says Hollywood
A government worker lounges on a beach amid piles of 
food and drink. A genie, having granted his first two wishes, 
asks for his third and final.
“I wish I’d never have to work again,” he declares.
Poof! He’s back in his government office. 
So goes the stereotype of the lazy, incompetent govern-
ment worker.
New research by a University of Dayton 
professor says the film version of the story is 
just the opposite. In Hollywood’s biggest hits 
over the last two decades, government employ-
ees and civil servants are “more often than not 
presented as intelligent, well-trained and effi-
cient,” say political science professors Michelle 
Pautz from UD and Laura Roselle from Elon Uni-
versity. 
The researchers enlisted undergraduates 
to watch the top-10 grossing films from 1992 to 
2006 — the films people actually watched like 
Austin Powers, Harry Potter and Finding Nemo — for 
their portrayal of civil servants. 
“The overall views of government were neg-
ative, but the individual actors were all good — 
there’s a disconnect there, and I think that’s fascinating,” 
Pautz said. “It would seem to parallel the experience of most 
Americans, who on the surface think government is bad but 
actually find their day-to-day interactions with government 
to be positive.”
Some will disagree on that point — think IRS and even the 
ugly word “bureaucrat” — but Pautz said civil servants most 
commonly encountered in life leave positive impressions, 
such as teachers, police officers and librarians.
Researchers found that in Hollywood, civil servants are 
also more likely to be male (84 percent vs. 56 percent) and 
white (80 percent vs. 69 percent) than in real life. 
The research — “Are they ready for their close-up? Civil 
servants and their portrayal in contemporary American cin-
ema” — was published this summer in Public Voices and report-
ed widely in the media, particularly in inside-the-beltway 
publications in Washington, D.C. 
Univer s i t y  o f  Dayton
National Alumni Association 2010 Alumni Awards
Developing leaders
Former assistant director Lisa Beutel (right) was promoted 
to director of UD’s Center for Leadership and Executive De-
velopment in July, replacing Bob Smith, who retired from the 
University. 
Last fiscal year, more than 2,000 professionals in the Dayton 
region took advantage of the center’s leadership development 
programs. Program speakers included Curt Coffman, author of 
First Break All the Rules; Dan Ariely, author of The Upside of Irrationality; and Charlene Li, named 
by Fast Company as one of 2008’s 12 most creative minds.
For information about upcoming programs, visit leadership.udayton.edu.
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Co-axial television 
cables sold at the 
bookstore during 
move-in weekend
1,200
RecPlex fitness 
center capacity, 
reached around 5 
p.m. Tuesday, Aug. 
24, the day before 
classes started
Copies of fliers distributed for 
UD’s more than 20 club sports 200
Tons of waste di-
verted from landfills 
by a new food-scraps 
composting program 
started last fall
18
9
43
0 Engineering majors in this 
year’s enter-
ing class, the 
largest number 
ever
Who’s counting?
Katie Holmes as 
assistant district 
attorney Rachel 
Dawes in  
Batman Begins
Renaissance-ready
“Ohio is ripe for a renaissance, and all it needs is a spark,” said new Ohio Aerospace Hub 
Director Kerry Taylor (left). “The Aerospace Hub could be that spark.”
Taylor, an Air Force veteran, was tapped as the first director of Ohio’s 
Aerospace Hub of Innovation and Opportunity by a committee repre-
senting the hub partners: the University of Dayton, the city of Dayton, 
CityWide Development Corp., Dayton Development Coalition and Mont-
gomery County. 
“If we capitalize on all the creative, entrepreneurial and innovative 
energies we have right here in Dayton,” said John Leland, director of the University of Dayton 
Research Institute, “we can position Dayton as a global leader in the aerospace industry — and 
that means jobs for the Dayton region and Ohio.”
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By Doug Harris
Dayton Daily News
University of Dayton vol-leyball games often are attended by top school officials who sit among the throngs voicing their support. Other coaches at UD are some of the pro-
gram’s biggest backers, too.
Volleyball coach Kelly Sheffield said he 
can count on hearing from his colleagues 
whenever his team does anything note-
worthy.
“I’ll get text messages from just about 
all of them,” he said. “They’ll say, ‘Great 
job.’ Or, ‘Just think what you could do if you 
had better coaching.’”
Sheffield reciprocates when other Flyer 
squads do well, and those encouraging re-
marks — and good-natured digs — are being 
exchanged on a regular basis these days.
The Flyers easily had their best depart-
mentwide performance last school year. 
Five teams — men’s and women’s soccer, 
volleyball, and men’s and women’s basket-
ball — made national top-25 polls during 
their seasons. This fall, the volleyball team 
reached a milestone by being ranked in the 
preseason coaches’ top-25 for the first time.
The days when the Flyers were bullied 
by opponents in two previous leagues seem 
like eons ago. They’ve made 17 NCAA tour-
nament trips in five sports since 2000. Be-
fore that, they produced two NCAA berths.
Hitting bottom
Ted Kissell, the former UD athletic di-
rector, was faced with a chilling realization 
while leading a search for a conference in 
1995: The Flyers didn’t have much to offer 
any prospective league.
The basketball team had won a com-
bined 17 games the previous three years. 
The nonscholarship football team wouldn’t 
be part of a conference move. And UD had 
been making only a half-hearted commit-
ment to nonrevenue sports.
The Flyers were perennial bottom-
dwellers in the all-sports league standings 
during five years in the Midwestern Col-
legiate Conference and two in the Great 
Midwest. No wonder they were the one pro-
gram left behind when the Great Midwest 
morphed into Conference USA.
“Clearly, we were the worst program in 
both conferences,” Kissell said. “We were 
not a program anybody wanted to be associ-
ated with at the time.”
Pouncing on an invitation to join the 
Atlantic 10 in 1995, UD has evolved into 
one of the league’s premier programs, win-
ning more titles last season than any other 
school. The Flyers grabbed A-10 crowns in 
men’s and women’s soccer, women’s cross 
country, volleyball, and women’s indoor 
track. They also were co-champions in the 
Pioneer Football League.
The men’s basketball team captured the 
NIT championship, while the Flyer women 
reached the second round of the NCAA tour-
nament. The baseball team is just two years 
removed from its first A-10 championship.
Going into this fall, volleyball, women’s 
soccer, women’s cross country and football 
were named preseason league favorites.
“I think in my mind, there was a tipping 
point, and that was being the one school 
left out (of Conference USA),” Kissell said. 
“There’s a saying about change, that you 
need a burning platform to get people’s at-
tention. … We got left out — we were the 
only program that did — and that was our 
burning platform.”
Hoop profits rise
Before being accepted as a member of 
the A-10, UD agreed to make more of a fi-
nancial commitment to its nonrevenue 
sports. While the University would free up 
additional funds for athletics, Kissell fig-
ured the only way to make the Flyers com-
petitive in more sports was for men’s basket-
ball to carry an even bigger share of the load.
When UD Arena opened in 1969, fans in 
prime seats had to make donations in ad-
dition to buying season tickets, with the 
promise of no additional fees for the next 
28 years, while the building was being paid 
off.
At the end of that period, in 1997, Kissell 
implemented the Arena Seating Plan, re-
quiring annual donations for virtually every 
lower arena seat. That increased revenue has 
bolstered the entire athletic department. In-
come from men’s basketball in 1993-94 was 
roughly $2 million. By 2008-09, that figure 
had more than quadrupled to $9.1 million.
UD basketball ranked 31st nationally in 
revenue in 2008-09. Only one other team 
from a non-Bowl Championship Series con-
ference, Nevada-Las Vegas, generated more.
Money reinvested
UD’s early Arena Seating Plan prof-
its went toward scholarships. Volleyball 
and women’s basketball have been fully 
funded for years (a maximum 12 and 15 
scholarships, respectively), and men’s and 
women’s soccer are nearly there. And the 
school has significantly upgraded facilities 
through philanthropic gifts to help pave the 
way for more departmentwide success.
The upgrades have come in response to a 
Kissell initiative to huddle after each season 
with his coaches and ask what they need to 
push their programs forward. Current ath-
letic director Tim Wabler has adopted that 
practice, too.
“That’s something I hadn’t seen before 
in my coaching career,” sixth-year men’s 
soccer coach Dennis Currier said. “Right af-
ter the season, it’s, ‘Hey, what can we do to 
elevate ourselves and get better?’”
Perception changed
Third-year volleyball coach Kelly Shef-
field has been surprised over how multiple 
sports have been embraced by top adminis-
trators.
“You go to volleyball matches and see 
the AD at most of them. You’re seeing the 
president behind you during timeouts. You 
have the leadership waving the flag and be-
ing energetic and cheering,” Sheffield said.
The first-rate treatment given to wom-
en’s soccer — and the team’s success — cer-
tainly had an impact on goalkeeper Kath-
erine Boone, the A-10 preseason defensive 
player of the year.
The sophomore from Kirkland, Wash., 
had followed big-time programs such as 
North Carolina but realized she had under-
estimated UD.
“Once I started looking at their record, 
NCAA tournament
will open at UD Arena
The road to the Final Four again starts 
at the University of Dayton. The NCAA an-
nounced in September that UD Arena will 
host the four first-round games over two 
nights in the NCAA's new 68-team format 
for the 2011 NCAA Division I Men's Basket-
ball Championship. The games will make 
UD Arena, which has hosted 83 tournament 
games to date, the most-used tournament 
venue in NCAA history.
UD sports programs rising to  top of Atlantic 10, NCAA
I was like, ‘Wow, they’re a really good 
squad. Why haven’t I been keeping track of 
them a little more?’” she said. “The facili-
ties are great. The staff is perfect. They’re 
attentive to the players’ needs. I was really 
surprised.”
Success by a few teams has had a ripple 
effect throughout the department, creating 
some healthy competition.
“We’re next to the women’s volleyball 
office, and they come in and have all these 
trophies everywhere, and you think, ‘I’ve 
got to make a difference here,’” said Cur-
rier, who led the men’s soccer team to its 
first NCAA tournament appearance two 
years ago.
Room to improve
Athletic director Wabler is gratified by 
the progress made since the transition to 
the A-10, but he still sees too many sports 
at UD falling far below the maximum 
amount of scholarships allowed by the 
NCAA.
Baseball, for instance, has the equiva-
lent of seven full rides, 4.7 short of the 
limit. Individual sports generally make do 
with only one full scholarship each.
“We’re not where we think we can be,” 
Wabler said. “Now it’s, ‘What’s the real po-
tential of the Dayton Flyers?’ That’s where 
we’re at. … I don’t know what the top is for 
any of them, but we’re certainly not oper-
ating as if there’s a ceiling.”
This article is an edited version of two articles 
by Doug Harris ’79 that ran in the Dayton Daily 
News Sunday, Sept. 5, 2010. Used with permission.
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G L A U C O M A
The eyes 
have it. 
Fuzzy 
fibers can 
help fix it.
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Ed Timm ’82 almost 
missed the fine print — 
a subtle footnote that 
floated into his peripheral 
vision as he turned 
the page of a medical 
journal. When the words 
registered, he felt chills. 
Without knowing how 
it would all play out, 
Timm knew he was 
experiencing his “eureka 
moment” — solving 
a problem he hadn’t 
planned to solve until the 
answer presented itself.
BY  PAME L A  G R EGGF
of people suffering with glaucoma. The sec-
ond leading cause of blindness in the general 
population and the leading cause of blind-
ness among African-Americans, glaucoma af-
fects more than 4 million Americans — only 
half of whom know they have it, according to 
the Glaucoma Research Foundation. It occurs 
when the eye stops naturally draining fluid, 
and the resulting increased intraocular pres-
sure, or IOP, damages the optic nerves in the 
eye. 
“Glaucoma is frequently called the ‘sneak 
thief of sight’ because damage occurs slowly, 
and there are no symptoms until vision starts 
to become lost,” Timm said. “Once damage is 
done, that vision loss cannot be reversed.” 
A 25-year veteran of medical sales and mar-
keting, Timm spent more than half his career 
developing expertise in ophthalmic surgical 
devices and procedures. While working close-
ly with physicians to understand their needs 
in the operating room, he also developed an 
interest in research and development. Over 
time, Timm developed a passion specifically 
for issues related to glaucoma because the dis-
ease is particularly nefarious, he said — tar-
geting those who have the fewest options for 
treatment. 
“Glaucoma is one of those ‘perfect storms’ 
in health care. It not only affects most preva-
lently those who are the most susceptible, but 
those who are most susceptible are also those 
who have the least access to quality health care 
— the elderly and minorities. Eight percent of 
people over the age of 70 will develop glau-
coma. And if you’re African-American, you’re 
six-to-eight times more likely to have it than if 
you’re Caucasian.” 
Because prevention is the “absolute best 
treatment,” annual eye exams that include a 
For four years, Timm 
has been on a mission 
to improve the lives 
simple test for glaucoma are critical to helping 
prevent blindness, Timm said. 
“If glaucoma is detected, the first line of 
therapy is usually in the form of pharmaceu-
ticals — drugs that help maintain proper IOP 
by decreasing the amount of fluid in the eye. 
If drugs are not appropriate or are no longer ef-
fective, the next line of treatment involves us-
ing a laser to create a hole in the eye for fluid 
drainage. But the body responds by producing 
fibroblasts, a kind of scar tissue that can close 
up the hole and cause additional problems.” 
Ophthalmic implants, typically the last 
line of defense against glaucoma, are subject 
to the same scar tissue build-up, Timm said. 
“Any time you incise the eye, the body will 
produce FGF2 — a naturally occurring growth 
hormone responsible for the formation of fi-
broblasts.” When a silicone shunt is implanted 
in the eye to facilitate drainage, fibroblast cells 
immediately begin to form around the device. 
Over time, the shunt will become completely 
encapsulated with scar tissue, causing it to 
fail.
Timm learned that mitomycin C, one of the 
tools used in the treatment of glaucoma, was 
effective — but also dangerous and used incon-
sistently. Still, the chemotherapy drug has be-
come standard protocol in ophthalmic surgery 
because it inhibits the formation of scar tissue, 
he said. In 2006, Timm left his overseas job as 
marketing director for a medical device compa-
ny to create Mobius Therapeutics, a manufac-
turing start-up focused on improving tools for 
the surgical glaucoma market — starting with 
mitomycin C. 
the epiphany
Mobius had been operational for a year when the casual sighting of a footnote in a journal article opened an entirely new door in 
Timm’s war against glaucoma.
It was Aug. 22, 2007. Timm says he will nev-
er forget the date because it was exactly three 
days after sitting with his daughter Emily in 
University of Dayton Arena listening to Presi-
dent Daniel J. Curran talk about the Univer-
sity’s research. He lives with his wife, Carla 
Whitaker Timm ’83, and younger daughter, 
Olivia, in St. Louis.
“I was dropping Emily off for her fresh-
man year,” he said. “During the welcome 
Mass for new students, Dr. Curran talked 
about UD’s Research Institute and all the 
good things happening there. One of the re-
search areas he talked about was nanotech-
nology, and I was really intrigued. Three days 
later, I was reading a journal article about an 
experimental device designed to continually 
monitor intraocular pressure on a long-term 
basis. I was about to turn the page when I no-
ticed a tiny footnote, so small I almost didn’t 
see it.” 
Timm’s voice grows with excitement 
when he recounts the story, conveying 
Ed Timm ’82 (left) and Khalid Lafdi 
in Lafdi’s Shroyer Park lab 
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the same what-if-I’d-missed-it-but-I-didn’t 
amazement he experienced at that moment. 
“In the footnote, the authors wrote that they 
noticed FGF2 seems to be suppressed in the 
presence of carbon, and I had an epiphany: 
Ophthalmic implants aren’t just made out of 
the wrong material — they are made of exactly 
the wrong material.”
That silicone is highly biocompatible is 
also its downfall, Timm says. “The body does 
not see it as a foreign material, and it actually 
acts as an accelerant for the formation of fibro-
blasts.”
Seeing that footnote turned a light on in 
his head, Timm says. He knew carbon was the 
answer, and he knew nanotechnology would 
play a big role. He just didn’t know how the 
two would tie together.
enter khalid lafdi
In May, the University of Dayton Research Institute announced plans to scale up and begin production of a new “smart” nano-material for commercial use. When com-
bined with carbon, glass or metal, Nano Adap-
tive Hybrid Fabric (NAHF-X) yields a structural 
material capable of  “multitasking.”
“Think about a wind turbine tower that 
can sense ice building up on its blades, auto-
matically start a heating process to melt the 
ice, and at the same time store energy to re-
lease later when the wind isn’t blowing,” says 
inventor and distinguished research engineer 
Khalid Lafdi. He shakes his head, eyes wide, 
as if hearing this for the first time himself. “It 
will be absolutely amazing.” 
Lafdi, group leader for carbon materials 
at UDRI and professor of mechanical engi-
neering, developed NAHF-X at UDRI under 
funding from the Air Force, Army, Ohio and 
the aerospace industry. The material is game-
changing, he says, because it is the first tai-
lored nanomaterial capable of being produced 
in sizes and quantities large enough to make 
them affordable and viable for large-scale 
commercial use. Lafdi and his team have been 
producing 500 feet of 12-inch-wide fabric per 
day at a pilot plant in UDRI’s Shroyer Park 
Center. With support from Ohio collaborators 
Goodrich, Owens Corning and Renegade Ma-
terials, UDRI will build a full-scale production 
facility for the hybrid material. The new facil-
ity, to be located within Dayton’s Aerospace 
Hub, will be equipped to produce 60-inch-
wide fabric. 
“This is what industry has been waiting 
for,” he says, adding that Goodrich announced 
in July it will bring the technology to market 
first in new-generation aircraft components. 
“When people think about nanotechnology, 
they think small. But for the commercial mar-
ket, we had to think big.” 
Until he met Ed Timm. 
Lafdi sheepishly admits that he never 
fully understood the severity of glaucoma un-
til Timm visited his office in 2007. But as he 
listened to the UD alum’s story unfold, Lafdi 
knew instinctively he could help. 
“It was puzzling at first, and then intrigu-
ing,” he says. “Ed is one of those people who 
can make you stop and think. On one hand, 
he’s a visionary who can look at the big pic-
ture; on the other, he is grounded with his 
experience in bioengineering. Within an hour 
of talking with him, the problem — and the 
solution — became clear.”
The solution, Lafdi says, is the same 
“fuzzy fiber” that provides functionality to 
the hybrid fabric. Lafdi and Timm designed 
a glaucoma drainage tube using a scaffold of 
carbon — also highly biocompatible — covered 
with chemically modified carbon nanotubes 
(CNTs) grown in a highly controlled and uni-
form manner, which gives the material its 
fuzzy appearance. “By treating CNTs with dif-
ferent chemical groups, we can tune their sur-
face energy for specific functions,” Lafdi says.
When incorporated into resins, the chem-
ically modified nanotubes enable compos-
ites to be tailored for electrical and thermal 
conductivity, chemical and biological sens-
ing, energy storage and conversion, thermal 
management and other properties — giving 
NAHF-X its functional properties. When used 
in the drainage tube, those same treated CNTs 
prevent the formation and build-up of fibro-
blasts, Lafdi says. “Multiple tests have dem-
onstrated that, in the presence of tailored 
carbon nanotubes, there was zero cell growth 
on the material. But when I coated the same 
carbon scaffold with silicone, there was cell 
proliferation. An absolute invasion.”
The new technology will be used to create 
biocompatible, non-clogging ophthalmic im-
plants to relieve excess fluid and pressure in 
the eyes. The carbon devices will be marketed 
as an alternative to silicone tubes, which must 
be replaced over time in most patients. 
“This is going to improve the lives of glau-
coma patients by reducing the number of med-
ical procedures needed to treat the disease,” 
Timm says, adding that the use of carbon ma-
terial in glaucoma treatment is revolutionary. 
“There’s nothing else like it out there. Not 
only is the material completely biocompat-
ible, eliminating the risk for rejection by the 
body, it will also serve to preserve the longev-
ity of the implant by keeping it from becoming 
blocked with tissue. I believe this will com-
pletely change the thought process in the de-
sign of future ophthalmic devices.”
Timm says successful animal testing will 
pave the way for FDA approval for clinical trials 
in humans. He expects the implants to be on 
the market within three years.
Lafdi says the carbon tubes tested so suc-
cessfully that he included ear tube applica-
tions when filing UD’s patent for the technol-
ogy. Although his carbon research has been 
sponsored predominantly by Department of 
Defense agencies, Ohio and the aerospace in-
dustry, Lafdi has had the opportunity to per-
form research with carbon for bone repair, 
hip replacement materials and shape-memory 
composites for joints. 
“Any advances in carbon materials tech-
nology will eventually touch health care,” he 
says. “Second to water, the human body is 
made up predominantly of carbon. It’s bio-
compatible, structurally sound, and as we 
learn to tailor it, we’ll be able to make signifi-
cant advances in medicine.”
Solving problems related to energy and 
electronics is important, Lafdi adds, but he 
admits to feeling an added sense of excitement 
while working on the glaucoma tubes. “God 
gave us the gift of sight, and we may be able 
to help people keep that gift. For me, this is 
what being an engineer is all about — serving 
the community.”
bigger dreams
Following successful marketing of the glaucoma tubes, Timm says he plans to tap into other areas of medicine. “I like to create, whether it’s inventing new 
products or developing new businesses.” 
‘This is going to improve the lives of glaucoma 
patients by reducing the number of medical 
procedures needed to treat the disease.’
Wearing several hats at once — entre-
preneur, researcher, salesman, inventor — 
comes naturally for Timm, who confesses 
to being a bit hyperactive and “cursed with 
something of a split personality — left and 
right brain in equilibrium.” It’s what drew 
him to pursue his undergraduate degree in 
philosophy — that, and the desire to “horrify 
my parents and impress women,” he says, 
breaking into a laugh. 
“In truth, I discovered philosophy by 
way of UD’s core curriculum and was im-
mediately captivated by Socratic method and 
Aristotelian logic,” says Timm, whose 
daughter Emily is now a senior education 
major enrolled in UD’s Urban Teacher Acad-
emy.
“As [my] degree program progressed, I 
was further challenged on both sides of my 
brain. I developed skills in critical think-
ing, analytic reading, writing, argument 
and analysis, all within a construct of estab-
lished method, rigor and discipline. I think 
that’s why the medical device industry has 
been a perfect fit for someone like me. It’s al-
ways changing, always challenging, eclecti-
cally demanding and personally rewarding. 
As an entrepreneur, there is satisfaction in 
building things from scratch in addition to 
any remunerative benefits.”
What he finds most rewarding, he adds, 
is developing and bringing to market tech-
nologies that improve patient care. “Know-
ing you’ve made your living helping people is 
not a bad thought to consider as your head 
hits the pillow at night. It is the single most 
important reason why I have remained in 
this industry. It is a genuine privilege to be 
in this business.”
Pamela Gregg is communications administrator in 
the University of Dayton Research Institute.
UD
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON RESEARCH 
INSTITUTE
www.udri.udayton.edu
MOBIUS THERAPEUTICS
www.mobiustherapeutics.com 
GLAUCOMA INFORMATION FROM THE 
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH
www.nei.nih.gov/health/glaucoma
UD research at a glance
UD was awarded $95.3 million in 
research sponsorship for fiscal year 
2010.
UD ranks second in materials 
research and 25th among all col-
leges and universities nationally for 
sponsored engineering research and 
development.
Among Catholic universities, UD 
ranks first in the nation for sponsored 
engineering research and develop-
ment and third in sponsored research 
and development in all categories.
More than 175 undergraduates 
and more than 100 graduate students 
are engaged in sponsored research.
Eleven students work with Khalid 
Lafdi, who this fall is teaching a 
graduate course in nanotechnology 
and nanomaterials.
Lafdi is currently involved in 
programs touching on thermal and 
energy management, structural health 
monitoring, supercapacitance, lithium 
batteries, aircraft braking systems, 
phase-change and more.
<CONTINUED CONVERSATIONS>
The carbon material 
shown here will 
be used to create 
biocompatible, non-
clogging drainage 
tubes to relieve 
excess f luid and 
pressure in the eyes 
of glaucoma patients. 
The material is 
covered with carbon 
nanotubes that have 
been chemically 
tailored by UDRI 
researchers to give 
them anti-scarring 
properties. Tubes 
made of carbon 
nanomaterial will 
be marketed as 
an alternative to 
silicone tubes, 
which must be 
replaced over time 
in most patients 
because they become 
encapsulated with 
scar tissue, inhibiting 
their ability to drain 
f luid.
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Thirty-seven
years later, 
roommates 
reconnect 
BY
J A N E T
F I L I P S
’77
(FOURTH ROW, 
SECOND FROM 
LEFT)
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The fleet of golf 
carts was lined 
up outside Ken-
nedy Union, the University’s version of limos for 
alumni not accustomed to hiking the campus 
during a Dayton summer. We were at the start 
of Reunion Weekend, and six of us ’70s-era al-
ums piled into a cart piloted by a pair of catalog-
cute UD students. Bound for Marycrest, skirting 
a construction zone or two, we tried to get our 
bearings: Hey, isn’t that where the tennis courts 
used to be? Is that the ROTC building or photo 
lab? Is that Founders — or Alumni Hall? 
But there was no mistaking the towering, 
brick wings of Marycrest Residence Complex. 
More construction blocked the main drive and 
the parking spots where our parents had helped 
us unload typewriters, suitcases and stereos an 
astonishing 37 years earlier. Now, as women in 
our mid-50s, we headed into the side entrance of 
this place where we had met, a random collec-
tion of freshmen and transfer students assigned 
to 1 North. 
The first days of being away at college are 
a remarkable time of discovery. And, decades 
later, our own reunion-within-the-reunion last 
June was, in its way, equally remarkable. We re-
discovered — through sharing fragmented mem-
ories — who we had been. We discovered what 
had become of each other during the intervening 
years. Most amazingly, we found that, despite 
all we had done, undergone and learned since 
leaving campus, we really had not changed. We 
spoke the same, displayed the same mannerisms 
and tendencies, approached situations the same 
way, laughed the same as when we were teenag-
ers. That discovery was both eerie and comfort-
ing. UD had been paradise, and now in finding 
each other, we’d reclaimed that place and won-
derful time.
HOW IT HAPPENED
If you all loved one another back then, why wouldn’t you 
now? —Regina McFadden Moran ’75
First of all, we had a blast being back on 
campus together. We’d hoped for a great time, 
but many years had passed, and who knew if 
we’d still click? We hadn’t exactly been sorority 
sisters after college, sending birthday cards and 
sharing the small and large moments of life. Af-
ter graduation, we had scattered geographically, 
with me eventually landing the farthest away, 
in Portland, Ore. There was no Internet, just the 
post office’s forwarding address service and the 
UD Alumni Office’s alumni directory — which is 
only as good as the grads who update their info.
This was a reunion heightened by great 
mystery. Of the nine of us who gathered at UD 
in June, I had neither seen nor talked with four 
of the girls since 1977 or ’78: Doreen Dougherty, 
Anne Marchetta, Anne Rejent and Kathleen 
McCarter. (Some of our children are college-aged 
or older themselves, but we were girls for the 
reunion.)
We other five had stayed connected only 
lightly during our post-Flyer days. Jonelle Bindl, 
Regina McFadden, Lynne Bailie, Linda Lee and I 
had gotten together twice. In 1983 or ’84, inspired 
by The Big Chill, we’d spent a weekend in Cincin-
nati, where  Jonelle lived at the time. And in 1994, 
Jonelle and Regina pulled together an autumn 
reunion weekend in Santa Fe, N.M. — attractive 
simply because none of us had been there before. 
Fifteen years passed. Lynne and Regina — ex-
New Jerseyites who now live two hours apart in 
Florida — were inspired by an overnight they’d 
spent last summer. It was time, they decided, for 
a reunion, and one that cast a wider net for more 
of the girls from our corner of Marycrest and our 
year at 242 College Park.
So last Thanksgiving, Lynne sent an e-mail 
titled “THIS IS YOUR OFFICIAL INVITATION TO 
OUR 37TH YEAR OF FRIENDSHIP REUNION!!!!!” 
She and Regina threw out location ideas ranging 
from Las Vegas to the Poconos, and they asked for 
help in finding several other girls from our group. 
A couple months and many e-mails later, 
we’d settled on a nostalgic, budget get-together 
in Dayton sometime in June 2010. Linda and 
Kathleen, who live in the Dayton area, jumped 
in with a hometown welcome. Linda offered to 
turn her soccer-mom Odyssey van into an airport 
shuttle. Kathleen set up a Friday dinner at the 
Oakwood Club and invited everyone to her house 
for a Sunday afternoon brunch.
Marycrest Mavens
We had been Marycrest roommates and 
floormates and off-campus housemates. For 
whatever reasons, half of us had stayed in 
touch after graduating, and half had not. 
Here are my former roomies who left their 
husbands behind and came to our mini 
reunion during UD’s 2010 Reunion Weekend.
Kathleen  
McCarter  
Carlson ’78
Roomed variously 
with Jonelle, Anne 
Rejent and Doreen
Lives in Oakwood, 
Ohio; managing 
partner of Parker 
Carlson & Johnson, 
an investment 
management com-
pany; has a grown 
daughter
Many
“UD is growing, 
thriving and deserv-
ing of its reputation 
as a top-tier 
university. Begin-
ning with Brother 
Fitz and continuing 
under Dan Curran’s 
leadership, the Uni-
versity appears to 
be driven by a vision 
that includes active 
participation in the 
community, world-
class programs and 
being an engine for 
economic develop-
ment in the Dayton 
region.”
Janet connection
Today
Times back to UD 
since graduation
Impressions of campus
Linda Lee  
McCarthy ’77
Lynne’s Marycrest 
roommate freshman 
and sophomore 
years
Lives in Centerville, 
Ohio; teaches at 
Archbishop Alter 
High School after a 
stretch as a  
stay-at-home mom; 
has three sons
Numerous
“I have enjoyed 
watching all the 
changes and 
improvements UD 
has made over the 
years while still 
keeping the  
family and com-
munity feeling.” 
Anne Rejent  
Piatek ’77
Roommate second 
half of junior year at 
242 College Park, 
then lived variously 
with Jonelle,  
Doreen and Kathy
Lives in St. Louis; a 
registered dietitian 
and chef who has 
worked for hospi-
tals, a pharmaceuti-
cal company, a 
corporate instructor 
and private clients; 
two adult children 
and a son in middle 
school
0
“I loved the new 
campus layout. 
On a sad note, I 
was sorry to see 
the tennis courts 
were removed. It 
was always a nice 
respite sitting on 
the hill in front of 
the courts watching 
the balls bounce 
back and forth 
and hearing their 
familiar ‘ping.’ All 
in all, I loved the 
improvements.  
Go UD!”
Janet  
Filips ‘77
Saw herself  
every morning in 
the mirror in  
Marycrest and  
242 College Park
Lives in Portland, 
Ore.; after a career 
in daily journalism, 
does community 
relations for a Port-
land hospital and is 
a freelance writer; 
has sons in high 
school and college 
and an adult step-
daughter
3 (after moving 
from Dayton in ’86)
“The new buildings 
and landscaping 
are very handsome, 
and the acquisition 
of the NCR prop-
erty is phenomenal. 
But mostly I love 
that you can still 
immediately pick 
up on the friendli-
ness and warmth 
of UD.”  
Lynne Bailie  
Buehrer ’76
 
Marycrest hallmate 
and 242 College 
Park housemate
Lives in Fort  
Lauderdale, Fla.; 
has a teenage son 
and daughter
0 
“Beautiful, but 
I was lost most 
of the time. It 
has changed 
so much. Has it 
lost some of its 
oomph with all the 
changes? I think 
not. Everything is 
still within walking 
distance, and 
the Ghetto is still 
there.”
Anne Marchetta 
’76
Marycrest floormate 
and 242 College 
Park housemate
 Lives outside 
Boston, in Milton, 
Mass.; is executive 
director of a non-
profit that provides 
adult day health 
care; has three 
children in their late 
teens and 20s
0
“I was really 
impressed. I wish 
I had gone back 
earlier to see it and 
had taken my kids 
to see it. It was a 
nice size, and it had 
a nice home kind 
of feel.” 
Regina  
McFadden  
Moran ’75
Sophomore 
Marycrest room-
mate and first-term 
242 College Park 
housemate
Lives in Vero Beach, 
Fla.; a sous chef 
after a career with 
Fortune 500 compa-
nies; two adult  
stepdaughters and 
four grandchildren
 2
“When I was at UD, 
I saw it as a small-
town, Midwest 
college. I was so 
proud to see what 
UD had become: 
such a center for a 
really great educa-
tion and personal 
growth. While there 
was much that had 
changed physically, 
the student culture 
had still maintained 
the spirit of really 
nice kids. You would 
want them to be 
your own children.”
Jonelle Bindl  
Gilden ’77 
Freshman  
Marycrest room-
mate and 242 
College Park 
housemate
Lives in Long 
Grove, Ill., a 
Chicago suburb; a 
training perfor-
mance consultant/
corporate trainer 
after an early career 
in sales
3
 “Absolutely loved 
the campus and all 
the enhancements. 
It’s gorgeous, and I 
would choose it as 
the college I would 
want to go to if I 
was a junior in high 
school visiting it. I 
went there for its 
charm and size … 
and it’s still got it 
going on.”
Doreen  
Dougherty  
Carlson ’78 
Marycrest hallmate; 
later roomed with 
Kathy McCarter and 
Anne Rejent  
on Stonemill
Lives in Goshen, 
Ky., outside  
Louisville; a holistic 
nutritional consul-
tant; has a teenage 
son and daughter
0
“It’s just phenom-
enal how they’ve 
upgraded the 
campus facilities 
but still kept the 
feel of the small-
ness of the campus. 
They’ve done such 
a lovely job of long-
term development 
there. It clearly took 
a lot of foresight, 
planning and 
money to place the 
new buildings with 
the old buildings 
and not have it be 
a hodgepodge. 
I think it’s a great 
place.”
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Location set, we scoured various sources for 
finding the missing girls. We started with the 
UD alumni directory then branched into Face-
book, Google, Switchboard.com and the Amer-
ican Dietetics Association website. We sent 
e-mails and made phone calls. Lynne wrote 
letters. By the time we’d tracked down Anne 
Rejent in St. Louis and Doreen Dougherty in 
Goshen, Ky., we could announce that consen-
sus had led to the weekend of June 11. 
Linda soon reported back: June 11-13 was UD 
Reunion Weekend.
Hmm, good or bad? It turned out to be a 
beautiful coincidence, with the campus geared 
up for company. It was an official reunion year 
for only Regina, who graduated in 1975. But if 
you are a Flyer, you are a Flyer. When we all 
showed up for the tail end of the ’75 class party 
Friday night, of course we were all welcomed in 
and offered a beer. A good beer.
WHAT WE DID
 I thought it was neat that we could just pick up and con-
tinue like we’d seen each other yesterday. It wasn’t weird, 
it wasn’t awkward, it wasn’t any of those things. It was 
like we were all just friends. When I think about it,  
we only spent nine months times three years — 27 months 
— together. And then we are friends after 33 years. So  
that to me was pretty amazing. 
—Lynne Bailie Buehrer ’76
The group of us approached the wide-
porched house at 242 College Park a little tenta-
tively. Were students living there over the sum-
mer? Wouldn’t it be fun to be invited inside? 
We headed up the front steps of our old home, 
knocked, tried the bell. Nothing stirred. 
We’d been so lucky in the UD lottery to score 
this house across from the library. It was big, 
handsome and full of nooks and crannies, in-
cluding a cubby shelf on the stairway landing 
where I’d once tucked an avocado pit, suspend-
ed on toothpicks, in an attempt to grow an avo-
cado plant. We peeked through a front window: 
Oh, could that be the same big dining room 
table where we’d gathered for dinners? We each 
chipped in about $10 a week, filled Lynne’s VW 
Thing with groceries from Liberal Market, and 
took turns cooking and cleaning up.
Our visits to Marycrest and College Park 
were the pilgrimage part of our reunion. Mi-
lano’s was the first stop for the six of us who 
had arrived by Friday afternoon (no longer a 
hole-in-the-wall, but a sit-down restaurant), 
followed by campus. Campus and off-campus 
were filled with friendly students and an inter-
esting mix of buildings and spaces intact from 
our era and ones we envied, such as ArtStreet 
and the Fitness and Recreation Complex. (Anne 
M. and Anne R. tried out the eight-lane pool.) 
The total effect was part time travel and part, 
“Wow.” 
And wandering through KU, we loved see-
ing that in the age of Facebook, the wooden 
ride board is still matching rides and riders. 
(Note to President Curran: We know you have 
lots of renovation plans. But just as the gazebo 
is sacred, so is the ride board.) 
The whole weekend was an amazing chance 
to reclaim bits of our past that had been lost in 
the wash of the years. We all had memory gaps 
and jumbled recollections, and it was awesome 
to be with a group that could, collectively, fill 
in the blanks and put things in order. Lynne 
had packed along her photo album, and those 
faded snapshots reawakened memories of Hal-
loween parties, Homecoming dances (I loved 
that dress!), concerts and Flyer basketball. 
It wasn’t all “Remember when ... .” We did 
a dizzying amount of catching up: over drinks, 
dinner and brunch; around campus and in 
the Ghetto; in the hotel lobby, at parties and 
in our pajamas. We talked about meeting our 
husbands, and marriage, divorce and re-mar-
riage. We opened up about college heartbreaks 
and pain that had been held private at that 
time, and we listened with a greater compas-
sion and wisdom than we would have at 18 or 
20. We talked about creative pursuits, careers 
and kids. I had to marvel at our little Boomer 
sample group: All of us were married, all 
had children or stepchildren, and the major-
ity of our group had younger husbands, with 
the men being junior by as many as 15 years. 
Kathleen was the only person I would not have 
recognized. Her curly red hair was now a chic, 
ultra-short platinum blonde. But her voice was 
pure McCarter. 
And we shared important stories: Regina’s 
reflections on her brother’s death while she 
was at UD. The hepatitis C that Doreen acquired 
through a blood transfusion after she was the 
victim of a devastating car crash in 1994, and 
her subsequent intense interest in nutrition to 
battle the progression of the disease. Anne R.’s 
gig, for 16 years and counting, as private chef 
to sportscaster Bob Costas, NBC’s voice of the 
Olympics. My cautionary tale about breast can-
cer screening: while regular mammograms are 
highly important, so are breast self exams, be-
cause some cancers — including the type with 
which I was diagnosed in 2003 — do not show 
up well in mammograms or even ultrasounds.
Anne M. had the most dramatic story, 
about her recent quest to find her birth par-
ents. Through a slip-up in the Catholic adop-
tion agency’s paperwork, she was able to trace 
her way to her birth mother, who had been a 
registered nurse overseas during World War II. 
Her birth father was a Franciscan priest who 
had visited military hospitals across Europe 
during the war. The nurse and the priest had 
told no one about their baby girl. In her pursuit 
of her past, Anne found welcoming relatives on 
both sides of her birth family — and insights 
into her own nature. 
A lot of life had sure happened since the late 
’70s.
TOUR DE DAYTON
My oldest daughter got married just before the reunion, 
and the family into which she married was by hap-
penstance a big University of Dayton family. So at the 
wedding, I talked to a lot of people who were at Dayton 
or who had graduated recently or graduated a long time 
ago. And when they were saying how much they love 
Dayton, I didn’t quite get it — until I went out and saw 
it again. And then I said, ‘Now I get it.’    
—Anne Marchetta ’76
Kennedy Union was buzzing with alumni 
Saturday afternoon. We registered and picked 
up nametags in the spot where the candy coun-
ter once stood. Thanks to Reunion Weekend, 
a campus tour and update on student life was 
delivered to us with cold beverages and snacks 
— and included department open houses, too. 
Bottles of water in hand, we joined one of the 
groups and caught up on renovations and con-
struction, the University’s long-range plans for 
growth (with breathtaking opportunities af-
forded by the old NCR property), the big incom-
ing freshman class, the internal debate about 
the ideal size for the student body (total enroll-
ment now is about 11,000, with 7,700 under-
grads), and the no-keg rule.
And just as the tour passed near the old 
campus laundry building, who should appear 
but Father Burns. Norbert Burns, S.M., has 
taught about one-third of UD alumni in the 
Christian Marriage class he began in the 1960s, 
and his “Challenge of Modern-Day Marriage” 
was a fixture for 25 years on WVUD. He stood for 
a moment to beam at our group. 
A slender, dark-haired man with a Class of 
’85 nametag broke from the tour to greet Fa-
ther Burns and tell him, one-on-one, about the 
lasting impact the priest had had on his life. I 
took a picture of the two of them, and he did 
the same for me. I don’t recall his name, but I 
remember his happiness. When I handed him 
back his camera, he said that that chance to 
connect with Father Burns had made the whole 
trip worthwhile. 
Those moments of meaningful serendip-
ity, I reflected, are among the joys of Reunion 
Weekend. The principle was like those first days 
of college: Whether you go out with a group or 
solo, if you are there, something neat can hap-
pen. Take Friday afternoon, when my roomies’ 
golf cart crossed paths with 
a minivan — and a woman 
waving out the window and 
yelling, “Jan!”
What a kick. It was my 
old housemate Jan Cherry 
Stanley ’77, whom I’d lived 
with senior year with a dif-
ferent group of friends at 
College Park. I made plans 
to meet Jan and her husband 
Chris ’75 Saturday afternoon 
at Mass in the chapel. While 
I was at the chapel, Anne 
R. paid a visit to her former 
English professor Joe Pici 
and his wife, Anne; a few 
other roomies headed to Fla-
nagan’s Pub for a beer and 
some World Cup. All very 
UD.
Fun coincidences popped up all weekend, 
including the middle-aged man in the lobby of 
the Marriott whom I had approached Saturday 
night after the Porch Party. Would he take a 
picture of us? Noticing that his name tag read 
“Ken Adams Class of ’70,” I decided to throw out 
an improbable question: Did he know Lynette 
Filips — my sister who was also a 1970 grad? 
“Shorter than you, dark hair, from Cleveland?” 
he answered. Crazy. Adams had known her 
from Cleveland Club.
The lobby of the Marriott, in fact, was like 
a big UD dorm lobby. Throughout the day, eve-
ning and deep into the night, the place was a 
happy intersection for all ages of grads. And if 
you happened to be there at 3 a.m., you’d find 
out you can get pizza delivered until 4. Now 
that’s the mark of a college town.
WISTFUL WALK
UD was so fun. —Doreen Dougherty Carlson ’78
By the time Mass ended late Saturday after-
noon, the various department open houses had 
ended. It was time to get ready for the Porch 
Party, which was really a big tent with a Mexi-
can buffet and a band. But I was craving a quiet 
time to retrace my younger self’s footsteps. I de-
cided to try a couple of buildings’ doors to see if 
any had been left unlocked.
When I slipped inside Sherman Hall, it felt 
just like my roommates: the same. The tiled 
floors, the classic hallways and classrooms, 
and most of all, the building’s comforting in-
stitutional smell — was that born of decades of 
floor wax and textbooks?
I studied the housing notices posted on 
bulletin boards and the research summaries 
hanging in the halls. I poked my head out the 
back door to see the side steps from Marycrest. 
I pictured myself hurrying through the halls, 
surrounded by fellow students — and on more 
than one occasion, running out that door and 
up those steps to retrieve a forgotten notebook. 
On the second floor, I paused to watch the per-
petual pendulum swing. It all brought a still-
ness to my heart.
THE AFTERMATH
Our getting together was unlike anything I have ever ex-
perienced before. Some of us had stayed in touch and some 
not at all, and it was so cool that we could come together 
and pick up where we had left off — and open our hearts 
and our minds to each other. And now we don’t want it to 
end. —Jonelle Bindl Gilden ’77
Back at home in Kentucky, Doreen got all 
motivated and launched a Marycrest Mavens 
blog, where she posted a handful of photos 
from the reunion and provided a space for keep-
ing the conversation going. And indeed that 
conversation has continued with visits, letters, 
e-mails and phone calls. 
Such as: When Doreen was checking out 
colleges in St. Louis with her college-bound 
son later in the summer, she got together with 
Anne R., who lives in St. Louis. They met each 
other’s families, talked about partnering on a 
food enterprise, then — so lucky! — went to the 
Carole King-James Taylor concert.
When Regina visited family in Chicago in 
July, she and Jonelle met for lunch. Jonelle, 
who lives outside Chicago and travels constant-
ly, had dinner with Linda in Columbus in late 
July and with Lynne in Fort Lauderdale soon 
after. And just before that, Lynne had toured 
Massachusetts Maritime Academy with her 
daughter and met up with Anne M., who lives 
outside Boston.
No one has made it to my side of the coun-
try since the reunion, but I arrived home one 
day to find a box from Doreen and her fledgling 
business enterprise, WellFarm Food. She’d sent 
everyone her WellFarm Nutri-pack — the dehy-
drated purees she makes from whole fruits and 
vegetables, mixed in with other goodies such as 
probiotics and oils. I was in awe as I unwrapped 
these foods, packaged like a cross between fes-
tive party favors and scrapbook art. Cards from 
both Annes have brightened my stack of ordi-
nary mail.
And I was so touched by an e-mail from 
Anne R. with an idea “which you inspired and 
in your honor,” she wrote, for declaring the 
ninth of each month as breast self-exam day. 
“I thought the ninth because there are nine of 
us!” How great is that? I followed through on 
the ninths of August and September.
Doreen has invited everyone to bunk at her 
farm in 2011, with families invited. Lynne has 
already signed on for the country weekend. “I 
plan on taking a day trip up for the reunion 
party,” she told me on the phone. “I want to see 
everybody that I remember from 1976.”
And next June, many other returning Flyer 
alumni will be surprised by campus but be re-
minded, as we were: We are UD. 
Janet Filips ’77, a communication major turned jour-
nalist and writer, lives in Portland, Ore. Arnica Press will 
publish her first book, Luscious: 100 Recipes and 
Insider Stories from Oregon Growers, Artisans, 
and Chefs, in December 2010.
Former housemates in front of 242 College Park
UD
<CONTINUED CONVERSATIONS>
REUNION WEEKEND
reunion.udayton.edu
MARYCREST MAVENS
marycrestmavens2010.wordpress.com
NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE INFORMATION 
ON BREAST CANCER
www.cancer.gov/breast
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along Dayton’s Third Street around 9 p.m. on one 
particularly hot July night, you might have noticed 
a building possessed. Projections of spectral white 
figures drifted in the two-story, arched windows 
of the Merc, an empty (but not abandoned) 
100-year-old brick building near the Dayton 
Dragons baseball field.    Competing with the 
ghostly figures were kinetic black silhouettes 
dancing, swaying and posing across the light. In 
a glass-littered patch of grass across the street, a 
crowd of 40 or so onlookers took it in, watching 
as passing drivers slowed their cars and craned 
their necks at the sight of an empty building 
animated in the creeping dusk.   So went
∫ ∫
∫ ∫
Photograph by Lenka Novakova
If you
 were  driving
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Blue Sky is a model for creating a community 
that encourages the strongest of values —
equality, honesty, self-esteem, openness and 
understanding. — John Peña
In college, Washington state native John Peña, now Pittsburgh-based, began sending daily letters to the ocean. 
He describes his art as an ongoing process of “trying and failing to communicate with the natural world.” 
His Blue Sky team, Team Nature, continued this dialogue by producing daily videos “in which we attempt to become 
some natural element using only our bodies.”
Merc building was one of a series of Blue Sky perfor-
mances and exhibitions in the city this summer at sites 
such as the Schuster Center, Dayton Art Institute, the 
Armory and spots around UD’s campus, all put on by 
five resident artists, five university students and 42 high 
school students from schools across the Dayton region.
Their goal? Produce ambitious works of contempo-
rary art.
Or is it youth development?
Or an exercise in community building?
Or something else entirely?
“All of that,” says Blue Sky co-creator and executive 
director Peter Benkendorf. “Blue Sky is a hard thing to 
explain to people who haven’t experienced it.”
Rodney Veal, a Dayton-born and Dayton-based cho-
reographer who was a Blue Sky resident artist in 2009, 
has his own description: “We think it’s childish to 
dream and think about possibilities. Blue Sky is about 
possibilities.”
Possibilities
Artist Michael Casselli needed a thousand feet of 
wax paper.
Casselli, one of Blue Sky’s five resident artists for 
2010, spent two decades in what he calls “the under-
ground arts and performance scene” in New York City. 
In his workshop in Rike Hall this summer, seven high 
school students plus one Ohio State University stu-
dent were busy designing, cutting, nailgunning and 
gluing together small wood structures reminiscent of 
BY  M AT T H EW  D EWA L D
The installation in the
Photos by Andy 
Snow. Additional 
photos by 
Georgia Prudden 
(top row, left), Ivy 
Garrigan (bottom 
row, left); and 
Alexa von Bargen 
(bottom row, 
right).
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Every day I came to our studio and 
saw new things. I was mesmerized 
by the complexity and simplicity of 
the minds of my youth participants. 
— Ari Tabei
Tokyo native and New York City-based Ari Tabei’s “performance-based work is made up of garments 
and bags that are like cocoons or nests, offering both home and healing in an ever-changing 
world.” Her unnamed Blue Sky team developed a performance-based “cocoon collage” comprised 
of cocoons for individuals and one large group cocoon.
houses measuring about 100 square feet. 
His group, called Untitled Productions, planned 
to suspend the structures on tracks from the rafters of 
Dayton’s Armory building as part of Blue Sky’s final 
exhibition. They would slide and rotate above visi-
tors’ heads, their interiors lit by projections of films 
made by the youth participants, who took cameras to 
their homes to explore the concept of neighborhoods. 
“How do we attach meaning to our experiences?” 
Casselli had asked them. “Is it the thoughts we have 
as we move through our day, the daydreams and real-
izations that come upon us?”
The projections were the reason Casselli needed 
the wax paper, to wrap around the walls and ceilings 
to make screens for the projected images. He knew 
where he could get the wax paper — what he really 
needed was a credit card to pay for it.
It was the job of Shaw Pong Liu to hand it to him. 
Liu, a Boston-based violinist and sonic explorer who 
grew up in San Jose, Calif., was in Casselli’s shoes 
two years ago as a 2008 Blue Sky resident artist. This 
year she left Boston for the summer to serve as Blue 
Sky’s program director, overseeing the artists and 
youth participants to coordinate their efforts and 
steer them toward resources. 
Blue Sky brought her back to Dayton because of 
its difference from other residencies, she said. 
“My artist friends will ask, ‘How’s art camp go-
ing?’” she said. “I explain to them, ‘This isn’t art 
camp.’ Coming to Blue Sky was the first time I inter-
acted with an organizational structure that under-
stood what I needed as an artist. It gave me the sup-
port to create what I want to create. I wish there was 
a Peter Benkendorf in Boston. I call him ‘The Great 
Connector.’”
 
Connections
When Benkendorf began developing Blue Sky, he 
had in mind a fairly typical community arts program 
for youth. Art wasn’t necessarily the point; he is a 
community builder, and art was a tool for building. 
His co-creator, painter Mequitta Ahuja, helped him 
see the possibility for something much more ambi-
tious, an arts residency that offered artists as much 
as the community, and, therefore, offered the com-
munity so much more.
By helping set up Blue Sky, “I was trying to an-
swer frustrations I had,” Ahuja said. Her experience 
with youth arts programs in the past had been unsat-
isfying. “They weren’t being set up for professional 
artists. We were hired because we were artists, but 
our work was to teach. I wanted to design a program 
to hire artists to create art.”
From that insight, Blue Sky took shape as an art-
ist residency and youth collaborative. Each summer 
it gathers five professional artists, five university 
arts majors and approximately 40 area high school 
One of 
my biggest 
rewards 
was seeing 
how each 
individual 
participant 
came to an 
understanding 
of and, I 
hope, an 
appreciation 
of the ways 
in which 
expression 
and creativity 
can manifest 
itself. — 
Michael 
Casselli
Michael Casselli describes his work as 
“large-scale mixed media installation.” 
Now based in Yellow Springs, Ohio, 
he worked for two decades in 
theater as a set designer, 
video designer and performer in 
experimental theater in New York 
City. His Blue Sky team, Untitled 
Productions, explored perceptions of 
neighborhood and community 
through video and physical 
structures resembling small houses 
suspended from the rafters of 
the Armory.
Photos by Andy Snow. 
Additional photos 
by Matthew Dewald 
(opposite page, far 
left) and Ivy Garrigan 
(opposite page, top 
and bottom); Alexa von 
Bargen (this page, top).
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Dayton, seemingly a sleeping giant at first, proved to be 
an ocean of possibilities and a treasure chest of hidden 
architectural secrets. — Lenka Novakova
The work of Czech Republic-born and now Montreal-based Lenka Novakova “explores qualities of space, architectural environments and installation by 
means of moving light.” As part of Blue Sky, her team, Phasmid Lab, projected images on the ceiling of the Chapel of the Immaculate Conception, 
recalling frescoes, and illuminated the Merc on Dayton’s Third Street. The group explored concepts of space, presence and transformation.
“We dream of transformations and work on converting the dream into an illusion,” she wrote on her group’s project blog.
students, which the program calls its “youth partici-
pants.” The terminology reflects Blue Sky’s values. 
The high school students are the artists’ co-collabora-
tors, not their assistants or students. That dynamic, 
working in a group, challenges the artists in ways 
other residencies don’t, says Ahuja. 
“When I work on my own, I only have to solve my 
own problems,” she said. “When leading a group, I 
have to solve problems the group creates.”
That the group is full of novice artists rather than 
other professionals changes the process as well, she 
added.
“You can’t just throw out a word like ‘abstract’ or 
‘installation.’ You have to break things down. Slow-
ing that process down, people have new discoveries. 
They look more closely at fundamentals.”
Over eight weeks, Blue Sky’s five groups negoti-
ate the creative process, developing projects for a final 
exhibition that serves as a capstone for the program. 
“Hearing everyone’s point of view opened my 
thinking,” said Rachael Jancaukas, one of the youth 
participants. “No one was ‘the teacher.’ We were all 
equals. All of us had a big hand in the final results, 
and all of our ideas were respected. Age went out the 
window.”
Also out the window were the participants’ ex-
pectations for what art is. Most said they arrived with 
an understanding of art as a painting on a wall or a 
sculpture on a pedestal. Blue Sky attracts contempo-
rary artists working in media as varied as video, fab-
ric, installations and performance, often a combina-
tion of them. It also deliberately draws artists from 
different disciplines and parts of the country and 
world. 
“This is like a graduate-level course for high 
school students,” Benkendorf said. “The kids always 
say they’re depressed on Thursday because they have 
to wait until Monday to come back.”
Just as the youth participants challenge the art-
ists to break down their processes, the artists chal-
lenge the youth to turn their ideas about art upside 
down, backward and inside out, and then flip it over 
for good measure.
“Every artist should experience this,” said Pren-
tiss Haney, one of the youth participants.
Communities
When Benkendorf and Ahuja launched Blue Sky 
in 2005, they were housed at a community college 
outside Chicago near Benkendorf’s home, but he did 
not stay there long. The enrollment of his daughter, 
Maggie Schnering ’10, at UD introduced him to the 
Marianist charism with its focus on collaborative 
processes, community connections and commit-
ment to excellence.
That led to what he calls “an epiphany.” He re-
members the exact moment, 10:30 p.m. April 21, 
Blue sky 
is not a 
residency for 
the faint of 
heart. It is 
a residency 
well-suited 
for artists 
seeking to 
try new ways 
of working 
closely with 
others. — 
Joyce Lee
Baltimore-based Joyce Lee creates 
what she calls “projection paintings 
that reframe the depictions of 
painterly and cinematic light through 
a synthesis of drawing, performance 
and architectural video installation.” 
Her Blue Sky team, Team EVOL, 
explored themes of control and 
governance through a transformation 
of the 1814 painting “The Shootings 
of May 3rd in Madrid” by Francisco de 
Goya using video and installation.
Photos by 
Andy Snow. 
Additional 
photos by Lenka 
Novakova 
(opposite page, 
top) and Alexa 
von Bargen (this 
page, top).
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2007. He was stepping out of The Wine Gallery, 
at the time located at the corner of Dayton’s Third 
Street and Wayne Avenue. His idea? Blue Sky 
needed to come to the University of Dayton.
He got in touch with Paul Benson, 
dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, 
who was as impressed as Benken-dorf 
with the symmetries between the val-
ues of Blue Sky and UD. And bringing 
Blue Sky to UD could be a piece of a 
bigger puzzle Benson was assembling: 
raising both the quality and visibility 
of art education and art-making at UD 
both regionally and nationally.
“I saw the tremendous enthusiasm 
of the teenagers in the program, and to 
a person all the artists I spoke with said 
this was the single most unique resi-
dency they had participated in,” Benson 
said. “And having leading contempo-
rary artists committed to working in the 
community and spending eight weeks on cam-
pus, we reach circles we wouldn’t normally reach 
outside of Dayton.”
Blue Sky’s commitment to support and ex-
pand the reach of Dayton’s arts community bene-
fits the entire region, he added. “The art produced 
through Blue Sky is provocative and challenging. 
It’s the sort of thing that people who live in and 
around Dayton wouldn’t normally be able to see.”
That visibility is deliberate, said Liu, Blue 
Sky’s program director. It includes not just the 
experience of the final products but also windows 
into the creative process. Throughout the sum-
mer, Blue Sky hosted open working sessions and 
presentations in which its five groups discussed 
the pieces they were developing. 
Blue Sky’s unique structure — the collabo-
ration between professional artists, university 
students and youth collaborators — and its inten-
tional outreach to the community have Benken-
Sky’s youth participants, as well one parent. 
Five hundred yards of blue silk billowed down 
like waterfalls from the balconies and terraces of 
the Wintergarden as musicians and dancers per-
formed on the floor and the stairs, often 
moving through the audience. It was 
“a piece that re-invents the way artists 
and their audiences interact,” reported 
the Dayton Daily News. A blogger later de-
scribed the experience as “breathtaking 
— I mean that literally, so beautiful I had 
to remind myself to breathe.”
Bringing such experiences to Dayton 
was Benson’s goal when he invited Blue 
Sky to relocate to UD two years ago.
Blue Sky, Benson said, “makes peo-
ple more excited about the future possi-
bilities for art in Dayton.”
While researching this story, Matthew 
Dewald was reminded of the words of play-
wright Eugene Ionesco: “A work of art really is above all 
an adventure of the mind.”
BLUE SKY PROJECT
Includes full project descriptions and extensive information 
about current and past residencies. 
blueskydayton.org
 
SUMMER 2010 BLUE SKY BLOGS
A collection of words, still images and video documenting 
the summer 2010 projects.
Untitled Productions (Michael Casselli):
blueskyupacipiabsdo.blogspot.com 
Team EVOL (Joyce Lee): blueskyteamevol.blogspot.com
Phasmid Lab (Lenka Novakova): 
theblueskysummerdream.blogspot.com
Team Nature (John Peña): blueskyjohnpena.blogspot.com
Ari Tabei: blueskyari.blogspot.com
The week before Blue Sky’s big final exhibition 
in the Armory in Dayton’s Oregon District, the top 
floor of the building looked like a scene out of Ex-
treme Home Makeover as students from all over 
the Dayton region worked in the sweltering sum-
mer heat.
High above, Meriel James was in a jumpsuit 
hanging tracks from the rafters for Untitled Produc-
tions’ moving projection houses. She stepped off 
her ladder for a brief break, wiping her brow.
“This project is very important to me,” she said. 
“This is something I want to do for the rest of my 
life.”
dorf and Ahuja thinking that for Blue Sky, the 
sky’s the limit.
“We are already attracting artists from 
around the world,” Benkendorf said. The 2010 
residency attracted applications from 65 artists in 
10 countries. “Our goal is to make this an interna-
tionally recognized residency among artists, art 
critics and art funders.”
They also want greater recognition for Day-
ton and the region as a place where art and artists 
thrive.
“People here like to say that we have a ‘vi-
brant arts community,’” said Benkendorf, using 
his fingers to make air quotes. “I want to see a 
vibrant community of artists. We will never be-
come the kind of creative community we envision 
without them.”
Exhibit A is Rodney Veal, Benkendorf said. 
“Rodney is excited to make great art in his home-
town.”
This summer, Veal and Liu collaborated to 
present  “Of a River,” a performance designed 
for the Schuster Center’s Wintergarden that 
featured local professional artists and 15 of Blue 
A recent graduate of Miami Valley Career Tech-
nology Center, she is headed to Sinclair Communi-
ty College in Dayton on a scholarship. It’s a big step 
for any student but particularly this one, who has 
already been living on her own for several years. 
Blue Sky, she said, is helping her define and focus 
her goals for college.
“When it comes to art, you don’t know what to 
expect,” she said. “I expected to be doing some-
thing but not something this amazing.”
Since Blue Sky moved to UD in 2009, 66 youth 
participants from 20 area schools have participat-
ed. They represent a cross-section of the region 
— public, private and charter; rural, suburban and 
urban; affluent, impoverished and in-between; and 
home-schoolers. Their average age is just under 
16.
“Blue Sky brings together teenagers from 
every corner of Montgomery County who share 
some significant interest in exploring their creative 
capacities but who would not have been likely to 
meet or work intensively with one another,” said 
Paul Benson, dean of the College of Arts and Sci-
ences. “This diverse group of teenagers is a key to 
establishing a unique community of collaborative 
artistic practice each summer.”
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Across the miles
JUAN JOSÉ AMADO III  ’64
Throughout his life, Juan José Amado III has trav-
eled many miles — for school, work and family. 
In all of these travels, one of his most unforgettable trips was 
coming to the University of Dayton from Panama City, Panama.
“I had the most memorable moments throughout my four years as 
a student at UD,” Amado said. “I was a member of the International 
Club, founder and first president of the Latin American Club, and a 
member of the UD soccer team.”
After graduation, Amado, a mechanical engineering major, 
moved back to Panama and immediately got involved in politics. He 
served as vice president of the city council, minister of foreign affairs 
and minister of commerce and industries. 
As his political career advanced, he also served as Panama’s am-
bassador to the United States, Korea and Japan, which allowed him to 
live in Washington, D.C., Tokyo and Seoul.
“All these different assignments gave 
me the opportunity to travel all over Latin 
America, Europe and Asia, and also in the 
United States,” he said.
Now content with golfing and living a 
healthy lifestyle, Amado enjoys life with a 
little less mileage.
“My most important hobby is the duty 
of a grandfather with 12 grand-
children — six boys and six 
girls — and my four children, 
happily married, living in 
Panama with us, just a few 
miles apart.”
—Kristin Daugherty ’11
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da endebis alisquisqui rem nim cone nihit 
rehendam, to vent.
Ed untoritiunt maiorpo rectus, cum fuga. 
Ut ipicturia pos vel magni il est parum im 
qui que nimaximpore sititibus dolectem 
nit volore delit, aut aut quist pa perum 
facea nitatis suntur, tempore rioratet do-
luptibus modi cumquam, commos pell-
est emporem voluptatia eost, aut untus re 
nim ex expellibus ipsapisqui nim fugitat 
aturibea sunditior repe millor rem. Tio co-
rem si beribus, sapiendi cullabo. Itaque 
sequis dest aut ipsamus.
Deliquatius, ut arundandusci doloruptur?
Utemperum sinveliate nonem imodio. Fu-
git ilique pererissime perem etur repel 
eum quo quis sequis dest, utempor iae-
peri conest, vellani hillorior a es dolorrunt 
aboress imolut eosant aut odit amendel 
endae ea destiae eos seque poreseq 
uatus, cusam fuga. Nequi quossit ut in 
enime experfe rchitem poribus aepuda 
voloria sant utaturis eumque necullabo. 
Aborecae. Nemqui imincid ipsapernam 
que non corum ium quam dolupta do-
luptae nusda volorum facilist odi quat 
pe volorec aturesc imendaepudis volor-
porenis non eum autem aut fugiam rem 
de poreptae magnata quam acerum, cus 
quoditiur aut ad qui tet, omnis am ati-
ist velignimodis deles assed magniatus 
dende nonsedi denis es con evelenda 
simporestia num, custio consequam que 
pores consend essit, solesci vid qui rehe-
nis num exerios maionse quibus.
Ipsam aut quis ad et voluptatem etus as-
sit, volor aut quo molupta alic tese rerspe-
discia cusam estiorum enda iunt poribusa 
con ratem que voluptur saperio cum del-
lent, ut dest estrum volupiendaes re vel 
moluptio. On et omni secus, simi, voles 
explabo reiciis nonemodis doluptaerit ut 
volores editatus cupta ium quassint ex-
pliquiae num aliquidebis pos quis as rem 
alit, nonsed maximus quae eos iliqui do-
lupta veliquam as rem ute audis et volut 
autatium aut as ditate consequunto qui 
test eumquibus non nem receataspere 
si que conseque vent fugia consectem 
latem illatur ehenimusam hiliquisime 
santur, volor assus, accusant ped eic tem 
laborepe maxim fuga. Xim eaturecaeria 
alibustio. Epudam quas mo voluptur as-
simus dolestia int ut 
ipsant.
Ercil mos aris sol-
lorum rendamu sda-
musant labo. Itati 
totasit hit aut eaquis 
vellatem. Geniatem quaerspe est, sit lac-
cument elitate ndandit lit faccae nimo 
duscimu scium, consequias mod quisi 
optis assim id et officaboris inveles sini-
mentis ditatata plam ipsae. Nam evene 
laceaquam, et reptat.
Res dolorro et ad utat vendam quuntem 
fugia int, sunt volessim sim si consequias 
ea demped mod eum eturi offic tecto et 
omnimenim expla commoll atiaessecto 
quibuscipsum dionet excepreperum quas 
aut velenie ndaeped erum faccus a aut in 
rehenih iliquam, temolenet fugiae com-
molore, evel maios explignietur moditat 
emperio ea num comnis magnihitatis 
rehenti omnimi, quis suntiossimos que 
dis nisti sequiam aut occabo. Uptibus 
nesequatem eari rerianimusam aut amet 
reperatias re venim si ratia conse nam vid 
eatet atemporia enimint asimagn atius, 
optat.
Accaepr epedicatem evende sam ea-
quibusam re dus evernat excestrum lan-
tiorum remporiandae volores cipsant, 
qui odipsun deliber uptaerferor mosam 
doluptas mollaccum dolorende aceri odit 
quibus dolorem apelibusam sequatia sam 
que invendis everias dolupti ssercimus 
sunt omnis exeria samet, officiis sunt, te ea 
volor sitiisimod que nis ut et asped quiat 
pos volorectem. Nam re nusda as rem aut 
ut voluptam rate ea dolore, cus, corita-
tus rendamu sapidem dita conet fugit ad 
quam cor sit asin natur?
Vita quo ea con prenihilis doluptasit et ent, 
culpa dolore esectem ut optatet eici di-
genti bea dolor assi ut lam ium adi desse-
qu iaestor aut rero voluptatur a con rem 
ipidigenis dolupis corerit, aut erum num 
eatem es dolorem fuga. Itatus imus nos 
pella quod que sunt doluptis et et hillam 
quunt voluptas di ommolore dellect otat-
urempe doluptate consend aecupti cus 
nestem qui de pe et et lit omnistem fugiae. 
Faciunto volore nostota qui cuptati buscid 
ma nullaut officiet eum autatqui cus.
It ut dem eate nest, el estibus mos ni tes-
tio. Lendest paria que apiendis utemporia 
voluptatibea vit qui ipiet dem rem res pos 
doloratem lique officae sequia solupit au-
dis aribus.
Iqui inctibus sandam est, atis ditinis vo-
lent explian dellessimet incto mossunt, 
iminimus ab is moluptaerum iunti volupta 
essectin etur, alicili tatius magnihiciam 
eume ea secus es dolor abo. Itatinvel et 
esti bla am nonecte sentias aut ratio vele-
sercia veles mo mint quisquo ssimilit aut 
laut quunt, ius, con nos eum recullupiet 
“Texans, they are true pioneers,” says Joan Ridley. 
You could say it takes one to know one.
Ridley is president of Business Wealth Solutions, a Dallas-based 
company aimed at helping entrepreneurs grow and harvest their 
wealth.
Though she hails from the small town of Elmer, N.J., adapting to 
the Lonestar State lifestyle two decades ago was no trouble at all.
“I have always thought there was something called an entrepre-
neurial gene, and I definitely inherited it,” says Ridley, who comes 
from “a bunch of hardheaded Italians that had to be the boss.”
In other words, she knows what she’s doing.
Before beginning her current practice, she was a registered 
investment adviser to clients who were retired business owners, an 
experience that awakened her to the flaws in exit planning.
“After my second practice was acquired, I realized I wanted to 
work with business owners before they retired,” Ridley says. “They 
were not ready mentally or financially to leave their businesses, nor 
were their businesses well-positioned for ownership transition. That’s 
when I started looking at all that needs to be done to prepare them for 
a successful exit.”
Her system couples the business owner with the visionary, 
together drawing up a two- to three-year plan for a smooth transition 
from one owner to another.
“Somewhere between 50 and 70 percent of transitioning busi-
nesses will fail,” Ridley explains. “And the number one reason is that 
they don’t do enough planning. They don’t address 
issues like taxation, estate planning, any-
thing really that could go wrong.”
Her experience allows her to help 
business owners systematically an-
swer these questions and simultane-
ously consider personal goals,  
financial and otherwise, for  
retirement.
 “Helping that business owner 
is the epitome of capitalism.”
—Seetha Sankaranarayan ’12
New frontiers
JOAN M. GRUBER RIDLEY  ’71
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et et a sitas acculparum a verchicimil in-
vereiur se excea dit ex et volo eum late 
esequis aut utenihi ligenihil inienis sunt 
qui core dem volorem volore pos que et 
idis eumquia illiqui atemporem nates nul-
labo ressitatemo ipsa quid quo maxim aut 
et ati sinulparia nat erum et ut es estrum, 
odis sim assequia pel mosam nobit om-
mosa comniminte numquo invelit, tem 
verciminumet et laboriberro moluptiam 
eati ommo voluptatus aut veliqui ssequat 
ilis voluptam aperum estiaestrum vendi 
occume eatem. Nam fugiti veliquis dolum 
volupta tintur aut aut late dendelest do-
lore ese ne sandere mpedica tesciis dest 
quam qui aliquam lab iminiatur, corpore 
sequides nihiciendam, temperibusa cul-
lab id quid ma ped quatecto id et, comnit 
fugiamus dolupta id eum expernate ipi-
catatiur?
Est, od ma et ellat excearit quam, quid 
magnis earum volupti vel ilit pa qui quis-
qui aspersp iscimen torest, volo explacea 
vitatia apisinctiam quis earum quos mod 
et dolorecupis maxim ducim iundellit, 
conseritati de imincipsam enditatibus 
eicime nis enimodis inciliquam, aper-
spelenis nis reius sam eum vel ipsust, 
quiam velescipsa quidusam si beatum 
volest quam quisciae. Ut oditissero qua-
menimint.
Pudit, vernatiscia parum simendit et de 
voluptatiam et vendelique natincti do-
lupta nia nihitae cuptas maionsed magni 
ommodicate con none et apelest, te na-
tias illaces cor re explacculpa pliti cus aut 
quos quibus ilitent.
Ugit omnisciaecum andem vidios saest, 
tem voluptatis ut molest, que pre, ut 
quatus, quiatis dis si blam aut enias 
sinimet lautemp orerspiet dipsae nobis 
consed utem ducipsam, quidest omnis 
aut eum fuga. Ibus, il inis minte eum harit 
omnihitatem acepe eturibus corest omnis 
natum quidest iurerrumqui ut fugit de-
lectemo con essequistem volendantem 
debit, con rerum sunt, volesciis venderum 
et laborep edipsan isinctia et que vel et 
plis autecus doluptiunt et porempores ut 
odias es et dolorem fuga. Tissimusae no-
bites totatecum quaectem ipis pratur?
Tem. Asseque nos quisiti simi, quibust io-
riores exceprem acipit vent etur audam, 
ut ad quae volore, ut facium idelibus aut 
eumque parchic iusaperit et et que iminu-
sanis excepta tureius explitio vid quam ea 
que volupti ntectemos volupta consend 
igendam ut quati sequi nis eiciant, ut ent, 
atur aborepe libusapidias rernaturem rent 
ipsumquia ium nimostem nos seque ipid-
ebit endanditas eossim abore mo mo te 
nullori vollor recto dellab idelluptae non-
serferum, con cus que nonseque poreius 
voluptas nobis quam, simus nulla conse-
quidem sae ea quodi voluptaepro omni 
quis que vendio. Ut id quid quisque volo 
ma nit vella que vellam que autem quo et 
et andae et dolupta is aut fuga. Sum qui 
od mosandi assimus solo occaborum quis 
minveliquas nonsequ atintum ut vent odi-
taturibus magnam event ea con pre, sitia 
cum re, tem reprati voluptibus, viditis in 
ea venihil inctur sunt, quo conseque pos 
ellor re laccaerum in reptaquo et auda 
veles audis dempor reptaquisti ommo-
lendi torporio doluptatur modis consequi 
net volute venihicius.
Ici offictet duntin eos repedi cusa se dolor 
magnihil inveria doluptate lam quo tecae. 
Em volorem lab ipsanti que erum ipsunt 
que nonseceprae. Cepreperibus etus 
evelique verfern atiur? Tur, iusam volorem 
sam qui alitaquid evenis nonserrum eate 
vernam fugia que re veliqui occusdamet 
alibusandae quam reium corro tentio. 
Rovid experunto et as esto tem dolest, 
odi officianis exceptat ilia pro iumquisqui 
volupta vollant estios de eaquuntet, id-
unt, et quaecere pa nihilles ist eum erum 
dolorum ullupiditae et parchit, nonet qui 
utatibus.
Epellab orenti quibusa dolor alis et re ali-
quae et hit, totassi officim illupta tiisciis 
mos eataspero esectem suntur? Do-
lorepernam aspidest, ut etur, quatianis 
quas cus.
Ehenihit, ut laut am a doles adisquaturit ad 
quiam rae. Imus sim venimetur?
Tat. Dae maximet pore nit mi, sitem exero 
optatis quodit issintetur sit hil et lant acitas 
corio berum ipsum ditibus non evel mil-
luptaquia cum ad quati tem ero magnihi 
llorecea dello volo estint e endelibusdae 
issitio. Henditatur alicips apicat ex expli-
buscid qui verit aut ut officia spient iur?
Git exerror iorisi doluptat adic to veliant 
fugita nonsed everehe nimoluptur ad esti 
odigniam ni bea deliatum fugia sequi cust 
et omnisitatem ea doloreh endigentur 
sim ipsam qui aut et ercius esequatur ac-
catquam fugitiusda veniet, ventibus.
Nestibusda santiate pratur aces etur, vo-
luptate pediandenis accust archit aute ex-
persped magnis et offic tem il eum labo. 
Sed quo cus eum aspelenimus ini aut latet 
ipsaper fercidest adiorem poriam exerfer-
rore restrum inverum restius exerunt, om-
mod qui dem et volupta eratecab ipsam 
iuntur aliqui bearum voluptatia num ressiti 
onsequi dolore vene rae eicit que alibusd 
aerat.
Ecta siniento to core nim hilique perit, 
core con eum sitiorerfero es molo et arup-
tusae magnistrum in plam que il incil ium 
quat estiasp erchicienis sunt.
Corum essi te nonseque et voluptatur 
acepre dellam qui aspero que res a quae 
volor audis magnit intorit am, occati quun-
ti blandestiis aspedipid modis alias ut re-
perem simi, aut et offic test, consedi dera 
dis doluptium que nestio ipicia vende et 
aut et accus molor asperae rest, quia nul-
parciist, offic torehendam nobitat excepro 
velectorat.
Ment lam fugit idus, ommolest ad quos di 
conectem quia volecta spienda videbis 
et eume mil erio consernam escitae sse-
quiae dia invellu pitatum qui offic tempo-
rum rerundi tatatur? Quibus dus, noneca-
bores auda vent eos auda quate sae rem 
ALUMNI
Constance Masten Ashman ’56 — April 30, 2010
Dwight Barnett Sr. ’67 — June 13, 2010
Herbert Bartman ’79 — July 18, 2010
Joseph Bradford ’75 — May 5, 2010
Diane Kaiser Burke ’82 — May 31, 2010
Harriet Morris Carr ’38 — June 25, 2010
David Constantinovich ’88 — June 22, 2010
Larry Cozart ’56 — May 2, 2010
Joe Currin ’95 — July 18, 2010
Robert Day ’50 — June 7, 2010
Richard Duffy ’52 — July 4, 2010
Charles Feeley ’57 — April 27, 2010
Susan McCreary Gaeta ’80 — Dec. 22, 2009
Diane Gentile ’77 — June 12, 2010
Robert Gunderson ’61 — June 20, 2010
Hildred Seats Gwinn ’78 — June 6, 2010
Cindy Price Hamberg ’48 — May 3, 2010
Nevaline Wagoner Harbaugh ’53 — June 8, 2010
Donald Helmkamp ’54 — July 13, 2010
June Meyer Hemelgarn ’62 — July 13, 2010
James Hensley Sr. ’74 — July 16, 2010
Mark Hickey ’79 — June 19, 2010
Lee Hohl ’84 — May 29, 2010
Thomas Hook ’59 — June 22, 2010
John Hughes ’71 — Aug. 3, 2009
Linda Budd James ’83 — June 2, 2010
Arnold Jones ’85 — April 17, 2010
Alberta Schweller Kolaczkowski ’64 — 
 May 1, 2010
Mary Duffy Lonsert ’66 — June 26, 2010
Melody Milliser Maier ’65 — May 3, 2010
Susan Gallogly Myers ’96 — June 5, 2010
Daniel Obrovac ’69 — April 21, 2010
Richard Opalek ’64 — June 15, 2010
Linda Wagner Palmer ’69 — May 23, 2010
Robert Pretzinger ’58 — March 31, 2010
Sandra Purl ’69 — June 15, 2010
Thomas Rayburn ’69 — April 29, 2010
John Rehmund ’41 — May 25, 2010
Joyce Wilson Rinehart ’93 — July 10, 2010
Kyle Rogers ’89 — July 9, 2010
Sara Hanauer Sanford ’79 — June 19, 2010
Jack Sargent ’65 — April 30, 2010
Erik Schindler ’75 — May 9, 2010
Bernhard Schmidt ’42 — May 14, 2010
Barbara Dworkin Scolnick ’66 — April 25, 2010
Jane Simons Silva ’41 — June 16, 2010
James Slovensky ’63 — June 6, 2010
Ernest Spegele ’40 — June 20, 2010
Logan Starline ’05 — Feb. 25, 2010
Donald Staudter ’59 — April 20, 2010
Thomas Stueve ’69 — June 6, 2010
Gerard Sullivan ’31 — June 4, 2010
Dennis Sweeney ’83 — May 7, 2010
James Taylor ’92 — June 4, 2003
Sister Eileen Tomlinson, C.PP.S. ’42 — 
May 10, 2010
Katherine Hennessy Vanleer ’80 — 
 July 9, 2010 
Richard Weiss ’76 — June 21, 2010
Kimberly Bowerman Weymer ’94 — 
 June 23, 2010
Susan Hudson Williams ’96 — May 12, 2010
Edward Willoughby Sr. ’39 — March 16, 2010
Gary Wilson ’62 — April 24, 2010
Grace Wolff-Moran ’41 — April 28, 2010
Raymond Zidjunas ’68 — July 6, 2010
FRIENDS
Paula Lynn Berg — July 21, 2008; survived by 
husband Benjamin Harrison ’81.
Julia Wolinski Berning — May 19, 2010; survived 
by daughter Louise Berning Maxwell ’90; daughter 
Juliette Berning Schaefer ’85 and son-in-law Daniel 
Schaefer ’84; son Michael Berning ’80 and daughter-
in-law Linda Parenti Berning ’82; and grandson Alan 
Berning, current student. 
Vic Cassano Jr. — May 28, 2010; University 
benefactor. 
James Perota Sr. — Feb. 9, 2010; survived by son 
James Perota Jr. ’80.
Otey Peters — June 24, 2010; University benefactor. 
Frederick Smith — May 16, 2010; University 
benefactor. 
John Strain Jr. — May 11, 2010; survived by son 
James Strain ’96. 
Janice Wolff — March 25, 2010; survived by son 
Jim Wolff ’82 and daughter-in-law Teri Tainter Wolff 
’84. 
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Behind the lights,  
camera, action 
TIM SMYTHE ’78
voloriberia dipsam alitatur?
Eceribus de non re et alit aut velessum 
eossunt abo. Neque volumqui ullabo. Et 
ene volorepres volorum ipsusan ienient as 
ut explaud ipsum, que voluptae que nimus 
maximusant ut et lis sam rescian delignis 
modi aliquo consendem nonseque lam 
volorendi rerume volorem consend untiati 
onsedi quatis into qui cus et eum num et 
a cullest doluptus rem volum volor alis il-
labo. Hitio voluptat.
Mus dolesectio odignatat.
Iquiaerspis quodigendi re derum remolo-
rio que non rerates doluptu rionest volup-
ta con nulparchil in cora enisquatium, ne 
parum ratemqui volorem quidus ipienisim 
quiam denis mi, consequibero deliqua si-
tatia assecupta coneceaquas et odi imag-
nis maion et optiur, ipienda nis aspedit 
volorpo rectem et quam, autem eatempe-
rum rempor sitas rerios quas dellaut aut ut 
derehen ihicaturiam ipis perem. Et estrum 
aut quasit, officitaque et lab iunt ut repero 
ommolo omniant volut qui soluptatur aut 
lantem quate nulloremquia sit eaqui to 
cus quidusam, ea qui occus dolore pa si 
venditat eaque nempore perspis repudae 
plit eaquossene mincien demquaecta vol-
orist, qui corepro vene oditatia sedionem. 
Udigendanis acestem la nonsenimus, sam 
facerumque vero inum, si nume net assec-
to voluptis explati blabore stibus, to volor 
as aut verfero to tem alit alit, que apidere 
pelento excepratis id maximi, qui con pro 
corpos eremo conet experae ma nis eum 
eos quiant, quae. Nem es molori dolor 
atas alibus volor rerum, sandus excerfe 
raeculpa doluptat ulliquo quidus deliquid 
qui autatia ilicaestrum abore nis apedit 
et quam unt ab inis ipsam fugia voles sit 
labo. Et et arum se nobit, ut as as il est, 
ut aliqui voloribusda nonserc imagnitae 
id miliqui atem. Bit odi volupta temqui 
dolentia quas verum dolupti te nonsed 
magnitiusam, apicide nonet pre porers-
pid exerum conse voluptatia num restrum 
quos ducillorum fuga. Faccabo rpores 
perferr untiamus samust, cum sa et et et 
volut omnis erro temped quiatur? Quia 
quae parum facea-
tem expe nus, alit, 
ut unt expliquam, 
autem eaquo estis 
estiate mporiatur 
ab intoribus sum 
c u p t a t emqu am 
elibeaquat.
Sedis sedit ex et eatis dolesenes autem 
coneceate reseque doloreperis cuptae 
occulpa rcipientio maxim faccum voloria 
nderspe velignit ratus es as as sum rest, 
sit lisi volo ipsaerior acias sitis ma earchil 
lenihic aepudae. Ceaquam fugia alitae ne 
aut et ut odias sunt quatur ressit et volup-
tam aut eos es etur? Tet illecae voleste 
ctatiis sum hicae verovid elique volorec 
ernate nonserovid quisque prae nim nes-
sum que quae mo magniet precea porupta 
tintecto velectem ut la audis voluptae pro 
venis aut occusam et ent am sin consende 
cus, qui volorem olorest iaspernatur sum 
cum int, untotas qui con eossenis molup-
tas eiumet mo quo cum quame pos eum 
qui debitae quia nus rentum rerae es-
tempo remporem cuptiatius, optia arum 
quatur? Quis receat volo opta dolo dic-
tatiissim sitibeaquiam fuga. Ita elibus do-
loria ndante qui sapera cum et de volorest 
viducid uciatur sedi te pelit pa none plias 
diam repelique ni in est, unt pelecerspit 
millum est, omnihil est, ipiendition et 
aut vent, quiate quiscit mod ut omnihil 
latempor mosant minim fugiassunt hit, si 
deseratur alibus maximus esciate offictur 
molorro eturenias sentur sit aut ea aut pe-
rum rerum voluptas dolora inullut quam, 
sunt aut et quatur, quia suntium que aut 
rem et optior asi nobit ex endunt aut pel 
maximagnis etur, quateturit fugiat.
Orit doluptatem. Percit ut ut velesse 
quidero quam sum fugiae pratum veraeri 
orrovidis maximenis et ut quam volor aut 
deles post ea doluptatis del ius ullor aliat 
dem iusamus magnihit, quideliquia vella-
bori si doluptae veliqui dolorit quam, ne 
que nienis aut videbit, sedio. Ed quo illa-
boritat evel is doluptas nonem. Vel et que 
plam velessi magnam, explam labo. Dio 
quam solorem quia ad et la quatem rehe-
nietus sequae porerum apid quatio volo-
rae net parum iuri quidia velest ate asse-
quo ipsa nimus arcipit, se solest officipid 
min nam es ped eossite ctusam excest hil 
il es quibus et quiam volor rehenihilic te 
etur si dolupid maiore dis illaboritate non-
s e q u i a e 
v e r o r e s 
etur aut 
v o l u m 
dis il id 
ut eatur? 
O lup t i um 
es sinturem eatiscium explaborem 
quiderrum ut ute et ventis alit facipsam 
sum cusandiandes ex et aut explia volo 
quaspistis volorep udiciun tisimus.
Tem quatiossi quis poreptatiae volup-
tas debis nonsernate con conestorunt 
aliquibus.
Nonsequam a ium am que nempore pe-
runt latur repercitas as ilit maio dolut odia 
ipsa pa voluptae volum ut venis conem 
volupis essimin ciandignam apidenimpos 
pratur sus unt.
Ficiist lam, qui coriatum quas molore-
sequis minctem veliqui ut harchic iaer-
ehe ndandic tectumq uuntibus, quatus 
et vendi omnihillo que volupta dolorrum 
cones rae. Duntiist, volupta tioris rendae. 
Nequi dem qui to cuptas aborit aut ace-
pell acepelenis maximped ellabo. Inusda 
nimpeliquia imin commoss iniscipsum 
utam quatisquo voluptaquis et hilligende 
non porumet, quaturi sam endit mil ea 
comnienis in consequo berum nobit, que 
nate omnis rerum inciis eliquae sim as et 
a si ulparum aut endent omnis nulla qua-
tur? Adi debissequi tem etur? Qui ut optas 
et lit ut omnis dolupta voluptium ut delita 
doluptat.
Bit lia vitae volorat in eos 
erum inciassum etur?
Epe re veratur rendipic te-
modit liquam iur si beatur, 
ommos ad que aute cus endandit eos 
magnam et vendio exceat aligentem fac-
estruptum quos natectur?
Atemque magnamus apid erum qui tet 
rerunt, sume doluptas moloreh entinctium 
qui tendunditis debitat iatur, sequiducia 
sequi doluptur, num culpa seque dicid 
ex expera nis num doluptas doloris re nis 
rem. Et molore re volenis il in consedi ci-
magni magnis rem que plabo. Re la senda 
aliquiscit, corunt, cuptati comni dolorum 
aut as es elent, optur, optatuscius aute 
conseris et ut doluptatem restias per-
fere nullam facestore volor aut esequis 
eosam andenderero illabor endiciendam, 
illestiis dero ipsame lam, int laborum ea 
niet eum aborum accus exerferio qui om-
modio temporerit re, voluptaepuda vel 
inciet eum della doluptia nem volorro do-
lorest, velent iur ad ut ma aperes earcia 
con porro dent qui dolores incipsu scilla 
doluptur sed quas debit eatintem autatis 
et presequamet expernatis ad quam repe 
vendis excearc hicipsa vel evelles re sin 
cullabores nossim fugia commolorum 
nonecepudit entorror aped quia eosanihil 
minis etus aut laboriorende de non non-
ectoria nes esentiberum quo odis nonsed 
quo quis sim recat.
Venducipsam consequ ibusaec estios 
expe velicitam, odis abo. At lab ipis aut et 
officimaio quidel ent vidunti corepudant.
When Tim Smythe was shooting the motion pic-
ture Precious, he remembers saying to the camera-
man, “I know it’ll look good and have great perfor-
mances, but do you think we have a movie?”
Several weeks later Smythe received a phone call. “We’ve got a 
damn good movie,” his coworker told him.
Precious went on to gross $47 million at the box office and receive 
two Oscars. Smythe never appears in a scene, but as key grip, he can 
take credit for the lighting, budgeting manpower and layout of shots. 
His crew may have whined about the “shoestring budget” but, to him, 
creative freedom on a raw and touching film outweighs any paycheck.
Smythe entered the television/film industry after graduation when 
he crashed on his brother’s couch in Manhattan, the city in which he 
still resides with his producer wife, Sarah, and daughter, Hallie, 15. He 
got his start splicing 16-millimeter reels of commercials, and now his 
résumé includes the TV shows Law & Order and 30 Rock and movies 
Salt and The Extra Man.
Sometimes, his job’s demands are unbearable, such as shooting 
a crime scene under FDR Drive at 2:30 a.m. in the dead of winter. But, 
for every dreaded one, there are two that could 
take him to the top of the Brooklyn Bridge 
overlooking the lights of the city he’s known 
since he was a child.
“You have bad days, believe me, but at 
the end of the project you look back and 
say, ‘That was really good.’”
Smythe may have gotten into the 
business because of his love of 
TV and film, but now he can 
hardly stand to watch 
either. In his free time, 
he’d rather be viewing 
live action with old 
college buddies, 
such as the Flyers 
winning the NIT last 
spring at Madison 
Square Garden.
—Jennie Szink ’09
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Ga. Cercide lectatur asit ut liquisitatem 
eossit que pore iduntin evellaborro qua-
tur, quas venihil ipsam nonseque nempo-
reperro maio et lique venducias et odi-
onse quiatur ibeariassum in pe voluptati 
cupta volum ea dolestoresti doluptati in-
ulpa qui offictis mos dolupta spidellamet 
ventio erumenim re e eliam, occae. Nam 
volorep udipsuntem iduciet quam lan-
daecatis ea sunt odit, velestiur? Ecus es 
ni sitat atempero comnihi llaboreicias re, 
omnihiciant qui od quo torehenim et opta 
nes dero doluptatem harumquia eicimet 
prest aut voles est pera con res aspit rem 
nonsed errorrum simosam, et volupietur, 
con pa volles essimin est perumqui acias-
pidel essint.
Magnitae ventis ent eum et as esto tecum 
cor aborrum volendam del inis qui aper-
natassi officabo. Modis 
electae sciatem asit ut as-
pictem. Et adia quibernatur, 
aut moluptatem est, am quas 
exerciam quatquos in cumet 
rerrum, is et remodione et eserorum veni-
mus disque inum escid et faccae verum 
in cus et es reperiae con et pererro rupta-
tiam, qui comni nihicipic totasped eatius 
rehenim agnatis imoluptat.
Dolorerunt alibusaniti cumquid estis 
erum hitis sant audiosae erepe volut delit 
doluptas dolor aut rehendit ra consedia 
peribus ut fugit fugitior reremporro volo-
riatio. Consequi odigni doluptae verciae 
mo to blab incto et maio. Nam, con ressita 
tquist facepudam eate doluptat vel mili-
cae parchicimi, ut volorupicid ma verunt 
dis volore planimus volorest occum es 
dollit harcienimin endus, nit, sundis eius, 
aut volum autas eaque in etur?
Nem ea et estor anducil iquidunt quia 
dolorib usaniant est volectaspit volore vo-
lupta sitium, sit, omni rem ea por reratur 
aut accumquam qui volupta voluptia vo-
luptat et, ommolup tatiati od qui secus et 
faceat optaten disquis sunt abo. Tempos 
eaquidel ium accuptas eat venisquae. Ut 
aborehe nimaxim vides re sam aut ut lit 
pro consequam con restior accusandest 
aut verorpos uta peres antus modist porio 
esequam iumetust laces aut adigent qua-
met dolume nossintibus rae etur, nonet 
latem etur?
Ficium qui officabore siminve nihictur?
Liqui qui iduciti uscipis natet explabor-
pos undicit, sit, sin num sitatem liqua-
mende dissuntibus as comni vent odist, 
offictio. Hendita quaectem quam nis re 
dolorerum in restios nimusam eum quia-
tem vent a doloreperro quidusc imilitas-
sum exernam consequamet ea core id 
moluptibus, officae volorec esequis max-
impo rruntor endusci pitate es simolupti 
conem re nossunt volorem vitate sandio-
rempos qui int voloratem. Et aliquiaepel 
eatem dio et pore nimilique occus sam 
conecat as mint ium voluptatur? Quist, 
quo cum am qui nimi, sitaquas sunto et 
ium qui doluptas et quis apient veribus, 
ilistiamus doluptate is earum nis reic to es 
sed eati omnitis di utaturecatur rat abo-
rion conempor a volorio rehenda erchit 
laut labori optatemque dolorem porpore, 
nit rectio mo modi officii stiumqui ut lab 
ipid que porion erumquis ulpa venihit fu-
gitat uresti quosam que et, esectas deles 
que con corepti officae coribus as id eni-
maxima init ero qui dolorum cus quassunt 
aliti torruntiore deliquaspe min re earum 
est quiat magnam utem ad eossinisqui 
occaepro dolloreperum est aliquatur? 
Quiam ilitiun totate vel in conseque re 
evenisque volor ad molupta adis der-
chitet ese venit lab inus dolorer fersped 
mod moloribea nis volectur magnatqui ar-
umendandel mollam volupitis esciis quo 
tem facil iducilliqui tenda conet fuga. Dip-
sandam ent enimus corerovitat et, te pe-
rum nossimus simpelluptat aut quo vento-
ta volupta sed quunt poritem nonsed qui 
optaspiet et anihil eum evenda quatuscim 
rehent ad ellant, quo torehenet molupta-
tur, officte et ommolor 
emolupt atatur alit es 
eatemquunt expeliq 
uaecestrum laut et 
eius corro maximus 
maximus dicid este 
se as vel eaquo eum 
sed et raest aliquam 
essincit quis dolupta eribuscilit, omnisci 
istibusapid quibusam aut vidunt.
Assed qui aut labo. Omnimin estis etur 
rem. Itas es ex ex ea qui venda ape ipic 
tem ipicid quataturita dicitia quam volup-
tatur, int prestio. Ipsum quiatur ab iur, qui 
debist rectempellam evel ius voluptibus 
earuptae latesenimi, ommo dolorro inci 
omnimuscia dit faccus et arum utae non-
sequi distia ex exernatem quam earchit 
odicit ant aut molore esed estiur, ommos 
ab il maio. Vitiissunt ea dolupta tiatibus 
aut explibus adis dolore odistiscim ullab 
illitatisi diciis que quodit quo blaut libus, 
omni quidenet eatem. Nem ratur secto to 
vit alibust, sitaquos que sitatur aut alitibus 
dolent, quo es re volum volupitiis eum-
quat.
Us aut quos est quunde nobit es eum, 
nonseque natum sapita aut renis maximus 
aut andis ma nonem faccusdam ad eos 
natiure ratiaecus comnimposa que et do-
luptur re est, custis magnam autem remod 
evellenit expe non pe simet eum quod 
untemquo et quiscimi, occus di to blatiur 
aut est essition cone ne nonseque porro 
optatquia delia cupta sit, se sandundam 
quibus mil iur sim abore volore volor adis 
autet aligenis sequibus plitaturia eicid es 
aut esciet eariatem assum haria es minum 
quid esto int officiusant apid evenem. Ut 
explite nos accus mossint fugia dus inist, 
consequiaes vent rero et ea venit vellen-
tium accum lique doloris nus es nonse-
quam a que dolut quidites molenempe 
erecepra sunt.
Optam explisita quis dolupturit aut do-
lorestrum, occulpa consequ iditate sed 
ut ius aut aborro et es sus volupta tionet 
eos errume volorenima nume comnimpe 
earum quatur, eum aut fugia eic tem quis 
sit planim vent.
Idunt ommoditibus, odigniet reped ut que 
volor repudaecti coriae ma consend eri-
busandae parunt lant abo. Ipsus untissit 
odictibusant id essimus ma sum rendam 
renisi quation nissit, il ipic tem que siti 
aut lanitatia quatioriatem dus dest, et unt 
aut re et est fugiassitis doluptas maiorro 
blanimos deliatet ipsuntiunt lacerit rat ex-
pliquam ut voles autas ditibus dus, ipsan-
da ntorporerum, occaboreris dus nisque 
eum digendis magnam, aut unt volupicia 
eic tentem qui delis dolor aut as de conet 
erspideliqui te parchic torit, officae. Mil 
iur? Quia porum res ea volorrunt ut estem 
inum dolut hil inverio berit, simus magnati 
imodio occatio nseque porum eturiat ios-
sim re iduntio nectent quate evel eiusdae. 
Am iderumq uidellitas es santem ut dolor-
estio con niscius estintiat il esed moluptas 
aut eum sume sit occuptiis moluptate re 
et eum reperor aecearum ex et occuptatet 
quis aliquatius nos es apelles velestis et, 
siminvel essume est, sit faccus qui simo-
luptiate peliquatum asperio. Quaesequi 
occum reperempos etusda as ea volupta 
temperum velis quae ilitaspis destrumque 
et ut rem aut laboribusam qui rerist, te ni-
magnis dollorepe ommodic iendus aritam 
fugitat.
Um fugia essuntur? Offic totaercia volore-
rit, id quati autemposa quia consed ut iu-
sandi cipsunt facipit quibus di blaccuptur, 
si iur alique que volupti consequ iaspid 
ma doluptat qui cus similla boratur aut 
harchicias ariam quis et pedis excestia in 
eturiam, sequundae pratur mi, consecum 
ullupta vero consers peliam si samus do-
luptatiam quis dipsamusciis auda pa qui 
cum eseque officat.
Venis simpera tiaero quiaecus vid quodi 
Eye for opportunity
DANIEL MORGAN ’80
After graduation, Daniel Morgan, a photography 
major, realized it took a lot of marketing and self-
promotion to excel in his career choice.
Under the direction of UD professor Sean Wilkinson, Morgan 
developed a passion for photography and began his career assist-
ing Cleveland-area pros. He eventually started his own business, 
Straight Shooter Photography, specializing in advertising, and 
opened an art gallery, Gallery 0022.
After several years, Morgan headed to New York City with a 
strong portfolio and lots of enthusiasm and assisted clients such as 
Sotheby’s, Kate Spade and Ciprianni Jewelers. He ended up staying 
in New York for eight years before meeting what he described as a 
“great gal from Cleveland” who also wanted to move back to Ohio. 
Morgan and his wife, Annette, purchased a farmhouse in Ash-
land, Ohio, and transformed it into a “farm stay.” Acquiring the idea 
from their travels to Europe, they transformed their ordinary farm 
into vacation rental property (http://www.MorganFarmStay.com). The 
couple is now back in Cleveland and allows other “city folk” to rent 
their farm to experience a relaxing weekend getaway.
“It’s the best of both worlds,” Morgan 
said. “We love our 15th-floor lake view 
apartment in Cleveland, but we are 
always excited to get to the farm 
between guests and read the great 
feedback in the guestbook they leave 
us.” 
And the photography business?
“I am still busy squeezing 
limited ad budgets for 
outside photography 
and helping some 
clients with marketing,” 
Morgan said. “Annette 
and I each manage a 
few revenue streams; 
it’s not easy, but we 
love it.”
—Kristin Daugherty ’11 
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Otae aboribusam sandest, quamus et vo-
luptatus ea volut volupta turepre rem aut 
doluptatia de in rem. Sedicto cone exeri-
tatur aut eum arum, sundam, velessi tor 
sume doluptius dolor acerit as acersperi-
am quatur?
Gitias pratus, omnitatur?
Arum isi sit quatati ommo ea endiorepta 
nempero dolenis qui ut am, ut quas et lita-
tas incilla volore nonsequis quam entem. 
Tat rem atur, si nulliqui bearum est, sus 
doloris molorumque nos re nos dolorum 
landerferum harit omnis ea con nam qui 
tet alia et quid millor a sequam ut quo 
cor modit, saperio rehendi taecte ex et 
paruptas pos di cullente pliquatur asi ut 
voluption coriaepe vide et ut esci velia 
velesti umquam et ad quibus, consedi 
ut et elibea sumquis doluptatin cuptae 
labore lignis mollese quiaspit re nisquo 
mi, nos molorum ut ea cus, optatis qui ul-
luptatibus re quam, temquibus, sam veria 
iusapero volores tiorrum sedi dipienient 
aut et volupta corecto odis sendelit pos 
maiore volorepro totaquia invendita nihi-
tasit fugia dit quiatur sitectatur, et fugiam 
eic tem qui nobitatia dest velloria que et 
am fugitia corum et as explitia di sequi 
cum et vercit enihill igendae et volo elent.
Aximinverum volecto rerchil il iuscitium 
aut aut fuga. Nem es as non cori debis 
volor sequam, volor reperitiis volupti in-
verrupti ipis eiur arum quiditiam, sintur? 
Quiatur? Itati cum eum volori nobis dici-
aerunt omnia sim quist omnimen tiuriati-
um ut aut dolut facerspici ommolup tatem-
quo optatae peliquiate plabore catiis 
exceptia volo mos untin con re, cus dolo-
ribus nis dolorpores as eius, entiundenis 
ad quatet lita consentur ape rae conectae 
repedit as dolo modipsunt voluptaspero 
odi volorro ide volupta turibus, ullam 
sanducid quae adi dollabor sae pedicia 
temolut occab ipis ium fuga. Ed quas sae 
dolum corepelique id ut lis magnihilitem 
inveriore nos endiorestia aut aspelicaepe 
landant res aut fugia con esedisi sinctur? 
Aqui ut que essit, ide et volessimi, quam 
fuga. Nequis rehende voluptatiis eostia 
iur molendi omnit apiet fugiae. Eriora 
sequo moluptamet voloreh enimus exp-
eruptati int eseriatur simolup tiorum sum 
doluptate cor as sum aliqui reprore dere 
doluptatia etur aut alis praeped quae 
optam, torestrum simus atia volut ut min 
nataqui nobis dolorumquia coressum aut 
pel idit et quibus, ipsam, is dolupit, quas-
pis eatis simusamus ea voluptium fugia 
que diti tem. Nequo iminventias maiori-
bus ant endit aut et aut quam serspit fuga. 
Ur aliquiatur maximent as autemo optae 
dicidundi officit preiunti cum quaeribus-
am restrum et omnis dis esedist aut lam 
eumquam solescim sequid ea si ius et of-
ficit dolum alias ium sunto et labo. Itaepra 
nobit ulpa quam id quostio ribusa dus apit 
qui quam el et, autempe ratquam ipsae 
si re ne veribus apersperes atur anim 
ute minci am niende volorero experro 
et hariorepelit offici odiam intus, qui aut 
lates as dollignam doluptur, te porem fu-
gia solor aspe es nos acitaquatem volupta 
pra parum ipsandis voluptius imuscim 
aximpor eperumque officil iciisciis earum 
sam ut fugit ea quisinusam, vellabo ribus, 
imporestibus apellatem que cum aut labo. 
Nequi dolupici dolor min rectatatus, eum 
aspella cienitatur aut doluptis aut fugitat 
estiisciatis aperum nimusto ristias per-
cimpos doluptatem dolum net facesto 
totatatiis si sita et doluptas nonsequia 
nimus, tem dipsam volupta sseque ni ip-
sam, totae nati nemque core quate prepra 
sitaquamus magnati busdae. Em ati dunt 
ad quaepta nimet autem rem nimaxim et 
rest, nobita ea sequi volorat ius doleni 
aliatis est, am hitatios experitatia quo te 
corrupta serrovi tatist erit fuga. Nam nim 
evendios quat.
Id quat. Ga. Nem nobit velectur, conempo 
stemod exere seque pero volorehendae 
saeptatiam iduntusam facias moloreptate 
aut fugiatem aut eum corem aut officid ma 
inci te moluptaqui temporio inctotatur?
Ciassunt acea peruntore, net omnihitam 
quae labo. Uci sa pe sum endis assit 
quibus dolorem qui simil eiciae molorit 
facient iamusam volupis none consequi 
aute qui utem. Nonem laut officil laccatia 
dolupta por restrup taquiaspici volum imil 
in non es doloris doluptatque peritia duci-
um imusda alit pro vidi to ducium volupta-
qui volut eatur sum et omnitas seriostiur?
Dit quamus dolorpos molesciunt dolupta 
tisquas etur?
quosam int ipsunde plia dicatin ulparum 
fugia et veleste mporum quostia pli-
busa ntorest prat que num harum audae 
posam, verum ressit reiciatatur?
Turecerum ut voloreptatur si autestorat.
Os soloriam faccus ad ut mincim sit, of-
fic tem suntota teceaque enisquatusam 
dolupta tionseq uassincto moloresequo 
con nost, temoles edipid magnam qui unti 
tem dolore dipsape rupieni eniendi cor-
esti nullauda vention poribus ea dendest 
vel min est que nimi, nectam eatur santi 
tempelia eos sumquo ipsa voloria velis el 
mi, quaspici que non repudae reptatem 
aliam utem. Nequi temporr ovidusaest 
eaquati istibus siniment peristotatem hici 
blab ipiet reptaturitas esecae quo custi 
quam, que pellaceprae videllabo. Odi 
cus sim repudicate pera voluptatium di 
rempore recatus.
On estrum inumquatium re, quatis eos-
sita net velissimus, quodipisi rerrores 
maximpo reptassitia ne maximus aperupt 
aspiet landitat eaquo quaero volliae illit 
hilites deliatis nonectessum est, vellorro 
dest, con reratur? Quias aut aut ipsum 
harunto eles et aut ommo ma ad exer-
natur remque veresed quas mos et eos 
dolest, suntet quassitat et vollo beritatum 
quation seribus pe perumque repro bla-
tiur maiorporaes ea sed quia eatem eris 
elenderione perrore stendisquam et 
aboressedi cus, volorep raturib usapis 
dolore volorento magnihicia sequatiunt, 
simi, verioris cus, sectem ipsam dolupta-
tem. Ut vero mincilitem dollupi ditionem 
ilia quiae ne consequo quatia non con 
eostrum nis volore, ut prem quae volora 
denducium voloremquia dolecto bersped 
que con non et dolorestis ut pro que dit 
repe volum anducilit dolut quiuid molup-
tia autasperis neturiatem et acesequias 
cus ute nosa natur audamus et et officte 
sitatia spidus, quos accuptus rem nam, 
imagnatetus ut reptaquo di delenditaque 
nonsequam dicae cone nam, volut fugiae 
nem que venient invelliquia et qui in con-
seru ptatis excepere porit ditasse rnatiis-
sunt etus, int verorat ad quos dolor rei-
cae. Ficium es archicimo inietur aspicim 
que atur?
Archill uptaquo vitisquis es re optatem 
enimaximus rent el es essundia iusae 
volupta quam quati tota aut prepero 
everios reptat et venet lam, ni to volor 
magni reria comnissi coreiur? Mendae 
nobis doloreped es ut lam rem. Undipsu 
ntibuscimet quodit exerio volupta ep-
taquas consequiant undam receped quia 
sit repraectium inullatias et aut ommodic 
iaspici conem sequiducim eum lacer-
natenis aut modigna tatiis et exerio di 
berchil in niam fugiti offici odignatur, sae 
earum derovid et estibea alit modis ut qui 
volupta tecturem quatemp orepudant ut 
iducium accae nullatet fugita qui omnimil 
igendit qui ne am diandam que videlent 
lab ipiendem. Namenesed unt omnihil 
magnistiur am nam vereri tendae volupta-
ti ipsam vento tem erum volorias remolor 
recte eumquis quatin pro oditas auta do-
loriorit que et aut que invello riatiumquae 
seditio comnihi liciis et eicipicid ex expla 
Necessary risk
ROHAN WILLIAMSON ’85
Rohan Williamson published a paper on deriva-
tives and credit default swaps in 2003, long be-
fore they were fodder for the evening news. 
To the associate professor of finance at Georgetown University, 
they are interesting, complex and powerful financial instruments, 
helping to manage risk inherent in an economic system full of  
hazards. 
“Derivatives, the way our economy works, are necessary,” he 
said.
To those new to financial discussions, he describes derivatives 
in farming terms: Weather variables represent greater risks to one 
crop versus another. Farmers protect themselves by pooling risk and 
distributing it to a sea of investors as insurance. Come hot sun or 
high water — and their effects on the crops — the farming system 
continues to function because the risk — and therefore winners and 
losers — are spread throughout the economy. 
Given the recent recession, he is finding more attentive and edu-
cated audiences. These have included congressional staffers work-
ing on banking reform legislation. In October 2009, he participated 
in discussions on reforming over-the-counter derivatives before the 
U.S. House Financial Services Committee.
“We want banks to take on less risk, which sounds good,” he 
said. The difficulty is in the implementation of regulations, “given the 
role of financial institutions is to manage and take on risk,” he added.
A mechanical engineer by education, Williamson’s interest in 
finance as an undergrad grew as he worked 
for companies like Lockheed and Chrysler. 
An MBA led to a doctorate, and his cur-
rent position as Georgetown’s Stallkamp 
Research Fellow now allows him to look 
deeply at risk management and share 
findings with students and firm managers 
to help businesses and the wider economy. 
His best advice: “Be open to change 
and be open to other points of view,” he 
said. “The way you’re doing it may 
be the best way today, but there 
may be a better way next week 
or next month.” 
—Michelle Tedford
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verferf eroreptas dolendunde plab il-
laut eossi il id estet voluptat odio. Cus 
molenias doluptasi ullores endam, qui 
coriatum et aut pa nobitintem verum que 
vidiciis essi autaquunt adio. Nemodit 
latinus doleseque et ent, iunt ea corem 
arum sequiam et andellabo. Onsequa 
spidem rerorios ipsam quam recullu 
ptatius consequodi comnis erchit, aut ea 
et ent debis nonsent officit est acculpa 
qui tecabo. Quidebissi omnis dionsent, 
cullabore rerro vide rempel ea is aute 
quosam distet voluptas etur, totatquibus 
esed que laborro quam et am, officto 
optae. Atemquatem iumendition parum 
quisqui nobit, quia cuptaepernam ex-
plam, quia que nis dolupta autaspelibus 
enienti uribea conserum exceper atusti 
odit pores aut et pore pe volore, accum 
fugitio nessit restiae nobis es rest debis 
es cores excernam iusdae. Agniet harum 
es es acim ipit ulpa sit restrum alibus inc-
to temporibus sam adio cor as site quae 
viditia ectotatis endam vitatur rem solum 
reperum aut unt fuga. Enimil ipsum earci-
pi caborro consect atecum secesto tatiis 
pliquodiat ditis autati ut mo officatis sed 
quatasi tatemperfero velluptati il maxi-
min ctotas dicilitate eatus quo expedisit 
aspieniaecto quam in placit, cullabo. Ut 
quam que corum di inihil eum, corrore 
risquid endunt.
Toreperitio. Ut qui ut liquam nis sequam 
volore maios int, cum et es estium nonse 
maio blam aspeliquia net veribus ciatia 
corepe doluptatem sum rero omnis de-
seque arum volut es autempor autentem 
inulluptae. Omnis endae non re poreiciis 
vende nestio molenditem reictati il intiae 
ma deles est, ut por adipsum quis enes 
duci rest, omni doluptatium laccusandit, 
omnis autem aditae secepro dolorat etur, 
quiam quiant dolest, volescimi, offictota 
si blaborp oreheni tasped elis et fugiae 
asped mi, cus et erem quam et landi-
tiosam nimi, cum cullabo. Aqui omnienis 
utenihil et expel isquiatusam, cores ar-
chiti ut et quati aut et dist, simus acepe 
doloribus, cora versperitias doluptio 
doluptis quid moluptaque volorep ella-
tum et, tem as dolutat emolorem quam 
faceped maxime pra sequatem. Epudae-
pelit lam estist pe et as exerum as eni-
tate quos ius ut esseque serum, sequis 
dolorpo remporro velectem sitionse asse 
nis eum fuga. Ficillore lautat quatur audia 
ea cuptur?
Que omnihillorem sim re voloresed quam 
la aut aut am facerempor am quatectibus 
diciet latios sinventiis eum voluptatur se-
quos exerum quis nullendis doluptatur 
molorrum quiditium fugia vent optatur 
sam, consed estioremposa porerrum 
ut laboreria eressit moluptatur, omni-
milla dunte optatiscias eici doloriorem 
demodit est ut lite maionecto excest, 
velluptatus sitaspe llaborrovide non pe 
volorro blatiame voluptasped quam am 
ipsum volore, ut mos moloremod quiam 
re perum audae moloreh endipsanime 
comnis rerum re lis dolum que reic tor 
reperum eum doloris andit dem quiuis 
sime officatur, omniet harchil ignihic 
tectur sit re sinitiu ndandiae veribus ne 
adiaes eaque nissequam vitios a auta 
necae con cumquam fuga. Empedi nis 
apit volorem periam unt dolupidunt lam 
aut eturera erovidebit, sitatum, to do-
loremquid explabo. Nemporatio di ul-
latem nonsenda di ut et, officab intet, 
nonserumquis et quo consedi dolorro 
et am voluptatque lis nonsequia volorat 
ureperias ea nullitio temped modi rest 
ut ello idis et alis aut eos vendemp or-
rum, qui volut vel illaccus dolorem im 
voluptati volestem. Nem fugit et, aut 
fuga. Nemquiaerum qui tempor aciminu 
lluptatatem doloriam sequiature pro tem 
ilignis et labore dolupie nducia dolorunt 
alitis dollabor acea nones acest licimod 
ignimus, nam, sincipsae aut as anis et 
ipiet voloresto mintis velit is ium ius, sunt 
hitios es rem quoditatio et etur sum rere-
sequia non pori temolup tatium re ventus 
a veles et qui illam, odictio nsequi ium 
in con nonsect umquasp edigeni hictum 
ne velia con porio coribus ipsum, tes 
magnatem rerundi ad quis erovitat aut as 
eium doluptis exceruptatur sunt ut der-
erfe rerrumet laci veriasimus conecum 
quibusa vellorr ovidestin et quam, volut 
unt ut estion nati autemquis derferem ex 
et que exped eossim im eaqui quia na-
tio conse volupta por sum qui que adios 
eario. Ut volutendus, uteceptatio. Sectem 
reprem. Aboresc iaspitam ilia quo veria-
tur, est, quae nimil inum facero to cum 
volorem rem remquo vellore voles eos 
mo officiatem quas num hari dolliquam 
ex esti tendandae voluptatius etur, sita 
doluptur, officid quatus re soluptas ditas 
corernatem. Nemporum aut eaturenim 
que aut omniam, corenis temporibus.
Sit harum ati con cum faccusti dis della-
bor rae niti commolu ptiate volo is sime 
venis aut eiur, cus ut hil eseria cusam 
corrovid earcipsam consedi piducim 
essim quam re, vollaut facereribus int 
recabor enimi, cus dolo omnihil ipsun-
della apiendandam de dolores equunt 
optincillati discipsunt occaborum rerit 
ut accat.
Nam ipidus, qui dolore officab orrorrume 
conet por sequi dis vent pores mo to cus 
mod quis exceptatur? Quis ute venis sit 
ut omnition ea doluptur?
ANATOMY OF A CLASS NOTE: ’95
ion nati autemquis derferem ex et que exped eossim im eaqui quia natio conse volupta por sum qui que adios eario. Ut volutendus, uteceptatio. Sectem reprem. Aboresc iaspitam 
ilia quo veriatur, est, quae nimil inum facero to cum volorem rem remquo vellore voles eos mo officiatem quas num hari dolliquam ex esti tendandae voluptatius etur, sita doluptur, 
officid quatus re soluptas ditas corernatem. Nemporum aut eaturenim que aut omniam, corenis temporibus.
ion nati autemquis derferem ex et 
que exped eossim im eaqui quia 
natio conse volupta por sum qui 
que adios eario. Ut volutendus, 
uteceptatio. Sectem reprem. 
Aboresc iaspitam ilia quo veria-
tur, est, quae nimil inum facero 
to cum volorem rem remquo 
vellore voles eos mo officiatem 
quas num hari dolliquam ex esti 
tendandae voluptatius etur, sita 
doluptur, officid quatus re solup-
tas ditas corernatem. Nemporum 
aut eaturenim que aut omniam, 
ion nati 
ion nati autemquis derferem ex et que exped 
eossim im eaqui quia natio conse volupta por 
sum qui que adios eario. Ut volutendus, utecep-
tatio. Sectem reprem. Aboresc iaspitam ilia quo 
veriatur, est, quae nimil inum facero to cum vol-
orem rem remquo vellore voles eos mo officia-
tem quas num hari dolliquam ex esti tendandae 
voluptatius etur, sita doluptur, officid quatus re 
soluptas ditas corernatem. Nemporum aut ea-
turenim que aut omniam, corenis temporibus.
Sit harum ati con cum faccusti dis dellabor rae 
niti commolu ptiate volo is sime venis aut eiur, 
cus ut hil eseria cusam corrovid earcipsam 
consedi piducim essim quam re, vollaut facer-
eribus int recabor enimi, cus d
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Sedigendebit maxim facepudam resci-
delit aut ut odiae. Ut officiusae. Optatio 
nectemp orehenti con et quatur?
Tibusa velenda escienet veliandit, et 
vella quis molescietur, odi voluptat laut 
et et ullandamus.
Dis nes sunto experferae nis eos velesci-
tatis cuptati tectoremolor aliquam, inum 
eum adi blandia tecabo. Nectes coratiam 
nonsequ iasperspe venditasped ma sed 
et eum fuga. Pudiciur? Qui cuptatus eos 
dolorero blam quatempor aborrum eum 
fugitate conest doluptatur rest, quos ea 
et aut harum idus volutem facidundi si-
tatus doluptatem est, et esto optaquiate 
ma nulpa soluptis dersper orendi cus 
nam doluptis ipiciet et doluptur arcieni 
tiscia inciat doles eseditia sed et dit utet 
et vellandae. Os mint dis autempelesci 
blabore providu ntius.
Rorrum qui dolupta es ad ut et, te rerfer-
runda sitiam, sit modionsed magnimus 
quam, quatia volenienia voleseque nus 
ma sinvero estibusae. Neque et optatur, 
aut dolo blaut acerore moluptur? Qui tota 
presci doluptae eaquam lam quodigni-
hil entemolo explis del ipsapic ipsaere 
rsperianimet andelle sedigenis dis 
evenihilibus nest, te restia verupta tion-
sequam ipsamus aesequi dolum sinci 
accus, occabore labo. Nis ut odiciur, et 
quid qui dolum abo. Et est ationet latem 
in con ne omnis eos de et abo. Ad explis 
sim qui ium 
id ulligni hi-
ciist runtem 
e u m e n d e 
rchici tem 
ent, si nis ea 
coris aut entur audi quia volupta turiaturit 
eum faccaero volorernatur re, quamus-
dante lantium qui aut que non eat.
Liant doluptatur, quasinihil ipsa dent.
Udipicatest dolo endis ipsa vero quam, 
es eum hitata sit doluptam essimustrum 
quos eossum verae non nusdaepudit, sed 
maxim explamendi dunt haribus magni-
hit arum es simagnihici re pla doles ent, 
iniet maximus nos dolorrum es sitatum 
volore porero eribusa nihillab intiossum 
qui rempore pelianda ium eri blab impo-
riamus voluptati officae voluptios volo-
resequi audit qui officae cupti comnimi, 
soluptam ipsum voloratis dolorit fugit, 
quis molo voluptati des doluptatia dolorit 
ipicae nem quiae. Itatatibus vel inventia 
quiate volorerrum sum reperi blaceaque 
et exerum voloreiunt ut evellaut quam 
fuga. Ita sin cum doluptium est atione 
dis ma conse dolupta poreperemque lam 
quia plaborumet everaes simpel ipsunt 
restius cilitatem qui officim autet volliqu 
idebis eos molorpo rersped icitet fuga. 
Nam hit iduntia sitio cusae. Bus, qui repe 
illab isqui bererfernat.
Di toratum exerspi dicitam sequi testiis 
ut ium quia qui accum ventus porporum 
re earum re velentem fugiamu sandit, 
tem illoreriam acerae volum cus ullup-
tatecti dem doluptatur maximos sedignis 
amus, offictatus et qui odis iuntibusam 
nis eriam, unt aruntin custius dolor re-
perio nsecatem dolliquia sed qui unt re 
nonsend uciisqu iberio eossim la desent, 
tem. Atemolupta et et que non posam 
eatur magnist emporibus esequis abor-
estrum estis vellora sitam, officiis nem et 
pa volut faciist ut pliquat as si doluptate 
videsci quis duciis aut voluptur, sequa-
tini alictem quis seditasperis ut aute no-
bis pa corum est acitem quaturi ossunt 
dem quibus si quos moluptam exerum 
qui tem re et di apici berum aut que 
pratque corerchitati ad utempos dolesti 
scipsapedite eum ut repe landae quiam 
int, nulparumquam quametur, to omnien-
tist dolum nisquam uscietu rendis num 
faceribus, untur, quistio eati occus, volor 
maion conse que id et quat ab idi cul-
lignatque volupta volore sumquis eiunt 
fugitio. Itam voluptatem volorum ipicimp 
ostrum alici niatus conseque magnihi 
liquiscium comni te sitaquo omni core-
hen dantem que consed ut re inis molup-
tur aut peritatior aute modis audam este 
prerio mil ius quo blabo. Et ma digniae-
pelit adis doluptas veris ipit utam erovid 
ut autem facidemped ese cus que sus 
doluptaspel iunt aligni tem. Endist, aut 
que la dolum sum ra nonsecuptati tet, ei-
cianda nobiti doluption pellam, sinus si-
modist, nonsedit parchilici idundandia in 
nesed maionsequunt rem. Vid ulla perit 
pliquo enditat doloruptas ea cori dignis 
id molorumet labo. Nam am fugiatu re-
restrum ni dolenih iciumquatur? Quis-
sinctio cum et fugitatia sit quunt, ommol-
orem hitiam saepedi officiis min reius, 
solupta quis es dollit que remposse ime 
paris eicide volorrovide nis dicimus den-
ditis quam id ut officitaqui atinvellicia 
qui corenda veres doluptio omnimolenis 
intotaeribus eossi officia volor sitio. Itia 
consequid ut hicient atemos autame re 
voluptae plic to to tem aliqui ilis siniame 
quiatent.
Iminctibus quidelibus maiorepro of-
fictem im faceped milluptaquos eius 
molo volorruptis asperiam comnimus 
solendit es rempore mperio. Et fugitaepe 
moluptat.
Natio berenimus imet endenim ut vo-
lupta tescipit ex earcitatis volo ommos 
antiberfere rerum voluptatur, opta vo-
lupta prepelis sit eosanienet liquunt 
ion nati autemquis derferem ex et 
que exped eossim im eaqui quia 
natio conse volupta por sum qui 
que adios eario. Ut volutendus, 
uteceptatio. Sectem reprem. 
Aboresc iaspitam ilia quo veria-
tur, est, quae nimil inum facero 
to cum volorem rem remquo 
vellore voles eos mo officiatem 
quas num hari dolliquam ex esti 
ion nati 
ion nati autemquis derferem ex et 
que exped eossim im eaqui quia 
natio conse volupta por sum qui 
que adios eario. Ut volutendus, 
uteceptatio. Sectem reprem. 
Aboresc iaspitam ilia quo veria-
tur, est, quae nimil inum facero 
to cum volorem rem remquo 
vellore voles eos mo officiatem 
quas num hari dolliquam ex esti 
tendandae voluptatius etur, sita 
doluptur, officid quatus re solup-
ion nati autemquis derferem ex et 
que exped eossim im eaqui quia 
natio conse volupta por sum qui 
que adios eario. Ut volutendus, 
uteceptatio. Sectem reprem. 
Aboresc iaspitam ilia quo veria-
tur, est, quae nimil inum facero 
to cum volorem rem remquo 
vellore voles eos mo officiatem 
quas num hari dolliquam ex esti 
tendandae voluptatius etur, sita 
doluptur, officid quatus re solup-
ion nati autemquis derferem ex 
et que exped eossim im eaqui 
quia natio conse volupta por 
sum qui que adios eario. Ut vo-
lutendus, uteceptatio. Sectem 
reprem. Aboresc iaspitam ilia 
quo veriatur, est, quae nimil 
inum facero to cum volorem 
rem remquo vellore voles eos 
mo officiatem quas num hari 
dolliquam ex esti tendandae 
ion nati autemquis derferem ex et 
que exped eossim im eaqui quia 
natio conse volupta por sum qui 
que adios eario. Ut volutendus, 
uteceptatio. Sectem reprem. 
Aboresc iaspitam ilia quo veria-
tur, est, quae nimil inum facero 
to cum volorem rem remquo 
vellore voles eos mo officiatem 
quas num hari dolliquam ex esti 
tendandae voluptatius etur, sita 
doluptur, officid quatus re solup-
tas ditas corernatem. Nemporum 
ion nati autemquis ion nati autemquis der-
ferem ex et que exped 
ion nati autemquis ion nati autemquis der-
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ssimped moloreium, quatem ipsanihil 
mo et prem consero et, ute esequis sin-
ctas remque officipic te eum que adit, 
utas et plaut laccab inulpa velitat qui de-
rum expliat emporuntem ratur, optatem 
ut harum quo is aut eribusam, si re qui 
volorem olectatum ini illam anis maximus 
diatece prerumet harum dolupta quatess 
endipsant.
Ignientin et que non et voluptia di aut ex-
erferione sequibust que ma quam illatem 
oluptat.
Offictemos nobit persperchil 
maio. Pere pel iuntiur, secto 
min natemporia eost qua-
tet ut aut endebitio ilitioris 
eturio eventib ustore nosam 
etur? Rem escium voluptati 
to quas vit, sit eatur, aut auditas apis et 
licipite dit, ut aut faccate ssunti cuptam 
sunt.
Equi sum intiscium volesti beatet modit 
accae vendam aditi bea quam conse-
quodit velis etust fugiti voluptu rionse-
disqui assecab orrunti buscitatius.
Is ex eatur, vita iur? Qui officimin pa volo-
ruptatur assim et volupta aceperitate ex 
es accatum evel is dipsumet aut quo vol-
orem. Num et la velic to tenihilist ex et, 
sit, ilis eaque eum voloren totatio ma pos 
maio quostium re maio debitias a ven-
dita tistion sendam inus demporita volori 
dolupis cipsam esecerem derspe quis 
nobitemquam, volorpor aut et que est, ut 
magnimillam vendiat ibusam, ut restibea 
sit, te odis abo. Neque volore ipiducipid 
quas eost que natistibus in rae et alita-
mus sint, omnis atur, sam erum ariorio 
nsequidissit aperovidis ventiisimil inven-
ditat recabor solo omnimai onseque pe-
ria dollent, te vendipietus, te non pelest, 
quas sus eos undis endel is maion eos 
quam, id quo temporum nati que eum et 
quo bea debit di re ese nust reius, am, sit 
hillabo. Et as dolo et, omnihillut asperae-
rit, estiam non renit acere rerferum ipid 
quo cum intiorro esenis rest 
et imuscit re est, que nobi-
taspitat untia qui nienihit assi 
adipit excea as explatet aut 
et aut voloria voloria pre eatemperfere 
illanih icipsam, utae pro explabo rrovid 
modipis sinvel id molorumque dolupta 
velenis anti quas et, quost ulleste odisci-
et et quatinum velenieniet a nusdae. Obis 
nobitia doluptate ditate nis volestius.
Elictinim il mod elloriti iste aces rem 
res ma invel maio. Doloria qui alit fuga. 
Ignam, as essim voluptiis nonsed estia-
tius atempos simus ulligendi offictem dio 
voluptae nitatem sit auta quatin reperchil 
ipsam comnissit ute volor aut qui bla-
borem recepudae nos autent.
It et prehenim rendebit, si temporem re-
moluptas maione laborro consequo od et 
volupta cus nonseri omniet erum eveni-
hitati idebisquam re ma sequam quisto 
quissum nostem volor ant fugia doluptias 
acero ipsusdam vendi berum natur sita-
tium nust autam volorem iuntinusa quam, 
qui que nis etur aut ut arciis sam nis 
velende llandunti conseque reiciendit 
fugiam idebitam doluptatia pa sitis et la-
simod ex eumenisto officiduciis et labor 
am expla ipsamento qui comnientio este 
corem. Et venis rehent.
Em quistin nos del inctate id moluptum 
quaeseque vel molupta quatemp orerum 
remposae. Namet ullabo. Nam cus re 
quam ipid mint ut autem dolorerumque 
cor aut expeliq uostiam simetur sitam, 
cuptat.
Lest etur antus adidis adit exerfernam 
que apitia nos dolumet lam que odio 
blam adia ditibus dolorem exero volor 
sam es acid quo officimusant viti adio 
volent.
Vendaerest electur a cum culparc hica-
tios ea doluptio. Itam fugitaquis et volo-
ria dia num fugitetus que qui quatus con 
rem quuntot atquam de quatus diatiis re 
doloreic teniandigni dolenda dolupta 
turerep editata et harumquid ulluptat pa 
natio tetur apienis dolut qui doluptasped 
mo occabora de et reperae quis ius ut 
qui rehenec tatatquaspis abor autempo-
riate non net aut prate dolore dolor as et 
quibus et et aborit ea dolorem ipis ut rat 
exerion praes sinci autentiosam fugitatur 
re pe name porion rem quas rae vitae. Ut 
a eum quae. Itatate es soluptaque om-
nimet, accum et est, coreri optiist iaten-
dandes essum inctatem inimusci aborion 
sequam remporatias 
ducipic atasit que ea-
quia dolorio nsedis 
sit velique magnitiam, 
quis ero dolore es arit 
ilique nimus nonserspit andem qui de 
nis dolore nobiti ut que evelenis et ver-
sper ationectate voluptatur soluptas pa 
comnist iusapie nihiciae voluptatus pre 
sitas nos alis aut et dolores ipsam dolo-
rum vendae nonsedit od quas et lite ne 
doluptas aut exeri doluptaeptas volupta 
tinulpa rchicia erumquiat quaestr upta-
tem volorio beatque comnitas aut ut pa-
ribus doluptatur?
Im sitatur, omnis uta niminctur, apitat et 
as restem nonsequia num nusam et fu-
giatibust fugias nimilloreped mos quae 
sendele ssinus.
On reror alit et estem quasitatum quissi 
ulpari officiis remporibus.
Sed molupta tquatur? Otati repelique ve-
lest mostint que sum etur? Quia cum am 
earciet pos serro od ut excerum fuga. 
Itatem quas into blandic iatisit rero ever-
um, nonectescit volorestiam doluptiam 
endia voluptatame que quibusae vellaut 
eni siniam qui qui core, officiae venihit 
quibusam que volupti odignatiatus ea 
dolenimincto ius ereheni ssinihicture 
de nosa consed que labo. Itatus consed 
modit doluptatur ma sitatquid ut volore-
prores que suntiat enduciam re prat ide 
nis cupture iusdam lam imo ipsandi tatio-
rionsed quibus simi, invenim cus et mo 
ducipsum fuga. Ferum aut est inihici mili-
bus mintiam, nobitiat quo occupta tatur?
Idus, idit optasin ihitis alias ra acid et aut 
int volestis et eostiur ma am nihicil ium 
ipsuntur, esciumendae pratem unt archi-
tasit ut que doluptaquam inis aut explit, 
elitibusam, offici debistotam, volupti 
vendam sundunt et volesti oresectae 
custin repreptibus apeliquat quis reperio 
rionsedio officiis eum rerum, torem eari-
ati conet maximagnim que quid et molor-
em net dolorem quo magnisit, sitet faces 
aut ommos voluptae latemporecae resse 
sint abora nonectotate que cor sequis 
voloren dundunt fuga. Ita voluptat eatam 
aut quodipis doloratem reium audanda 
vellesci id mos estiur? Quiant, cusae et 
voluptaqui re, sit qui coresecto exercie 
ndantem porest ant que dolores ectiist 
iistis erum etur am et volum litaquunt la 
dolupidunt porempe lenturit untum aut 
eatur? Met eat.
Uptatio. Dellenit, odiant.
Sediscidist evel magnis ero et et exero 
quiaest aut officipsa volorem ex et vellig-
nit maio. Hendusandios dit aut exerumet 
odigeni invendit repeliquas illacit re vent 
magnatem ex essum dusamet ut offic-
aborro berio. Et as sitasin ctotas ab inctio 
dolorpo ratur? Quiamusandae volestio. 
Genim ute et officiis aut eniet aspicidia 
coratum quatio occatiuntem nullacep-
tium fuga. Vit fuga. Ilibus endit, sintiunt 
quatum volupta tintios nia qui recteca 
turectotat que diost eossedi quasime lam 
facium quid estis maionest, omnihitat ex 
eum non raestet persperum qui aut latur 
At home
SISTER FRANCES (JOELLE) ZAJAC, F.S.E. ’88
Growing up, Sister Frances Zajac never intended 
on living in her hometown of Meriden, Conn.
But after service in the Peace Corps, she took a science teaching 
position in 1994 at her alma mater, Maloney High School, a public 
school. She is now chair of the school’s 10-teacher science depart-
ment and teaches general science, anatomy, chemistry and biology.
“It has been a tremendous gift for me to be able to serve the 
youth and families of Meriden,” she said. “I enjoy my rapport with my 
colleagues and students, both past and present.”
Shortly after she began teaching, Sister Frances, known as Joelle 
Zajac at the time, discovered the local Franciscan Life Center and 
started volunteering there on weekends. She was drawn in by the 
order’s respect for life and for an individual’s unique gifts.
“The community was remarkable in that each sister was ex-
pected to have professional expertise in addition to her religious 
formation,” she said.
After several years of volunteering, and by suggestion of one of 
the sisters, she began the formation process.
“In my religious community, it takes 10 years of formation,” she 
explained. “I entered pre-postulancy in March 1997, I received the 
religious name of Sister Frances as a novice in July 1999, and made 
my perpetual vows in April 2007.”
Being given the name Frances, the most significant name within 
the Franciscan tradition, was an honor as 
she was the last person to enter the 
Franciscan Sisters of the Eucharist’s 
novitiate in the 20th century.
Now approaching her 17th year 
of teaching, Sister Frances calls 
upon her professional and religious 
training to help others succeed. Her 
most rewarding work, she said, 
is assisting the newest members 
of her department through their 
struggles and onto building 
their strengths and finding 
a place where they suc-
ceed, where they are at 
home. 
—Kristin Daugherty ’11
tium restiam as unt la nobist aut aliasped 
eum, simpore hendelesequi restorpos vo-
lupta ellandelesto earum fugit mi, odias is 
magnis sed quam doluptat.
Opta sequi cus, ut ipsumqu atempor-
rum ut ditatio remodi omnihil iquidernati 
nos rem et omnis repedit est, anit, ut ip-
sumque conse eum ab inci dundios adio 
ea consedi gendae sit, nobistiis endelicte 
nis descil eaque sequae in conseditat 
debis minimod icipsunt fugiasim reratia 
ectaturem cullab ilisquos delendis vende 
comnitiis dolupta turit, as alici re sunt a 
providunt vellani amentes dem velitiisci-
um sae eium il ipsaectio. Uciae cone etur 
sus aut ipis nimi, sum sum untem quaect-
estrum endebit fugias debis re remporem 
sequia non explique nulliqui ommos es 
non renda sequo tem ratem voluptatium 
ut inci odis ulliquas eos as sunt molor si 
offic te pa sequid qui simperi asimolo 
ressunt que nam, suntiam voluptibus vol-
liquis vella senieni hillaut hil ma volec-
tatur, nam labores sumquam ipid quatur, 
con consecta velescius dolupti atemque 
saperro vitatia estruptas ent landipsamus.
Optur? Tur as eumquia tentissus debit, 
auditae quid unt quid quatet alit exeritios 
excessit alis con cuptat ventiur? Luptis-
tia sum sus aut que aut eost occulluptat 
liquia que labo. Natur a pro quia veni 
reperit utem. Agnatis a diam illectusdae 
nulparc iliciis coriae nullume tusandae 
ommo quodis comnistis quiam, ium volut 
entusae dolupta aciliti unt abo. Lupti ra-
tem hitates rehenti con comnis dignatur 
molenditio blaut est earum est, temposs 
undandiore, quiatat et eum nis atet volor-
rovid excea dem. Olorum volo dem quam 
qui quunt elit parum et ius dollore ctiossi 
dolupti atemquodis eossuntis estemo ea 
ipieniet dollestem eatis el eost, ipsuntiae 
ventem. Nam eri amus ant.
Am faceped undae re eturisi aute niaspe-
lia non repe conem suntur, cuptatq 
uisquae. Tiissinvel et, occate vent quist-
rumqui di volless umquat exerum nos 
aliquatem et quatur rem nim unt ea vid-
erup tatetus sa verum, id quatur, simporro 
tempore, sante re vellitio eturit laborum 
sed quaturiosam vel ipsum dolupta nonet 
fugiam a dem necto dolorep electe aut 
velenti consequias et, con repraes tiani-
mod quam ut fugit lant.
Atenemp osapelitat. Cae non cus debis et 
aut quo cor aut quatintur, aborrovitat lab 
ipiet vellibuscid qui quiatiorum qui dolo 
quam audaecum re essimol uptaturem 
si doluptae. Dundam id quo ipsam que 
eturepro esediat emporum, sed eos et mi, 
officit lantore preptate sint, ne ellatintum 
repta etur aut harumqu untiat magnitatusa 
ped ulla conseque que etus dis et, natent 
hitionse voluptatem alitaep erectia aut ut 
quis sa necto con ex ex et volorpo recer-
cid etur sum facepedia videndus, ullandi 
gendicatur, net re corepre quidis etur, 
nobis remperibus eturiti onemporporum 
quam niendantis veni sitamet volorias 
experor eperehent haruptata aut volupta 
eriaepe volent, illab incta cum quam inim 
dolupta qui od qui omnis evel ilibusa 
quaerumquae porit, vero magni odi te lit 
re eate volorio nsequam alit lam incius 
necus, sent dionseris exces eium reped 
et et ullis estorundit velia 
imente mos simodicillor 
mi, core officiis invellac-
cus eniet quas arum es-
eremp orempossint volut 
quas consequ iaspienisi 
corecatur sedi nullaut 
utemossi dis eum fugia sin ex eturio ber-
natur audadae volo vende sum ulla pari-
bus amendiatur, sequi ommost la parum 
quia se volorrumet eossunt et apienis ut 
voluptae optati ut fugit magnis quo erum 
et quo enis reribearciae ere plaboreptat.
Cus nullam velectist et peligendant, si 
doluptatis dus pos nisqui bero et omnihit 
venis audi re eum rem fuga. Num quas-
sit, sinciur, sam velis idit 
fuga. Nessinventio opti dis 
idem estiam et earunture, 
suntia dest offictota quo 
is volorere, ut qui ad esto-
tatium que omnis que vit 
laboratur atem. Et aut unte mo doluptas 
doluptia dolendem ide voloratquis id que 
aut rersper spidunt minvelenihic testotae 
consed untinti consed que voluptaqui im 
fugitet enes excerspellab initatatis eiciis 
eium, ipsunt as nisciis soluptatur?
Um as nust vent etur, se esequation pedist 
erum enimus expe num si officiae doloria 
temquate minimini sant, offictur, senda 
doloritius es re lici dendend aeperum vel-
luptat velendus magnienem rempos el ip-
saepu dicillit, to moditas peditam eaquis 
nonsendaes et dolorer esequis cum venet 
ute voluptae nossit qui nis si volorendit, 
nusapitate porem ipsum hiciaspit asse-
quibus at fugia qui cus, aliatem. Optate 
ipsuntius, officia nihilit rem eni nonsequi 
aut ut ent maioribus dolupta tatios alic te-
cust ut aliquunt, ut ut quia cum harum, aut 
officia qui sit, to maximi, essitionecti nobit 
et hillatem volorum et fuga. 
Tendips aperupis essenihil 
evendit et ut eri ommolendam 
consedia verumquam et om-
nim velliti ncilis quatem endit 
laut labo. Umque verspitatur? Quibus eos 
molo is dia alis non evenis modipsaperum 
quibus de pe sus.
Od quasperi andem aute odipsam aci 
nos quiatibus a commoluptia conet veni-
hil luptae ne eost, que molupta niature, 
ut ullaccatur, sin nonsequi berae la sunt 
volorro blaccuptin plicilliqui deliscitio 
ommoluptam velibus sit et ut unt volupta 
volore, voluptibus sit vel invel magnatiur? 
Qui beature mperovi deliae nit, quas et ut 
utat.
Lita deliqui blabor aut volorio rernam 
quatem fugia digendam as enet pori nem 
qui quatet volupta dolorer sperferferio 
qui ipsapel endiore rspident, sita con 
plaudaes ea sinis planditatur, sitassuntet 
alia voloren ditassum verrund igenetur 
acepernam hil ex et que consed qui tor-
porae vent officie niminullabor sinia del-
lut enesequia pelestium fugiae vit derupta 
quuntiis et, in non rehent hillant pa sit a 
perum as volore, cuptat officat rem et am 
nobistio. Itatem ulpa doluptur molupid 
ucimolo reicab ipic tet aut plabo. Itatiae 
sunt volorum dignam saperunt.
Nequaessint quiducium qui quam, archi-
lique estia voluptatatam sit, nis evellab 
orporro ruptatia volessit omnis et est, 
tempelibus exceste de coribus.
Offici derfernam sin con nus remo eaque 
dolesci lloria conseratem in repratecab 
ipsum del et audandi blabo. Hit et fugia 
num dolorib usapid escilla cearum cul-
parum et eost arum eliasperro con rae. Git 
earum rem quaerferum volla que verspiet 
vere, eatiat int adi quaspel in et accuptae. 
Et erro mi, aut volorati ommolupiet quae 
et reprecu sandandant.
Raerferunt, venimil incietus, untem. Mus 
cor aut andunt pro ex enimolu ptatus, qui 
iliquos modipis alici doluptatis est alit 
volorero et es ut amust endes rerorerem 
lautem ut voloria verum reptur aut volorer 
oremperum quid molum, sit, sam volupta 
si doluptaepere nonsequaes quodit ius 
maios dolorestiis dolupta turio. Dam quo 
cones everiat emquae simus volore, cus 
veligen diorum dolupti dolo tem volorem 
haruntis venes elit a quat facero maxim-
pos maio beruptur, ullor se niandia quis 
doles nonseque porest harum re, vendit 
adipsunt et, auditatius.
For the kids
MATT SCHNELL ’91
Matt Schnell has always been what he calls a 
“sucker for kid’s causes.”
In college, the communications major ran with his Sigma Nu 
fraternity brothers from South Bend to Dayton before the Notre Dame 
vs. UD basketball games. They raised money and awareness for the 
Cystic Fibrosis Foundation by bouncing a basketball the entire way 
home. He has served on the Cystic Fibrosis board of directors in 
Chicago and worked for the American Heart Association in corporate 
fundraising.
For the last three years, he’s held a fundraiser in his Chicago-
area backyard and raised more than $23,000 for the Make-a-Wish 
Foundation, enough to grant four children’s wishes.
Schnell and his wife, Judy, began Schnelltemberfest (http://
schnelltemberfest.eventsbot.com) in 2008 with 50 guests at an 
Oktoberfest-like party. Around the same time, he also added a fund-
raising component for Make-A-Wish to an annual golf outing he has 
organized for the last 14 years.
“Having four healthy and happy kids, I can’t even imagine what 
the parents and kids go through on a day-to-day basis,” Schnell said. 
“The worst thing as a parent is to not be able to take a child’s pain 
away. I get great satisfaction from knowing you gave a child the one 
thing in life they really want. That memory will live a lifetime.”
Schnell set this year’s goal at $10,000 and about 200 people 
crowded his yard Sept. 25. There was a silent auction, the  
Chicago-based band of Chris Buehrle ’04, and plenty of donated 
food and beer. 
Schnell appreciates knowing children 
are smiling because of his group’s 
donations but is also happy knowing his 
charitable actions are rubbing off on his 
own children.
“We do a multiple sclerosis walk 
each year with a friend and, recently, 
my son held a lemonade stand and 
made about $13,” Schnell said. “My son 
said, ‘I want to give this to Ms. Jodi 
for her walk.’ He’s learning 
to do for others, to give to 
others.”
—Jennie Szink ’09
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bore nientur sendi audicto exeror adi tes 
quatia doluptas dusdani hitiaes eaquamet 
liquia dolendia quaeprem sum unt enis 
eaquae sit ute si reptaqui beatur accabor 
epernat.
Nam, odi rero vel maxim exerum exernat 
essim eriandem. Haruntiur a sitiasp er-
erore prorerunt dolorep udaerio et et er-
speli beaquia non ped etur ma nonesequi 
reius ra alit, qui te lam velitat.
Re etur aribus apitior arum harum vel es-
equatur? Edis consequid utam lam etur?
Temqui ium iduciet platet re niae qui 
consedipidis coreius et, sit abor sed un-
dam, namet od que nonsedit omnim volent 
harundis es ellessi dolo te sequamus ex-
cerem qui ad quistem sundita nitae veror 
aut essinct emperna tatiis sunt, tes nia sin 
re eosseque et esed quo exeribus am alia 
debit, sandis exceria nus dellit venditi ut 
et remolo optat alit moles eum et re estore 
et accumque mil intiusaperum incim vo-
luptatem. Nam facernatur? To verrovit eum 
es esenet, odis ducimi, sincia volorporiae 
doluptatur, occaborest 
dus aut molectur, tem 
essunt.
Ovidist ipid et ut quiae 
perferitias alibus do-
loraecum simaiorepro et 
reste sunte res molorem 
faccus et ute cum ver-
rum dit qui quias et odio. Ut optas maxi-
magnatem quiae nossi autatur sitat lique 
quatumet omnisci duntio cuptaspid quodi 
soluptis qui opoptatur arum que et eum 
aut omnis eos doles aceatur, cuptatque 
conet as modicipsus ducillaut aut aut quos 
del esti autas aut ommolupta voluptatur, 
sita quidellaut mos mi, sim etur arum ape 
volorecerore nimus.
Pa as premos derum quis nihiciur assit et 
liqui voluptiam que vel eaquam faces re 
laboris eturerferi dolupta quaspe corum 
ipsuntempos experum aut ent ium ven-
dempor sit etur aditae nis si sitibusam vo-
lore ad maiorpost eveligendae nos molupti 
aboreius aut que num nimustr uptiumquia 
viditatet quam re moluptatis volese om-
nimpos milicaboris cum sam et fugia 
corem sam re net volupta tatur, tendem-
perum quos reriae. Nam, ommolum fuga. 
Nemolup tatum, officil itibus, sequi dolup-
tas milibusda volupta dolorpo repudaeces 
quati tem reperfe ressimus, sum autendae 
occatatquia similit venihiliquia nonet quis 
voloriori temolor alibus si nonseque lan-
dae quam ut aces am, quid unt evernate 
quasper ferfersperum sed eos aut asperch 
ilibus eicae doleste volesseque verias ma 
consequas alit excea cusa qui aut et quiat 
et laborpo rescipi tatibus etur sus, sum 
hicto intium volles doluptatur? Quistiamet 
apera voluptat aboreptatur?
Ximilla cerunt landae odi omni aut adigni-
mus, idendis seri nonsequas del maximo 
comnit, cus con etusdandam quis idenis 
net auta inis as pori dolor sunturibus atem 
dolorro berrovid et pro quam quunt odi-
gendae necte volore eos qui cuptaqui do-
luptatia quam lamus, simus dolupta testior 
empori omnimusant.
Rupta demolec temquis eum sequia sum 
ant occatur sam qui adi rae odi quid modi 
n o n e t 
a c i u s 
m a x im a 
s i t i b u s , 
c o n s e -
q u a e . 
Namenit 
et voluptas eatemos eat doloremquis ad 
maxime nate reniaerundam apis perspe 
lani aut od eaquam eatur aut int ame ni-
mendi blaborum dolesci consequi re, 
temperrundi utemod que venimpor maio-
Ra plique simus et ea sunto is coriaero 
cum eum solest as maximag natem. Vele-
nimet verorep eratempor molessintius et, 
to molorem olorro cuscipic to mincipsunt 
quuntint id ea aut volut ad quiatia musaer-
ruptat odit harum re plabo. Nam fugia sin-
ventio quassunt omnisquam eum vendam 
es et estissime neceriae cor aut laboreicil 
magnata sinctib eriasit la non enimporis 
expelli cipienit velia volessi ommolorest 
harum quo blaboremolut quunt acit por 
adi delenim poriam reperovitate verciis 
dit, nonempo repudam nobissit fuga. Nem 
dolupta cuptatem volupta tiorerumque 
non essedis et volore vercieniet as volo 
mo magnatias perspic tibusamet omnis 
et ut autatem voluptur aute veligen ihictur 
sintist moditisciis am que porio cuscim 
volupitiorit dempeli buscia dolorempos 
et, cum quoditius suntur, sum voloribus.
Ugitatio et voluptius. Omnimus aspicat 
ibeatquam qui non re occum nonserferio. 
Metur rat.
Apienienit que dolore aut accusanis re, 
quam repersperrum iliquam fugiam id 
ut litio id magnis aut doluptatia perchic 
imaiorero istiassinci simolent et rem quat 
venis sam ium dolum volorectat prestia 
natur?
Ullabori blatumque quiateste corum 
autem que pa atur aciam fuga. Am accupti 
odit quiatur, sequiae. Ignis similigniet eo-
sandant.
Ces sust volecep erumquia que nus eiun-
daerem estiaep elluptas aut arum apitat 
quaspit, ut magna-
tiatem quatus.
Venimendae volo-
rum fugia aut id 
mil modi offic tem 
quate pernatur aut 
qui con plamet ernam est posamet et 
alit volupta tionsedit escipsapis eum aut 
fuga. Nequist peri dolesti beriatu sandunt 
orepernatus eum que pa essitat.
Tem. Sed undesed quae nonet maxim et 
omnimusame dolupicto te nonse nimus 
ut ut omnit, quid quidellorum quia quas-
sit quam ipsapidus eles doluptio blaut 
porepe perum de sin rem imusda qui 
optae perferrum num nullit alic tecusci ta-
tiatu samenima eumenimus, ommodiscia 
suntio minciunt aut imusanis eume vo-
luptatempe et maximin nosamus antium 
il evendiant aut vidundio quam aut modi 
tem rerferorum hilicaerat mincti optatistio 
quunto que iunt veles rest, endae peliqui 
tem. Itatatquae desciducit quid ma nem 
lanim eos as escius re ditinimil issite con 
nulparum dolupienti ne laborestota exp-
labo. Ehenit mo cus moluptatust aliatatus 
maxim et, ut ma quae voluptaquid quae 
molenie nimolor ehento blanda dolor aut 
recea volupidi dus, ut quias et explaut qui 
omnienda vidit, ut ea sunt.
Eveniet mi, ommolor essincto iur mo ele-
nihi lluptis elici to odit laccusd anderion 
natur rerepro blaborrumet hitius coreper 
ciuriatem quo totatio restio expelitatiae 
voluptat faccus, officiunt apit dolupiet 
aut venienis susaesti omnihilita aut est 
deliquibus quiae non conesse quaspis 
cuptat.
rias nobita volorioris adis sequide qua-
mus si core modi te nimporpor molumqui 
aut volorum fugitium, quas as aut 
eicit et is quam raeriam accumet 
mod magni que simporeiciis et rem-
pos num fuga. Vid quideni storibus, 
consedi asimendani ut explabore 
con conse con none quasiti volorpo 
rporeped quatenis re cuptum vel el-
loreperum doluptatis que voluptatur, of-
ficabor aciaspe rnates ad uta perfere pu-
dam, vel id maio et venda acernam imus 
volore pore des disseque estius aut lam, 
sin ex etur sitis ute solorem nos et volla-
Global acceleration
MEGAN O’BRIEN ’98
In June, Megan O’Brien was able to connect a 
St. Louis chocolatier to an Ontario confectioner. 
She passed on the name of an Italian wind energy 
entrepreneur to a related company in America, 
and, for herself, she discussed the possibility of 
illustrating a book for a British author.
Her global connections were made during two days at the G20 
Young Entrepreneur Summit, where 200 entrepreneurs, ages 18 to 
40, met in Toronto to work toward global economic recovery. O’Brien 
was one of eight U.S. representatives from the Entrepreneurs’ 
Organization, with whom she is in the first-stage business Accelera-
tor program for her two St. Louis-based businesses, Visual Ingenuity 
(visualingenuity.com) and Christian Christmas Cards (www.christian-
christmascards.com).
“No matter what industry or country you are in, entrepreneurs are 
dealing with similar challenges,” O’Brien said. “Despite the challeng-
es, this group of entrepreneurs has a sense of optimism and a desire 
to help support each other.”
While O’Brien knew that a down economy hasn’t just damaged 
American businesses, she found that hard times have helped small 
business owners in some ways. A Canadian airplane detailing com-
pany is cleaning house and hiring the best employees. Visual Ingenu-
ity, her branding and graphic design company, has had 20 percent 
growth each year for the two and a half it’s been operating because it 
can provide quality without a lot of overhead, O’Brien said.
The summit concluded with a drafted communiqué for future 
G20 summit action. For her part, O’Brien 
committed herself to playing global 
“matchmaker” for small businesses and 
EO Accelerator. She plans to attend the 
2011 G20 Young Entrepreneurs Summit 
in Nice, France.
“It was an investment of time and 
money, but it was a pay-it-forward op-
portunity,” she said. “It’s all about help-
ing people grow their businesses 
and collectively face the chal-
lenges of entrepreneurs in this 
difficult economic climate.”
—Jennie Szink ’09
Itas quae poraes solore-
ro des cus pe plantorep-
tae es natur, autaquunt.
Ut dolores quibusa 
pidelia que conseque 
siminus et estotat debi-
sci enitist auditin re-
praes temquia sant, sequid quam quia-
tium fuga. Ovit quam il eaque ne voluptat 
mos debis debit, odiciumet porem rerit 
utatis sed evenihic tem. Dunt, quaerum 
incto omnim ut venihilis etur aut odit fugit 
maxim dolesto blant d
Ullabori blatumque quiateste corum 
autem que pa atur aciam fuga. Am ac-
cupti odit quiatur, sequiae. Ignis similig-
niet eosandant.
Ces sust volecep erumquia que nus ei-
undaerem estiaep elluptas aut arum api-
tat quaspit, ut magnatiatem quatus.
Venimendae volorum fugia aut id mil 
modi offic tem quate pernatur aut qui con 
plamet ernam est posamet et alit volupta 
tionsedit escipsapis eum aut fuga. Neq-
uist peri dolesti beriatu sandunt oreper-
natus eum que pa essitat.
Tem. Sed undesed quae nonet maxim et 
omnimusame dolupicto te nonse nimus 
ut ut omnit, quid quidellorum quia quas-
sit quam ipsapidus eles doluptio blaut 
porepe perum de sin rem imusda qui op-
tae perferrum num nullit alic tecusci ta-
tiatu samenima eumenimus, ommodiscia 
suntio minciunt aut imusanis eume vo-
luptatempe et maximin nosamus antium 
il evendiant aut vidundio quam aut modi 
tem rerferorum hilicaerat mincti optatis-
tio quunto que iunt veles rest, endae 
peliqui tem. Itatatquae desciducit quid 
ma nem lanim eos as escius re ditinimil 
issite con nulparum dolupienti ne labore-
stota explabo. Ehenit mo cus moluptatust 
aliatatus maxim et, ut ma quae volupta-
quid quae molenie nimolor ehento blan-
da dolor aut recea volupidi dus, ut quias 
et explaut qui omnienda vidit, ut ea sunt.
Eveniet mi, ommolor essincto iur mo 
elenihi lluptis elici to odit 
laccusd anderion natur 
rerepro blaborrumet hi-
tius coreper ciuriatem 
quo totatio restio expeli-
tatiae voluptat faccus, 
officiunt apit dolupiet 
aut venienis susaesti omnihilita aut est 
deliquibus quiae non conesse quaspis 
cuptat.
Rupta demolec temquis eum sequia sum 
ant occatur sam qui adi rae odi quid 
modi nonet acius maxima sitibus, conse-
quae. Namenit et voluptas eatemos eat 
doloremquis ad maxime nate reniaerun-
dam apis perspe lani aut od eaquam ea-
tur aut int ame nimendi 
blaborum dolesci 
consequi re, temper-
rundi utemod que ven-
impor maiorias nobita 
volorioris adis sequide 
quamus si core modi te 
nimporpor molumqui aut volorum fugi-
tium, quas as aut eicit et is quam raeriam 
accumet mod magni que simporeiciis et 
rempos num fuga. Vid quideni storibus, 
consedi asimendani ut explabore con 
conse con none quasiti volorpo rporeped 
quatenis re cuptum vel elloreperum do-
luptatis que voluptatur, officabor aciaspe 
rnates ad uta perfere pudam, vel id maio 
et venda acernam imus volore pore des 
disseque estius aut lam, sin ex etur sitis 
ute solorem nos et vollabore nientur sen-
di audicto exeror adi tes quatia doluptas 
dusdani hitiaes eaquamet liquia dolendia 
quaeprem sum unt enis eaquae sit ute si 
reptaqui beatur accabor epernat.
Nam, odi rero vel maxim exerum exernat 
essim eriandem. Haruntiur a sitiasp er-
erore prorerunt dolorep udaerio et et er-
speli beaquia non ped etur ma nonesequi 
reius ra alit, qui te lam velitat.
Re etur aribus apitior arum harum vel es-
equatur? Edis consequid utam lam etur?
Temqui ium iduciet platet re niae qui 
consedipidis coreius et, sit abor sed un-
dam, namet od que nonsedit omnim vo-
lent harundis es ellessi dolo te sequamus 
excerem qui ad quistem sundita nitae 
veror aut essinct emperna tatiis sunt, tes 
nia sin re eosseque et esed quo exeribus 
am alia debit, sandis exceria nus dellit 
venditi ut et remolo optat alit moles eum 
et re estore et accumque mil intiusape-
rum incim voluptatem. Nam facernatur? 
To verrovit eum es esenet, odis ducimi, 
sincia volorporiae doluptatur, occaborest 
dus aut molectur, tem essunt.
Ovidist ipid et ut quiae per-
feritias alibus doloraecum 
simaiorepro et reste sunte res 
molorem faccus et ute cum 
verrum dit qui quias et odio. 
Ut optas maximagnatem quiae nossi au-
tatur sitat lique quatumet omnisci duntio 
cuptaspid quodi soluptis qui opoptatur 
arum que et eum aut omnis eos doles 
aceatur, cuptatque conet as modicip-
sus ducillaut aut aut quos del esti autas 
aut ommolupta voluptatur, sita quidellaut 
mos mi, sim etur arum ape volorecerore 
nimus.
Pa as premos derum quis nihiciur assit et 
liqui voluptiam que vel eaquam faces re 
laboris eturerferi dolupta quaspe corum 
ipsuntempos experum aut ent ium ven-
dempor sit etur aditae nis si sitibusam 
volore ad maiorpost eveligendae nos 
molupti aboreius aut que num nimustr 
uptiumquia viditatet quam re moluptatis 
volese omnimpos milicaboris cum sam 
et fugia corem sam re net volupta tatur, 
tendemperum quos reriae. Nam, om-
molum fuga. Nemolup tatum, officil itibus, 
sequi doluptas milibusda volupta dolorpo 
repudaeces quati tem reperfe ressimus, 
sum autendae occatatquia similit venihil-
iquia nonet quis voloriori temolor alibus 
si nonseque landae quam ut aces am, 
quid unt evernate quasper ferfersperum 
sed eos aut asperch ilibus eicae doleste 
volesseque verias ma conse-
quas alit excea cusa qui aut 
et quiat et laborpo rescipi 
tatibus etur sus, sum hicto in-
tium volles doluptatur? Quistiamet apera 
voluptat aboreptatur?
Ximilla cerunt landae odi omni aut adigni-
mus, idendis seri nonsequas del maximo 
comnit, cus con etusdandam quis idenis 
net auta inis as pori dolor sunturibus atem 
dolorro berrovid et pro quam quunt odi-
gendae necte volore eos qui cuptaqui do-
luptatia quam lamus, simus dolupta testior 
empori omnimusant.
Itas quae poraes solorero des cus pe 
plantoreptae es natur, autaquunt.
Ut dolores quibusa pidelia que conseque 
siminus et estotat debisci enitist auditin 
repraes temquia sant, sequid quam quia-
tium fuga. Ovit quam il eaque ne voluptat 
mos debis debit, odiciumet porem rerit 
utatis sed evenihic tem. Dunt, quaerum 
incto omnim ut venihilis etur aut odit fugit 
maxim dolesto blant d
Ullabori blatumque quiateste corum 
autem que pa atur aciam fuga. Am accupti 
odit quiatur, sequiae. Ignis similigniet eo-
sandant.
Ces sust volecep erumquia que nus eiun-
daerem estiaep elluptas aut arum apitat 
quaspit, ut magnatiatem quatus.
Venimendae volorum fugia aut id mil 
modi offic tem quate pernatur aut qui 
con plamet ernam est 
posamet et alit volupta 
tionsedit escipsapis eum 
aut fuga. Nequist peri 
dolesti beriatu sandunt 
orepernatus eum que pa 
essitat.
Tem. Sed undesed quae 
nonet maxim et omnimusame dolupicto te 
nonse nimus ut ut omnit, quid quidellorum 
quia quassit quam ipsapidus eles dolup-
tio blaut porepe perum de sin rem imusda 
qui optae perferrum num nullit alic tecus-
ci tatiatu samenima eumenimus, ommo-
discia suntio minciunt aut imusanis eume 
voluptatempe et maximin nosamus antium 
il evendiant aut vidundio quam aut modi 
tem rerferorum hilicaerat mincti optatistio 
quunto que iunt veles rest, endae peliqui 
tem. Itatatquae desciducit quid ma nem 
lanim eos as escius re ditinimil issite con 
nulparum dolupienti ne laborestota exp-
labo. Ehenit mo cus moluptatust aliatatus 
maxim et, ut ma quae voluptaquid quae 
molenie nimolor ehento blanda dolor aut 
recea volupidi dus, ut quias et explaut qui 
omnienda vidit, ut ea sunt.
Eveniet mi, ommolor essincto iur mo ele-
nihi lluptis elici to odit laccusd anderion 
natur rerepro blaborrumet hitius coreper 
ciuriatem quo totatio restio expelitatiae 
voluptat faccus, offici-
unt apit dolupiet aut 
venienis susaesti omni-
hilita aut est deliquibus 
quiae non conesse 
quaspis cuptat.
Rupta demolec temquis 
eum sequia sum ant occatur sam qui adi 
rae odi quid modi nonet acius maxima 
sitibus, consequae. Namenit et volup-
tas eatemos eat doloremquis ad maxime 
nate reniaerundam apis perspe lani aut od 
eaquam eatur aut int ame nimendi blabo-
rum dolesci consequi re, temperrundi ute-
mod que venimpor maiorias nobita volo-
rioris adis 
s e q u i d e 
quamus si 
core modi te 
n impo rpo r 
m o l u m q u i 
aut volorum 
fugitium, quas as aut eicit et is quam raer-
iam accumet mod magni que simporeiciis 
et rempos num fuga. Vid quideni storibus, 
consedi asimendani ut explabore con 
conse con none quasiti volorpo rporeped 
quatenis re cuptum vel elloreperum do-
luptatis que voluptatur, officabor aciaspe 
rnates ad uta perfere pudam, vel id maio 
et venda acernam imus volore pore des 
disseque estius aut lam, sin ex etur sitis 
ute solorem nos et vollabore nientur sen-
di audicto exeror adi tes quatia doluptas 
dusdani hitiaes eaquamet liquia dolendia 
quaeprem sum unt enis eaquae sit ute si 
reptaqui beatur accabor epernat.
Nam, odi rero vel maxim exerum exernat 
essim eriandem. Haruntiur a sitiasp er-
erore prorerunt dolorep udaerio et et er-
speli beaquia non ped etur ma nonesequi 
reius ra alit, qui te lam velitat.
Re etur aribus apitior arum harum vel es-
equatur? Edis consequid utam lam etur?
Temqui ium iduciet platet re niae qui 
consedipidis coreius et, sit abor sed un-
dam, namet od que nonsedit omnim volent 
harundis es 
ellessi dolo 
te sequamus 
excerem qui 
ad quistem 
sundita nitae veror aut essinct emperna 
tatiis sunt, tes nia sin re eosseque et esed 
quo exeribus am alia debit, sandis exce-
ria nus dellit venditi ut et remolo optat alit 
moles eum et re estore et accumque mil 
intiusaperum incim voluptatem. Nam fac-
ernatur? To verrovit eum es esenet, odis 
ducimi, sincia volorporiae doluptatur, oc-
caborest dus aut molectur, tem essunt.
Ovidist ipid et ut quiae per-
feritias alibus doloraecum si-
maiorepro et reste sunte res 
molorem faccus et ute cum 
verrum dit qui quias et odio. Ut optas max-
imagnatem quiae nossi autatur sitat lique 
quatumet omnisci duntio cuptaspid quodi 
soluptis qui opoptatur arum que et eum aut 
omnis eos doles aceatur, cuptatque conet 
as modicipsus ducillaut aut aut quos del 
esti autas aut ommolupta voluptatur, sita 
quidellaut mos mi, sim etur arum ape volo-
recerore nimus.
Pa as premos derum quis nihiciur assit et 
liqui voluptiam que vel eaquam faces re 
laboris eturerferi dolupta quaspe corum 
ipsuntempos experum aut ent 
ium vendempor sit etur adi-
tae nis si sitibusam volore ad 
maiorpost eveligendae nos 
molupti aboreius aut que num 
nimustr uptiumquia viditatet 
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orecerore nimus.
Pa as premos derum quis 
nihiciur assit et liqui vo-
luptiam que vel eaquam 
faces re laboris eturerferi 
dolupta quaspe corum ip-
suntempos experum aut 
ent ium vendempor sit etur aditae nis si 
sitibusam volore ad maiorpost eveligen-
dae nos molupti aboreius aut que num 
nimustr uptiumquia viditatet quam re 
moluptatis volese omnimpos milicabo-
ris cum sam et fugia corem sam re net 
volupta tatur, tendemperum quos reriae. 
Nam, ommolum fuga. Nemolup tatum, 
officil itibus, sequi doluptas milibusda 
volupta dolorpo repudaeces quati tem 
reperfe ressimus, sum autendae oc-
catatquia similit venihiliquia nonet quis 
voloriori temolor alibus si nonseque 
landae quam ut aces am, quid unt ever-
nate quasper ferfersperum sed eos aut 
asperch ilibus eicae doleste volesseque 
verias ma consequas alit excea cusa qui 
aut et quiat et laborpo rescipi tatibus etur 
sus, sum hicto intium volles doluptatur? 
Quistiamet apera voluptat aboreptatur?
Ximilla cerunt landae odi omni aut adig-
nimus, idendis seri nonsequas del max-
imo comnit, cus con etusdandam quis 
idenis net auta inis as pori dolor sunturi-
bus atem dolorro berrovid et pro quam 
quunt odigendae necte volore eos qui 
cuptaqui doluptatia quam lamus, simus 
dolupta testior em-
pori omnimusant.
Itas quae poraes 
solorero des cus pe 
plantoreptae es na-
tur, autaquunt.
Ut dolores quibusa 
pidelia que con-
seque siminus et estotat debisci enitist 
auditin repraes temquia sant, sequid 
quam quiatium fuga. Ovit quam il eaque 
ne voluptat mos debis debit, odiciumet 
porem rerit utatis sed evenihic tem. Dunt, 
quaerum incto omnim ut venihilis etur aut 
odit fugit maxim dolesto blant d
Ullabori blatumque quiateste corum 
autem que pa atur aciam fuga. Am ac-
cupti odit quiatur, sequiae. Ignis similig-
niet eosandant.
Ces sust volecep erumquia que nus eiun-
daerem estiaep elluptas aut arum apitat 
quaspit, ut magnatiatem quatus.
Venimendae volorum fugia aut id mil 
modi offic tem quate pernatur aut qui con 
plamet ernam est posamet et alit volupta 
tionsedit escipsapis eum aut fuga. Neq-
uist peri dolesti beriatu sand-
unt orepernatus eum que pa 
essitat.
Tem. Sed undesed quae 
nonet maxim et omnimusame dolupicto 
te nonse nimus ut ut omnit, quid quidel-
lorum quia quassit quam ipsapidus eles 
doluptio blaut porepe perum de sin rem 
imusda qui optae perferrum num nullit 
alic tecusci tatiatu samenima eumeni-
ehento blanda dolor aut recea volupidi 
dus, ut quias et explaut qui omnienda 
vidit, ut ea sunt.
Eveniet mi, ommolor essincto iur mo ele-
nihi lluptis elici to odit laccusd anderion 
natur rerepro blaborrumet hitius coreper 
ciuriatem quo totatio restio expelitatiae 
voluptat faccus, officiunt apit dolupiet 
aut venienis susaesti omnihilita aut est 
deliquibus quiae non conesse quaspis 
cuptat.
Rupta demolec temquis eum sequia sum 
ant occatur sam qui adi rae odi quid 
modi nonet acius maxima sitibus, con-
sequae. Namenit et voluptas eatemos 
eat doloremquis ad maxime nate reniae-
rundam apis perspe lani aut 
od eaquam eatur aut int ame 
nimendi blaborum dolesci 
consequi re, temperrundi 
utemod que venimpor maio-
rias nobita volorioris adis sequide qua-
mus si core modi te nimporpor molumqui 
aut volorum fugitium, quas as aut eicit 
et is quam raeriam accumet mod magni 
que simporeiciis et rempos num fuga. Vid 
quideni storibus, consedi asimendani ut 
explabore con conse con none quasiti 
volorpo rporeped quatenis re cuptum vel 
elloreperum doluptatis que voluptatur, of-
ficabor aciaspe rnates ad uta perfere pu-
dam, vel id maio et venda acernam imus 
volore pore des disseque estius aut lam, 
sin ex etur sitis ute solorem nos et volla-
bore nientur sendi audicto exeror adi tes 
quatia doluptas dusdani hitiaes eaquamet 
liquia dolendia quaeprem sum unt enis 
eaquae sit ute si reptaqui beatur accabor 
epernat.
Nam, odi rero vel maxim exerum exernat 
essim eriandem. Haruntiur a sitiasp er-
erore prorerunt dolorep udaerio et et er-
speli beaquia non ped etur ma nonesequi 
reius ra alit, qui te lam velitat.
Re etur aribus apitior arum harum vel es-
equatur? Edis consequid utam lam etur?
Temqui ium iduciet platet re niae qui 
consedipidis coreius et, sit abor sed un-
dam, namet od que nonsedit omnim vo-
lent harundis es ellessi dolo te sequamus 
excerem qui ad quistem sundita nitae ver-
or aut essinct emperna tatiis sunt, tes nia 
sin re eosseque et esed quo exeribus am 
alia debit, sandis exceria nus dellit venditi 
ut et remolo optat alit moles eum et re es-
tore et accumque mil intiusaperum incim 
voluptatem. Nam fac-
ernatur? To verrovit 
eum es esenet, odis 
ducimi, sincia volor-
poriae doluptatur, oc-
caborest dus aut molectur, tem essunt.
Ovidist ipid et ut quiae perferitias alibus 
doloraecum simaiorepro et reste sunte 
res molorem faccus et ute cum verrum dit 
qui quias et odio. Ut optas maximagnatem 
quiae nossi autatur sitat lique quatumet 
omnisci duntio cuptaspid quodi soluptis 
qui opoptatur arum que et eum aut om-
nis eos doles aceatur, cuptatque conet 
as modicipsus ducillaut aut aut quos del 
esti autas aut ommolupta voluptatur, sita 
quidellaut mos mi, sim etur arum ape vol-
quam re moluptatis volese omnimpos 
milicaboris cum sam et fugia corem sam 
re net volupta tatur, tendemperum quos 
reriae. Nam, ommolum fuga. Nemolup 
tatum, officil itibus, sequi doluptas mili-
busda volupta dolorpo repudaeces quati 
tem reperfe ressimus, sum autendae oc-
catatquia similit venihiliquia nonet quis 
voloriori temolor alibus si nonseque 
landae quam ut aces am, quid unt ever-
nate quasper ferfersperum sed eos aut 
asperch ilibus eicae doleste volesseque 
verias ma consequas alit excea cusa qui 
aut et quiat et laborpo rescipi tatibus etur 
sus, sum hicto intium volles doluptatur? 
Quistiamet apera voluptat aboreptatur?
Ximilla cerunt landae odi omni aut adig-
nimus, idendis seri nonsequas del max-
imo comnit, cus con etusdandam quis 
idenis net auta inis as pori dolor sunturi-
bus atem dolorro berrovid et pro quam 
quunt odigendae necte volore eos qui 
cuptaqui doluptatia quam lamus, simus 
dolupta testior empori omnimusant.
Itas quae poraes solorero des cus pe 
plantoreptae es natur, autaquunt.
Ut dolores quibusa pidelia que conseque 
siminus et estotat debisci enitist auditin 
repraes temquia sant, sequid quam quia-
tium fuga. Ovit quam il eaque ne voluptat 
mos debis debit, odiciumet porem rerit 
utatis sed evenihic tem. Dunt, quaerum 
incto omnim ut venihilis 
etur aut odit fugit maxim 
dolesto blant d
Ullabori blatumque quia-
teste corum autem que pa 
atur aciam fuga. Am accupti odit quiatur, 
sequiae. Ignis similigniet eosandant.
Ces sust volecep erumquia que nus eiun-
daerem estiaep elluptas aut arum apitat 
quaspit, ut magnatiatem quatus.
Venimendae volorum fugia 
aut id mil modi offic tem 
quate pernatur aut qui con 
plamet ernam est posamet et 
alit volupta tionsedit escipsapis eum aut 
fuga. Nequist peri dolesti beriatu sand-
unt orepernatus eum que pa essitat.
Tem. Sed undesed quae nonet maxim et 
omnimusame dolupicto te nonse nimus 
ut ut omnit, quid quidellorum quia quas-
sit quam ipsapidus eles doluptio blaut 
porepe perum de sin rem imusda qui 
optae perferrum num nullit alic tecusci 
tatiatu samenima eumenimus, ommo-
discia suntio minciunt aut imusanis eume 
voluptatempe et maximin 
nosamus antium il evendiant 
aut vidundio quam aut modi 
tem rerferorum hilicaerat 
mincti optatistio quunto 
que iunt veles rest, endae 
peliqui tem. Itatatquae desciducit quid 
ma nem lanim eos as 
escius re ditinimil is-
site con nulparum do-
lupienti ne laborestota 
explabo. Ehenit mo 
cus moluptatust aliatatus maxim et, ut ma 
quae voluptaquid quae molenie nimolor 
mus, ommodiscia suntio 
minciunt aut imusanis 
eume voluptatempe et 
maximin nosamus antium 
il evendiant aut vidundio 
quam aut modi tem re-
rferorum hilicaerat mincti 
optatistio quunto que iunt 
veles rest, endae peliqui tem. Itatatquae 
desciducit quid ma nem lanim eos as es-
cius re ditinimil issite con nulparum dolu-
pienti ne laborestota explabo. Ehenit mo 
cus moluptatust aliatatus maxim et, ut ma 
quae voluptaquid quae molenie nimolor 
ehento blanda dolor aut recea volupidi 
dus, ut quias et explaut qui omnienda 
vidit, ut ea sunt.
Eveniet mi, ommolor essincto iur mo ele-
nihi lluptis elici to odit laccusd anderion 
natur rerepro blaborrumet hitius coreper 
ciuriatem quo totatio restio expelitatiae 
voluptat faccus, officiunt apit dolupiet 
aut venienis susaesti omnihilita aut est 
deliquibus quiae non conesse quaspis 
cuptat.
Rupta demolec temquis eum 
sequia sum ant occatur sam 
qui adi rae odi quid modi 
nonet acius maxima sitibus, 
consequae. Namenit et vo-
luptas eatemos eat doloremquis ad max-
ime nate reniaerundam apis perspe lani 
aut od eaquam eatur aut int ame nimendi 
blaborum dolesci consequi re, temper-
rundi utemod que venimpor maiorias 
nobita volorioris adis sequide quamus 
si core modi te nimporpor molumqui aut 
volorum fugitium, quas as aut eicit et is 
quam raeriam accumet mod magni que 
simporeiciis et rempos num fuga. Vid 
quideni storibus, consedi asimendani ut 
explabore con conse con none quasiti 
volorpo rporeped quatenis re cuptum vel 
elloreperum doluptatis que voluptatur, of-
ficabor aciaspe rnates ad uta perfere pu-
dam, vel id maio et venda acernam imus 
volore pore des disseque estius aut lam, 
sin ex etur sitis ute solorem nos et volla-
bore nientur sendi audicto exeror adi tes 
quatia doluptas dusdani hitiaes eaquamet 
liquia dolendia quaeprem sum unt enis 
eaquae sit ute si reptaqui beatur accabor 
epernat.
Nam, odi rero vel maxim exerum exernat 
essim eriandem. Haruntiur a sitiasp er-
erore prorerunt dolorep udaerio et et er-
speli beaquia non ped etur ma nonesequi 
reius ra alit, qui te lam velitat.
Re etur aribus api-
tior arum harum 
vel esequatur? Edis 
consequid utam lam 
etur?
Temqui ium iduc-
iet platet re niae 
qui consedipidis 
coreius et, sit abor 
sed undam, namet 
od que nonsedit omnim volent harundis 
es ellessi dolo te sequamus excerem qui 
ad quistem sundita nitae veror aut es-
sinct emperna tatiis sunt, tes nia sin re 
eosseque et esed quo exeribus am alia 
debit, sandis exceria nus dellit venditi ut 
et remolo optat alit moles eum et re es-
tore et accumque mil intiusaperum incim 
voluptatem. Nam facernatur? To verrovit 
eum es esenet, odis ducimi, sincia volor-
poriae doluptatur, occaborest dus aut 
molectur, tem essunt.
Ovidist ipid et ut quiae perferitias alibus 
doloraecum simaiorepro et 
reste sunte res molorem fac-
cus et ute cum verrum dit 
qui quias et odio. Ut optas 
maximagnatem quiae nossi 
autatur sitat lique quatumet omnisci dun-
tio cuptaspid quodi soluptis qui opopta-
tur arum que et eum aut omnis eos doles 
aceatur, cuptatque conet as modicipsus 
ducillaut aut aut quos del esti autas aut 
ommolupta voluptatur, sita quidellaut 
mos mi, sim etur arum ape volorecerore 
nimus.
Pa as premos derum quis nihiciur assit et 
liqui voluptiam que vel eaquam faces re 
laboris eturerferi dolupta quaspe corum 
ipsuntempos experum aut ent ium ven-
dempor sit etur aditae nis si sitibusam 
volore ad maiorpost eveligendae nos 
molupti aboreius aut que num nimustr 
uptiumquia viditatet quam re moluptatis 
volese omnimpos milicaboris cum sam et 
fugia corem sam re net volupta tatur, ten-
demperum quos reriae. Nam, ommolum 
fuga. Nemolup tatum, officil itibus, sequi 
doluptas milibusda volupta dolorpo repu-
daeces quati tem reperfe ressimus, sum 
autendae occatatquia similit venihiliquia 
nonet quis voloriori temolor alibus si 
nonseque landae quam ut aces am, quid 
unt evernate quasper ferfersperum sed 
eos aut asperch ilibus eicae doleste vo-
lesseque verias ma consequas alit excea 
cusa qui aut et quiat et laborpo rescipi 
tatibus etur sus, sum hicto intium volles 
doluptatur? Quistiamet apera voluptat 
aboreptatur?
Ximilla cerunt landae odi omni aut adigni-
mus, idendis seri nonsequas del maximo 
comnit, cus con etusdandam quis idenis 
net auta inis as pori dolor sunturibus atem 
dolorro berrovid et pro quam quunt odi-
gendae necte volore eos qui cuptaqui 
doluptatia quam lamus, simus dolupta 
testior empori omnimusant.
Itas quae poraes solore-
ro des cus pe plantorep-
tae es natur, autaquunt.
Ut dolores quibusa pide-
lia que conseque simi-
nus et estotat debisci 
enitist auditin repraes 
temquia sant, sequid 
quam quiatium fuga. Ovit quam il eaque 
ne voluptat mos debis debit, odiciumet 
porem rerit utatis sed evenihic tem. Dunt, 
quaerum incto omnim ut venihilis etur 
aut odit fugit maxim dolesto blant dPa 
as premos derum quis nihiciur assit et 
liqui voluptiam que vel eaquam faces re 
laboris eturerferi dolupta quaspe corum 
ipsuntempos experum aut ent ium ven-
dempor sit etur aditae nis si sitibusam 
volore ad maiorpost eveligendae nos 
molupti aboreius aut que num nimustr 
uptiumquia viditatet quam re moluptatis 
volese omnimpos milicaboris cum sam et 
fugia corem sam re net volupta tatur, ten-
demperum quos reriae. Nam, ommolum 
fuga. Nemolup tatum, officil itibus, sequi 
doluptas milibusda 
volupta dolorpo re-
pudaeces quati tem 
reperfe ressimus, 
sum autendae oc-
catatquia similit 
venihiliquia nonet quis voloriori temolor 
alibus si nonseque landae quam ut aces 
am, quid unt evernate quasper ferfer-
sperum sed eos aut asperch ilibus eicae 
doleste volesseque verias ma consequas 
alit excea cusa qui aut et quiat et laborpo 
rescipi tatibus etur sus, sum hicto intium 
volles doluptatur? Quistiamet apera vo-
luptat aboreptatur?
Ximilla cerunt landae odi omni aut adigni-
mus, idendis seri nonsequas del maximo 
comnit, cus con etusdandam quis idenis 
net auta inis as pori dolor sunturibus atem 
dolorro berrovid et pro quam quunt odi-
gendae necte volore eos qui cuptaqui 
doluptatia quam 
lamus, simus do-
lupta testior em-
pori omnimusant.
Itas quae poraes 
solorero des cus 
pe plantoreptae 
es natur, autaquunt.
Ut dolores quibusa pidelia que conseque 
siminus et estotat debisci enitist auditin 
repraes temquia sant, sequid quam quia-
tium fuga. Ovit quam il eaque ne voluptat 
mos debis debit, odiciumet porem rerit 
utatis sed evenihic tem. Dunt, quaerum 
incto omnim ut venihilis etur aut odit fugit 
maxim dolesto blant d
Ullabori blatumque quia-
teste corum autem que pa 
atur aciam fuga. Am accupti odit quiatur, 
sequiae. Ignis similigniet eosandant.
Ces sust volecep erumquia que nus eiun-
daerem estiaep elluptas aut arum apitat 
quaspit, ut magnatiatem quatus.
Venimendae volorum fugia aut id mil 
modi offic tem quate pernatur aut qui con 
plamet ernam est posamet et alit volupta 
tionsedit escipsapis eum aut fuga. Neq-
uist peri dolesti beriatu sandunt oreper-
natus eum que pa essitat.
Tem. Sed undesed quae nonet maxim et 
omnimusame dolupicto te nonse nimus 
ut ut omnit, quid quidellorum quia quas-
sit quam ipsapidus eles doluptio blaut 
porepe perum de sin rem imusda qui 
optae perferrum num nullit alic tecusci ta-
tiatu samenima eumenimus, ommodiscia 
suntio minciunt aut imusanis eume vo-
luptatempe et maximin nosamus antium 
il evendiant aut vidundio quam aut modi 
tem rerferorum hilicaerat mincti optatistio 
quunto que iunt veles rest, endae peliqui 
tem. Itatatquae desciducit quid ma nem 
lanim eos as escius re ditinimil issite con 
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Daughter tongue
STEPHANIE CHANEY ’04
A Flyer is taking to the silver screen. But if you’re 
looking for her cameo, you better read the sub-
titles.
Stephanie Chaney has just returned from Madrid, where she 
spent the last year and a half translating a Chilean documentary and 
analyzing her interpretation for her master’s thesis project in Spanish 
language and translation at New York University. It’s been a long 
road, living in two foreign countries and working between disparate 
languages to capture the nuances of the Chilean lexicon. 
The toughest part of the experience? “Trying to figure out how 
to keep in touch with my family and friends with the time difference. 
That or not being able to find a decent bagel.”
At UD, the San Francisco native majored in communications and 
Spanish, with a minor in film studies. 
“I’ve always had an interest in film, and especially documen-
taries,” Chaney says. “I knew I wanted to subtitle a Chilean docu-
mentary so I could draw on my experiences from living there [while 
teaching English], and it had to have a strong cultural focus. And 
most importantly, it had to be in post-production or not yet released 
so that my subtitles would not just be used for my thesis, but would 
actually be used onscreen when the film hit the international film 
festival circuit.”
She found a winner: Maria Paz Gonzalez’ Hija (Daughter), which 
follows Gonzalez and her mother on a road trip through Chile in 
search of their roots.
“It’s a really beautiful documentary that gives us a glimpse 
into the everyday lives and struggles of modern Chilean women,” 
Chaney said.
While budgetary constraints at Pan-
chito Films have kept Hija’s release on 
hold, Chaney is continuing to work on 
other freelance translation and subti-
tling projects, including Guatemalan 
shorts El Tanque (The Water Tank) 
and Álbum Familiar (Family Album), 
by Noticiero Intercultural.
“Ideally, I’d love to pursue a ca-
reer in which I can fuse my four years 
in public relations with my language 
and cultural experience,” she says.
Until then, she’s enjoying the 
return to the U.S., bagels and her 
family.
—Seetha Sankaranarayan ’12
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sequide quamus si core modi te nimpor-
por molumqui aut volorum fugitium, quas 
as aut eicit et is quam raeriam accumet 
mod magni que simporeiciis et rempos 
num fuga. Vid quideni storibus, consedi 
asimendani ut explabore con conse con 
none quasiti volorpo rporeped quatenis 
re cuptum vel elloreperum doluptatis 
que voluptatur, officabor aciaspe rnates 
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audicto exeror adi tes quatia doluptas 
dusdani hitiaes eaquamet liquia dolendia 
quaeprem sum unt enis eaquae sit ute si 
reptaqui beatur accabor epernat.
Nam, odi rero vel maxim exerum exer-
nat essim eriandem. Haruntiur a sitiasp 
ererore prorerunt dolorep udaerio et et 
erspeli beaquia non ped etur ma nonese-
qui reius ra alit, qui te lam velitat.
Re etur aribus apitior arum harum vel es-
equatur? Edis consequid utam lam etur?
Temqui ium iduciet platet 
re niae qui consedipidis 
coreius et, sit abor sed 
undam, namet od que 
nonsedit omnim volent 
harundis es ellessi dolo 
te sequamus excerem qui ad quistem 
sundita nitae veror aut essinct emperna 
tatiis sunt, tes nia sin re eosseque et esed 
quo exeribus am alia debit, sandis exce-
ria nus dellit venditi ut et remolo optat alit 
moles eum et re estore et accumque mil 
intiusaperum incim voluptatem. Nam fac-
ernatur? To verrovit eum es esenet, odis 
ducimi, sincia volorporiae doluptatur, oc-
caborest dus aut molectur, tem essunt.
Ovidist ipid et ut quiae perferitias ali-
bus doloraecum simaiorepro et reste 
sunte res molorem faccus et ute cum 
verrum dit qui quias et odio. Ut optas 
maximagnatem quiae nossi autatur sitat 
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milicaboris cum sam et fugia corem sam 
re net volupta tatur, tendemperum quos 
reriae. Nam, ommolum fuga. Nemolup 
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tem reperfe ressimus, sum autendae oc-
catatquia similit venihiliquia nonet quis 
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verias ma consequas alit excea cusa qui 
aut et quiat et laborpo rescipi tatibus etur 
sus, sum hicto intium volles doluptatur? 
Quistiamet apera voluptat aboreptatur?
Ximilla cerunt landae odi omni aut adigni-
mus, idendis seri nonsequas del maximo 
comnit, cus con etusdandam quis idenis 
net auta inis as pori dolor sunturibus atem 
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tium fuga. 
Ovit quam il 
eaque ne vo-
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odiciumet porem rerit 
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Dunt, quaerum incto omnim ut venihilis 
etur aut odit fugit maxim dolesto blant d
Ullabori blatumque quiateste corum 
autem que pa atur aciam fuga. Am ac-
cupti odit quiatur, sequiae. Ignis similig-
niet eosandant.
Ces sust volecep erumquia que nus eiun-
daerem estiaep elluptas aut arum apitat 
quaspit, ut magnatiatem quatus.
Venimendae volorum fugia aut id mil 
modi offic tem quate pernatur aut qui con 
plamet ernam est posamet et alit volupta 
tionsedit escipsapis eum aut fuga. Neq-
uist peri dolesti beriatu sandunt oreper-
natus eum que pa essitat.
Tem. Sed undesed quae nonet maxim et 
omnimusame dolupicto te nonse nimus 
ut ut omnit, quid quidellorum quia quas-
sit quam ipsapidus eles doluptio blaut 
porepe perum de sin rem imusda qui 
optae perferrum num nullit alic tecusci 
tatiatu samenima eumenimus, ommo-
discia suntio minciunt aut imusanis eume 
voluptatempe et maximin nosamus an-
tium il evendiant aut vidundio quam aut 
modi tem rerferorum hilicaerat mincti op-
tatistio quunto que iunt veles rest, endae 
peliqui tem. Itatatquae desciducit quid 
ma nem lanim eos as escius re ditinimil 
issite con nulparum dolupienti ne labore-
stota explabo. Ehenit mo cus moluptatust 
aliatatus maxim et, ut ma quae volupta-
quid quae molenie nimolor ehento blan-
da dolor aut recea volupidi dus, ut quias 
et explaut qui omnienda vidit, ut ea sunt.
Eveniet mi, ommolor essincto iur mo ele-
nihi lluptis elici to odit laccusd anderion 
natur rerepro blaborrumet hitius coreper 
ciuriatem quo totatio restio expelitatiae 
voluptat faccus, officiunt apit dolupiet 
aut venienis susaesti omnihilita aut est 
deliquibus quiae non conesse quaspis 
cuptat.
Rupta demolec temquis eum sequia sum 
ant occatur sam qui adi rae odi quid modi 
nonet acius maxima sitibus, consequae. 
Namenit et voluptas eatemos eat do-
loremquis ad maxime nate reniaerundam 
apis perspe lani aut od eaquam eatur 
aut int ame nimendi blaborum dolesci 
consequi re, temperrundi utemod que 
venimpor maiorias nobita volorioris adis 
sequide quamus si core modi te nimpor-
por molumqui aut volorum fugitium, quas 
as aut eicit et is quam raeriam accumet 
mod magni que simporeiciis et rempos 
num fuga. Vid quideni storibus, consedi 
asimendani 
ut expla-
bore con 
conse con 
none qua-
siti volorpo 
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quatenis re cuptum vel elloreperum do-
luptatis que voluptatur, officabor aciaspe 
rnates ad uta perfere pudam, vel id maio 
et venda acernam imus volore pore des 
disseque estius aut lam, sin ex etur sitis 
Waiting for sun to catch fire
RICHARD WITKA ’04
A recession isn’t the best time to start a business. 
But marketing graduate Richard Witka is selling 
solar power systems — and solar power is in.
 That doesn’t mean selling solar power is easy. Witka’s company, 
Sestertii Solar Inc., sells solar systems from Green Panel Inc., based 
in Brighton, Mich. But Witka’s sales territory is Indiana, where coal-
fired electricity is still cheap and the state has no solar tax incen-
tives.
 Even so, Witka is optimistic. The federal stimulus package 
contains hefty incentives for solar. In addition, solar costs have been 
falling because systems that turn sunlight into power have become 
more efficient and manufacturing costs have dropped. “We expect 
the cost of coal-fired power to rise and the cost of solar to drop 
further,” Witka said. “And at some point, Indiana will put together 
a renewable-energy policy. Business will take off within 12 to 18 
months. With solar, it’s not a matter of if, but when.”
Witka was well-grounded in entrepreneurship when he co-
founded Sestertii Solar in 2009. He learned the basics at UD through 
Flyer Enterprises, a program of student-run campus businesses. “I 
was general manager of Rudy’s Fly-Buy, a campus grocery,” he said. 
And in 2008, he cofounded Sestertii Inc., a recruiting firm that sup-
plies technical and management talent to the 
utility and alternative energy industries. 
Witka — whose companies are 
named for the sestertii, a coin used 
in ancient Rome — is now waiting for 
solar sales to catch fire. “This is a slow-
moving train,” he said. “But we expect 
Indiana will put together a renewable 
energy policy that includes tax breaks 
and a requirement that utilities use 
alternative power. When 
that happens, we’re 
poised to do very, 
very well.”
—Doug McInnis
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Golden era
Membership of group for Flyers 50-plus years out to double in next 10 years
About 11 p.m. on Fridays in the early 1950s, 
after the first edition of Saturday morning’s Day-
ton Journal Herald was put to bed, most of the sports 
staff would adjourn to the nearby Century Bar. 
A UD student working with them as a copy boy 
tagged along.
Staying behind at the paper to tie up the fi-
nal edition was sports editor Ritter Collett. When 
that was done, he joined his colleagues, had one 
beer and drove the copy boy home — to make sure 
the young journalist would make his Saturday 
morning class.
“I thought that was a little paternalistic,” 
says the now-grown-up copy boy, Robert Daley 
’55, of the concern of the late Collett. But such 
concern also led to a half-century of gratitude 
on Daley’s part to Collett for furthering both his 
practical and academic education — an educa-
tion which led to a professional career in jour-
nalism, public affairs and communication and a 
volunteer career in community service.
At Reunion Weekend 2010, Daley took anoth-
er step in his volunteer career as he began a two-
year term as chair of the executive committee of 
the Golden Flyers.
The Golden Flyers date to 1994 with the induc-
tion of the Class of 1944 and earlier classes. Each 
year at Reunion Weekend, the group’s ranks in-
crease by the number of 50-year grads. “With the 
Class of 1960, there are now 3,000,” says Daley, 
noting that number is expected to double in the 
next 10 years as some of the largest graduating 
classes reach their golden anniversaries.
During his term, Daley says, work will con-
tinue on the oral history project that during the 
last six years has interviewed about 200 alumni. 
Their reflections — recorded in the studios of Fly-
erTV  — survive in both audio and video formats 
in the University Archives. Some of the alumni 
have been interviewed individually, some in 
groups of four or five. Daley envisions the possi-
bility that visitors to the new Alumni Center in 
the recently acquired 1700 South Patterson Build-
ing will be able to call up interviews with alumni 
such as Don Donoher ’54.
The increasing number of Golden Flyers of-
Golden Flyers 
chair Bob 
Daley ’55 at 
1700 South 
Patterson 
Building, 
the proposed 
home of a 
new Alumni 
Center
fers opportunity for increasing the engagement 
of the group with the National Alumni Associa-
tion. One possibility is the creation of a Golden 
Flyer presence in the larger alumni chapters. To 
help facilitate this, Daley has suggested doubling 
the size of the group’s executive committee. Cur-
rently one member of each 50-year class becomes 
a member of the committee. If two were to be-
come members, one could be from Dayton, one 
from another area.
Two other possible endeavors are a Winter 
College and greater engagement in the annual 
fund. 
“The Winter College,” Daley says, “could be 
a long weekend in Florida or other warm, sunny 
place, devoted to a topic such as health or the 
economy.”
Although Golden Flyer participation in the 
annual fund is good, Daley sees an opportunity 
for the group to take a more active role with both 
annual giving and with fundraising for the new 
Alumni Center.
—Thomas M. Columbus
ALUMNI BOOKSHELF
We are UD ... forever
Lifelong involvement with the 
University: that’s the mission 
of UD’s National Alumni Asso-
ciation as set forth in a strategic 
plan created this spring by the 
NAA board.
The plan details goals and ini-
tiatives that support the larger 
University mission of being a top-
tier national Catholic research 
university in the Marianist tradi-
tion.
These include designing 
and building a state-of-the-art 
alumni center; celebrating and 
recording history and tradition; 
implementing an effective com-
munications plan; and increas-
ing lifelong alumni engage- 
ment through programs and ser-
vices. 
Anita Brothers, director of 
alumni outreach, is gathering 
feedback on alumni attitudes 
and strategic plan initiatives. E-
mail and web surveys conducted 
in late summer will yield results 
this fall. Findings will be shared 
in a future University of Dayton 
Magazine. 
For more information on 
the strategic plan, see http://
a lumni.udayton.edu/Page 
.aspx?pid=345.
Following the Flyers
It’s never too early to start 
thinking basketball. This year’s 
season includes two pregame 
events for Flyers afar to gather 
and root on the men in red and 
blue. On Saturday, Nov. 27, the 
Flyers take on Cincinnati at U.S. 
Bank Arena. The team competes 
against Seton Hall Wednesday, 
Dec. 22, at the Prudential Center 
in Newark, N.J. For details on 
the pregame events, visit http://
alumni.udayton.edu. 
’Tis the season
The annual Golden Flyers Mass 
and Christmas party will be Sat-
urday, Dec. 18. Mass begins at 
4:30 p.m., followed by cocktails 
and dinner at 6:30 p.m. in the 
Kennedy Union ballroom. For 
more information, call 888-UD-
ALUMS. 
Brother Mel: A Lifetime of Making Art 
/ BROTHER MELVIN MEYER, S.M. ’51 /
In more than 60 years, Meyer has created thousands of works in steel, 
watercolor, glass and other media. “I feel everything is religious, 
whether it looks like it or not — it’s the spark.” 
Inspired by older Marianist artists, he 
was the first brother to take the vocation 
of artist as full-time work. The 236-page, 
full-color book by art lover Anne Brown 
chronicles his journey from classes at the 
Dayton Art Institute to travels in Europe 
to the founding of the Marianist Galleries 
outside St. Louis. “It’s a life work — art is 
definitely work — and I love it,” he says.
Past Midnight  
/MARA LOHRSTORFER PURNHAGEN ’95 /
Charlotte Silver is an average teen striving 
to be normal, which is impossible given her 
parents are paranormal investigators. Past Mid-
night, released in September by Harlequin Teen, 
is the second book for Purnhagen and her 
first in the five-book Past Midnight 
series for young adults, which will 
include two e-novellas. Six years as 
an English teacher for at-risk high 
school freshmen sparked her interest in 
contemporary teen fiction. “I’d start out 
by reading to them, and they’d get into it 
and would want to hear more. I’d say, ‘Af-
ter we do vocabulary.’”
California After Arnold 
/ PATRICK REDDY ’82 /
Reddy and the governor of California discussed this book — on state 
politics and Schwarzenegger’s political legacy — one Sunday after 
Mass at a doughnut shop while surrounded by Latin American 
nuns vying for a photo op. “He is going to be known as the re-
form governor,” says Reddy, pointing to redistricting and open 
primaries. The book, written with reporter Stephen Cummings, 
includes an unprecedented collection of voting data by ethnic 
group for statewide elections since 1958 and analyzes the future 
of state politics. Schwarzenegger has offered Reddy an exit inter-
view in January, which will appear in the book’s second edition.
Rollicking Rhymes 
/ MARY BURKHARD SNYDER ’50 /
Synder’s Christmas letters from her days teaching on a Navajo res-
ervation brought joy to family and friends. “It’s something that 
pours out of me,” she says of her writing. She’s pulled 17 stories out 
of the drawers and published Rollicking Rhymes 
“about children who have difficulty 
conforming to adult standards, which 
is just about every child.” Now age 82, 
Snyder is writer and marketer (http://
www.maryesnyder.com) selling her 
teacher’s edition with vocabulary les-
sons to homeschoolers. She’ll also sell 
you her memoir, Aunt Lillian, as she did 
to the unsuspecting police officer who 
pulled over her daughter’s car for a 
burnt-out headlight.
—Michelle Tedford
The UD Libraries will host a family-fun open house Nov. 27 to begin this 
year’s celebration of the Holy Family, “At the Manger: World Nativity Tra-
ditions.” From 1-5 p.m., enjoy children’s activities, refreshments, live mu-
sic and crèche displays from around the world in “African Symphony” on 
Roesch Library’s first floor; “Small Inspiration: The Nativity in Miniature” on 
the second floor; and “Narrative Enchantment: Nativity Stories in Green 
and Gold” on the seventh floor in the Marian Library. All activities are free. 
Crèches are on display through Jan. 31, 2011. For more information, call 
937-229-4234. 
Where the family celebration begins
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Marianist across the miles
Local Marianist connections help compress the distance for alumni 
who find themselves miles and miles from their alma mater. 
In Cincinnati, as in many chapter cities, Christmas off Campus is the 
highlight event of the year. Tricia Winland ’05 coordinates Cincinnati’s 
event, which has been held for several years in the gym of a local Marian-
ist high school, Purcell Marian. Tom Stickley ’75, the school’s athletic di-
rector, makes it possible, providing space and student volunteers to help 
with set-up and tear-down. 
“Purcell Marian’s involvement is really important — it helps us by 
providing a safe location cost-free,” Winland says. “It allows the Marian-
ist spirit to come through.”
Each year, the chapter pairs with Project Connect from Cincinnati 
Public Schools and provides dinner, activities and presents for 10 to 12 
families, or about 60 to 70 people. Nearly 40 volunteers help on site, 
with many more providing donations, all of which — thanks to Purcell 
Marian — go toward helping the families celebrate Christmas.
In Austin, Texas, alumni are reaching out to their Marianist roots 
in a couple ways, said chapter president Jeff French ’87. At the new 
chapter’s first family picnic in 2008, Father Eugene Contadino, S.M. ’62 
traveled from Dayton to lead a prayer service. “It is a community event, 
bringing the community together for family fun,” French says. 
The Austin chapter, with its 240 area Flyers, also is reaching out to 
its Marianist-educated counterparts from St. Mary’s University, who 
number in Austin near one thousand. Two years ago, the St. Mary’s 
alumni chapter leaders attended an evening highlighted by a visit 
from UD President Daniel J. Curran that drew 
Flyers from seven decades. French says the 
St. Mary’s chapter has invited Flyers to participate in its charity golf tour-
nament, and he is considering expanding the prayer service to include 
invitations to St. Mary’s alumni. Such partnerships will help increase the 
number of activities available for such a small and young chapter. 
“Little by little, we’re trying to build up events that people will come 
to,” he says. 
In St. Louis, chapter members are helping build up a neighborhood 
through the local Marianist volunteer program and one of its volunteer 
partners, North Grand Neighborhood Services. Aimee Vogt ’02 started the 
chapter’s service with projects to rehabilitate and build safe, affordable 
housing for the neighborhood’s low-income residents. 
One of those volunteers was Jenny Voss ’05, who now coordinates 
the chapter’s service with North Grand. Last fall, alongside other volun- 
teers — including boys from the neighborhood’s Marianist high school, 
St. Mary’s — members of UD’s St. Louis chapter heaved up wall frames 
for carpenters who tacked them in place. In projects spanning the last 
few years, volunteers have painted walls, hammered nails, assembled 
furniture and swept floors to prepare for refinishing. 
“It’s a challenge in our lives to do service because our lives are so 
busy,” Voss says. “But having a Marianist component helps draw volun-
teers back to the principles they lived at UD. And it also helps the Univer-
sity. 
“Volunteering allows other people to know that Dayton just isn’t in 
Dayton, that we’re all over and involved in our communities,” she says. 
“We are spreading who we are as a community, that we are from Dayton, 
and that we are making a change.” 
—Michelle Tedford
In St. Louis, 
chapter members 
help build the 
framework for 
service to their 
community.
For more information about your chapter, visit the chapter pages at http://alumni.udayton.edu/.
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Charlotte, N.C. 
1. DISCOVERY PLACE 
MUSEUM
For something 
a little differ-
ent, visit one of 
the top science 
and technol-
ogy museums 
in the country. 
It has lots of 
hands-on stations; don’t miss the 
static electricity demonstration 
that makes your hair stick up.
3. NASCAR HALL OF FAME
Honor the greatest drivers, crew chiefs and 
owners in the sport. If you visit on a race day, 
head over to the Charlotte Motor Speedway 
and join 115,000 other fans cheering on their 
favorite drivers.
2. UPTOWN CHARLOTTE
Uptown has some-
thing for everyone — 
new hotels, landmarks, 
museums, restaurants 
and entertainment 
venues like Bank of 
America Stadium, 
home of the Carolina 
Panthers. Be sure to 
check out the Bank of America 
Corporate Center, which stands 
871 feet tall.
4. PARAMOUNT 
CAROWINDS
The 105-acre theme 
park full of events, 
live shows and rides 
is a great way to 
spend the day out-
side enjoying the 
beautiful Charlotte 
weather.
5. MINT MUSEUM UPTOWN
Be one of 
the first to 
check out 
the new Mint 
Museum’s 
collection 
of American 
and Euro-
pean art. The 
new location 
is set to open in October 2010.
FIVE CAN’T-MISS CHARLOTTE SITES
Alumni chapter president Rob Keppner ’03 said 
Charlotte is a city on the rise — and its UD  
chapter is growing with it.
“It’s a bold city that no one is really from,” said Keppner, originally 
from Rochester, N.Y. “People move down here because they see opportu-
nity and want to see what they can do with it. Being only eight hours 
from UD, our chapter is full of young, outgoing alumni.”
Their city is not only growing, it’s growing fast — a common theme 
for Charlotte, home of the NASCAR Hall of Fame and the Charlotte Motor 
Speedway. According to Keppner, who has seen 17 high-rises go up since 
2007, uptown Charlotte continues to invest in attractive venues that 
make their city so “one of a kind.”
“Banking and NASCAR are the big things our city has to offer,” said 
Keppner, who moved to Charlotte because his college roommates had 
found jobs there. “The majority of young people come down here be-
cause of banking and the opportunity to gain some experience. They 
stay here because of everything else the city has to offer.”
The 630-member alumni chapter stays active by volunteering at 
men’s and women’s shelters and cheering on Dayton athletic teams 
when they visit UNC Charlotte. 
“Last year we held events to let people know that the women’s soc-
cer team and baseball team were in town,” Keppner said. “We were 
encouraging alumni to come out and support the teams and let them 
know where they could get tickets.”
Among their growing list of activities: a fall charity golf outing 
to support the American Brain Tumor Association, in which they 
invite all alumni to participate while taking in their beautiful south-
ern city. 
—Kristin Daugherty ’11
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ETo breathe life into a relic, inhale deeply and sing. An intricately embellished 16th-century Spanish antiphonary revealed centuries of liturgical tradi-tion and candle wax as 20 students and their professor surrounded the manuscript and chanted, “Gloria Patri, et Filio, et Spiritui Sancto.”“I told them how lucky 
they are to be at a university that allowed such 
access to such amazing material that is so large 
that our students can actually touch and sing 
from,” said Samuel Dorf, a new lecturer in mu-
sic and musicology.
When he arrived on campus this fall, Dorf 
sought out hidden treasures on campus, such as the Zimmerman Col-
lection, which includes instruments from around the world. It was then 
that Roesch Library special collections curator Nicholetta Hary asked if 
he would like to see the antiphonary. 
His exclamation: “That would be awesome.”
Its 240 thick vellum leaves are stained with the oils of centuries of 
hands turning pages. Measuring more than 15 inches wide and 21 inches 
high, each leaf contains five staves of black notes on red lines. The words 
— from psalms, hymns and other parts of the Divine Office — written in 
Latin in Gothic hand begin with finely decorated initial caps surrounded 
by swirls and curls in red and blue ink. 
In his Music History and Literature I class, 
students learn about the books and music first 
transcribed in Europe in the ninth and 10th cen-
turies for distribution to abbeys and congrega-
tions. As they paged through the antiphonary, 
students encountered the unmetered notation 
for chanting developed in the 11th century, no-
tation quite different than that common in to-
day’s music. 
“It was difficult to do together, as the 
rhythms were very obscure,” said music major 
Samuel Day.
Still, the students’ ability to sight read was impressive, Dorf said, 
illustrating both their training and skill and — along with the an-
tiphonary — giving him more reasons to feel lucky to be at UD.
“It was a living, musical tradition, and it still is living because we 
sang from it last week,” he said. 
—Michelle Tedford
Song for the agesOn Face(book)value
It didn’t go Old-Spice-
guy-viral, but Greg Hyland’s 
first attempt to promote a June 30 
Facebook event to boost UD Fund 
participation could certainly be 
classified as infectious.
Hyland ’04, a member of 
the day10 council — the alumni 
group for grads of the past 10 
years — started the “$1 4 UD” 
campaign in late spring with Matt 
Dunn ’91, a donor since gradua-
tion. Their UD friends on Face-
book contacted their Facebook 
friends, and the event got the 
attention of thousands of alumni. 
The noontime online event drew 
952 participants and more than 
100 of them contributed.
“I think people responded so 
well because it was a personal 
request,” Hyland said. “Matt and 
I sent invitations to our friends, 
and then people like Jen Stefan-
ics ’98 and Stacy Ziarko ’03 sent 
it to their friends, and it went from 
there. … A lot of people gave 
more than $1, but I think that by 
asking for $1, people realized that 
what was important was not their 
wealth, but their involvement. In 
the traditional Marianist sense, 
it’s being a part of something, be-
ing included.”
Did it make a difference with 
young alumni in ficsal year 2010?
“YES IT DID!” Dunn posted 
on a Facebook update. “Over 100 
people PARTICIPATED, giving 
$1 or more to UD from this ef-
fort. And PARTICIPATION mat-
tered: Annual giving to UD was 
up over $200,000. YOU made the 
difference.”
’74 grads leading effort to build annual support
New 1850 Society  
honors loyalty, generosity
A couple from the Class of 1974 has volunteered to serve as co-chairs of the new 1850 Soci-
ety, honoring the University’s most loyal and generous annual donors.
As chairs of the 1850 Society, named in honor of the University’s founding year, Steven 
Post and Ursula Buehring Post of New York City are promoting the idea of making a difference 
through annual giving.
“We have a strong affection for UD be-
cause we had a wonderful time when we 
were there and got a great education,” Ur-
sula said. “We don’t live in Dayton and can’t 
participate in person very often, so giving 
and encouraging others to give are ways 
for us to participate even though we’re not 
there.”
The society was dedicated over the sum-
mer and announced to alumni and friends 
in the President’s Club, previously the high-
est giving designation for the annual fund.
The Posts say they designate their an-
nual gifts to the unrestricted University of 
Dayton Fund and encourage others to give in 
this way, too.
“From my experience serving on the 
board of a small nonprofit in Dallas, I know 
how important unrestricted giving is to an 
organization,” Steven said. “We trust the 
people who are leading the University, and 
we have faith that they know best how to 
spend the money in the way it’s needed the 
most. One way to help them do that is by 
giving to the UD Fund.”
Gifts to the UD Fund are used entirely in 
the year they are given and are directed to 
any program, scholarship, research or facil-
ity that needs assistance. Everything from 
books to bricks is touched by the UD Fund 
and its donors.
J.P. Nauseef ’88, a managing director 
with a Dayton private equity firm for emerg-
ing technologies, is a longtime donor to the 
annual fund and also will serve as an 1850 
Society co-chair. 
Leadership support in the 1850 Society starts at $1,850, with additional giving levels at 
$2,500, $5,000 and $10,000. Members receive invitations to special events at UD, have op-
portunities for involvement with senior UD administrators and faculty, and can write guest 
columns in the forthcoming society newsletter. They also can support the University in other 
ways, such as coming back to campus as guest lecturers or hosting UD networking events in 
their home cities. 
For information, contact Joan Schiml ’90 at 937-229-2896 or Joan.Schiml@notes.udayton 
.edu. To make a gift, see supportUDfund.udayton.edu.
—Maureen Schlangen
‘We trust the people who are 
leading the University, and we 
have faith that they know best 
how to spend the money in the 
way it’s needed the most.’
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My husband, a Marine Corps aviator, and I 
just finished watching HBO’s 10-episode mini-
series The Pacific, Tom Hanks’ latest WWII histo-
ry lesson. In one scene, a young Marine, stubby 
pencil in hand, is writing a forlorn letter to his 
gal back home. The paper is weathered, and you 
can almost see the tiny, scratched handwriting 
that will surely end up in a bound scrapbook 
amid black-and-white photos of scraggly Ma-
rines. That was then. 
Today, our Marines blog about war. They e-
mail loved ones about living conditions and bat-
tle experiences. They upload YouTube videos of 
themselves playing the guitar and singing songs 
with the dusty Iraqi countryside as the backdrop. 
Military spouses blog, too, about the pink side of 
military life, dutifully catalog e-mailed photos 
and hold back tears as our children Skype with 
digital daddy, a barely visible pistol strapped 
over his flight suit.    
We are beginning to permanently define 
ourselves by this nearly decade-long conflict, by 
its numerous deployments and by the constant 
sense of dread. This is today’s war. This is now. 
My husband has deployed to Iraq multiple 
times. He will likely deploy again. According 
to reports, there are fewer than 150 Marines in 
Iraq, and there is talk of an Afghanistan troop 
drawdown. We will leave eventually. The grunts 
will pack tents and supplies and gear and come 
home. Then what? What will happen to our mil-
itary men, women and families, and for what 
will we be remembered? 
The post-WWII era defined an entire genera-
tion that earned itself the moniker “The Greatest 
Generation.” The post-Vietnam era was notewor-
thy for its less idyllic circumstances. We saw a 
generation of veterans sent off to an unpopular 
war only to return to a nation’s collective cold 
shoulder. The Korean War is simply known as 
the “Forgotten War,” and our current conflict is 
being dubbed “The Long War.” 
Today, thankfully, our military and their 
families are, for the most part, respected. The 
ubiquitous 10 percent military discount. The 
newspaper articles featuring the heroic tri-
umphs of our wounded warriors. The job oppor-
tunities for vets (Fortune called soldiers and Ma-
rines “the new face of business leadership” in its 
March 2010 issue). The incredible advancements 
in prosthetics and treatments for war-related 
injuries as “IED” became a household word. Our 
injured Marines now sweat through marathons, 
swim for miles and bike across our nation in the 
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Semper Fidelis
names of their fallen friends. 
But I wonder what will happen when we are 
not fighting multiple wars. Will it all go back 
to the way it was pre-9/11 when the military 
was more notorious than celebrated? When 
movies like A Few Good Men and Top Gun were 
the only windows into the mysterious military 
existence? 
I worry a little. I worry that the billions 
spent in Iraq and Afghanistan will cast a shad-
ow on the Marines and soldiers. I want civilians 
to remember that many of the young men and 
women now in uniform joined immediately fol-
lowing 9/11. I want them to know that despite 
the battles, the thousands of dead young peo-
ple, men and women continue to join our all-
volunteer force out of honor, duty and the belief 
in the need to protect our freedom. 
And in a few years Tom Hanks will probably 
create another miniseries that reminds us why 
we fought in the Middle East. It will show the 
gore and destruction and illustrate why our na-
tion should forever be grateful for the military, 
their families, the widowed spouses and their 
beleaguered children. Perhaps my husband 
will be the gray-haired Marine recounting the 
flights, the missiles that nearly blew him out 
of the sky and the fear. The scenes in the movie 
will be different. More blogging, more women 
soldiers and, unfortunately, more death. 
But the message, as Aristotle reminds us, 
will be the same. We make war so that we may 
live in peace. At least some things stay the same. 
—Molly Mangelsdorf Blake ’96
Fertility
—Cat Scott ’03
http://www.catscott.com
arms and exclaimed, “Everybody should have at 
least one native language.”
Occasionally, a few of us (depending on the 
semester — Larry Ruff, Alex Cameron, Jim Far-
relly, Alfred and I) happened upon a day with-
out afternoon classes. We took that opportunity 
to adjourn to a local establishment such as the 
Park Row for lunch. Compared to the 
professoriate today, we were all rela-
tively young; but I was the youngest 
and proud to be just part of a group, 
even if my contribution to the elevat-
ed conversation was merely to listen.
We also enjoyed dining with Al-
fred at many fine restaurants, in 
Dayton and Cincinnati. And my fam-
ily and I traveled to his parents’ Cin-
cinnati home, where we ate our first 
roast goose and the finest red cabbage we have 
ever had.
Over the decades, his parents died, most 
of those fine restaurants closed and we moved 
on to our separate lives. I didn’t move far¸ stay-
ing at UD to work in communication. Alfred 
returned to Cincinnati to work at the public li-
Alfred Kleine-Kreutzmann and I both came 
to the University of Dayton in 1967 to teach 
English. Our first year here we shared an of-
fice (with six other young faculty members). 
The University had expanded rapidly; it had 
7,500 full-time undergraduates. Six years later, 
it had 5,000; the English department was only 
two-thirds the size it had been; and Alfred and 
I were pursuing new careers.
But those six years were a heady time, 
both turbulent and exhilarating. Alfred and I 
shared, besides an office, a dedication to qual-
ity and excellence in education — and a love of 
good food and drink. During those years, my 
two older children were born and Alfred became 
godfather to my son Mike.
Though born in Germany¸ Alfred spoke 
English with a touch of a British accent. I didn’t 
know why; I didn’t ask. The accent seemed ap-
propriate given his love of English literature 
and of operettas of all sorts. And it added a 
grand touch to the most memorable pedagogi-
cal statement I ever heard. One day as we were 
diligently grading papers, he — overwhelmed 
by a mass of themes not-so-fine — threw up his 
Clear-eyed
Godfather
Recent events including the World Cup in 
South Africa have done much to redeem Africa’s 
global image. Early European visitors wrote 
about the beauty of the landscape, vegetation, 
rivers, lakes and mountains, but labeled the 
inhabitants “natives” and “sub-human.” For 
too long, the continent was dismissed as an 
“exotic” place inhabited by “primitive” people 
considered misfits in the modern world, and 
as a result, some of the most vicious racial epi-
taphs have been detonated against them. UD’s 
immersion experience educates our students 
and reverses these stereotypes by charging them 
to discover for themselves firsthand the African 
people.
Begun more than a decade ago, UD’s im-
mersion experience in Cameroon, as well as 
programs elsewhere in the world, adds practical 
and international perspective to the students’ 
education. During the month that participants 
live with Cameroonian host families, they visit 
villages and urban centers, travel to industrial 
sites, and engage in service projects. Partici-
pants also meet with the U.S. ambassador and 
other American officials and leaders of major 
educational institutions. In their most recent 
visit, the in-country Peace Corps director in 
Yaoundé, LaHoma Smith Romocki, urged par-
ticipants to challenge themselves and “make 
good of this remarkable opportunity.”
Cameroon is “an amazing place,” she said. 
Then she added, “You must resist the tempta-
tion to examine this society through the lens of 
the United States.” 
Returned immersion participants sound a 
similar tone. During visits to sites such as the 
SONARA Oil Refinery, the Rubber Processing 
Factory and the Brasserie Du Cameroun, UD 
students saw engineers, office assistants, phy-
sicians, teachers, accountants, managers and 
other talented professionals. An intellectual 
exchange at the International Relations Insti-
tute of Cameroon challenged participants to 
broaden their understanding of global issues. 
At Seme Beach, students swam alongside Cam-
eroonians. At a local nightclub, participants 
danced to Makossa, Bitkusi and rap music by 
artists such as Lady Ponce, P-Square, Justin 
Timberlake and Usher. At the Mars Restaurant 
in Limbe, UD students and Africans watched 
Ghana defeat the U.S. soccer team, knocking it 
out of the World Cup.
And so it went. These are ordinary things 
done by ordinary people, and they thereby chal-
lenge widely held beliefs that the African people 
are somehow different. “People here are just 
like in the United States,” one immersion par-
ticipant said. 
The UD immersion experience is about hu-
man understanding. In Cameroon, UD students 
learned social responsibility, diversity, respect 
for elders, tolerance of difference and commu-
nity consciousness. As a result they are better 
able to understand the human capacity to en-
dure, hope and dream. 
In a world that has become increasingly 
cynical, violent and self-centered, immersion 
experiences can help us to more fully under-
stand the interconnectedness and interrelated 
structure of the human family. For immersion 
participants and their advocates, perceptions of 
Africa and its people are altered forever.
—Julius Amin
Amin is chair of the department of history at the Uni-
versity of Dayton.
brary. He offered the opinion that he was qual-
ified to be the head fiction librarian “since I’ve 
read all the books in the collection.” Neverthe-
less in a fit of practicality he went off to library 
school and got a degree. Both credentialed 
and knowledgeable, he became the Cincinnati 
Public Library’s curator of rare books.
As we pursued separate lives, 
Alfred sent his godson birthday 
cards. As Mike settled down in 
his career and began doing the 
things that settled down people 
do, like send Christmas cards, he 
sent Alfred cards. I saw Alfred lit-
tle, the last time a few years ago. 
The occasion I forget. A memo-
rial service perhaps. We had din-
ner at the Hickory Bar-B-Que on 
Brown Street, not the fanciest restaurant, but 
a surviving, thriving, enjoyable one.
Since then my wife and I have said several 
times, “We should get down to Cincinnati 
sometime to see Alfred.” One day Mike called, 
and I heard Suzanne say, in response to some-
thing inaudible to me, “We had been meaning 
Alfred and I 
shared, besides 
an office, a 
dedication to 
quality and 
excellence in 
education — and 
a love of good 
food and drink.
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SAN RAMÓN, El Salvador — We sit crowded 
in a makeshift community room on hard wood-
en benches and cheap plastic chairs. It is a hot, 
muggy morning. I study the dozens of photo-
graphs lining the wall — mothers, fathers, el-
derly and youth, killed during the Salvadoran 
civil war — a conflict fueled with United States 
dollars that concluded in 1992.
The Sunday worship celebration of Pueblo 
de Dios en Camino (God’s People on a Journey) 
begins. A lector recites the gospel. The congre-
gation sings uplifting hymns about peace and 
social justice. Then, men and women stand up 
to speak. “What should we do about children 
without shoes?” asks one. “Let 
us pray for the 30 people killed in 
the mudslide last week,” requests 
another. “I went to the market to 
buy beans. The price has gone up. 
Beans are no longer the food for 
the poor!” exclaims a third.
The service reminds me of a 
mix between a Catholic folk mass 
and a town meeting. What I am 
witnessing is an unconventional 
form of Catholicism, widely adopted in Latin 
America among the poor and oppressed, called 
liberation theology.
n   n   n
Four months earlier, my friend looked per-
plexed. “You’re going to El Salvador?” he asked. 
“Why don’t you take a real vacation?” El Salvador 
is a tiny Central American country, largely Cath-
olic, of some 6 million people. It has a turbulent 
past. Making ends meet is a daily struggle. Sev-
enty-five thousand people perished in the 1980s 
civil war that ripped the country apart.
Rampant corruption, ongoing social unrest, 
Tokens of friendship
wealth disparity, a gang crisis and ecological di-
sasters give this part of the world an edgy, un-
stable feeling. Economic desperation has driven 
many to flee to the U.S. to earn remesas — dollars 
sent home to help their families survive.
Why El Salvador? The seeds of the idea were 
planted a few years back. In an auditorium at 
the University of Connecticut where my daugh-
ter attends school, I listened as the college presi-
dent spoke about service work and study abroad 
programs. “Students today should prepare to 
become global citizens,” he said. Something 
clicked. My student days were long over but 
surely there were opportunities for a 50-some-
thing married teacher, with four 
near-adult children, to step out of 
her comfort zone and experience 
the world.
n   n   n
For the past 10 days I have been 
traveling with a Friends Across 
Borders delegation sponsored by 
the Maryknoll Lay Missioners. 
Our team of 11 hails from across 
the United States, including the 
12-year-old son of a homemaker and a 75-year-
old retired elementary school teacher with 
much diversity in-between. Our guides have 
years of collective experience in El Salvador and 
include two previous Maryknoll lay missioners.
We are visiting the barrio of San Ramón, 
one of many impoverished neighborhoods that 
skirt San Salvador, the capital. The mission-
ers have had a presence here for years, helping 
with relief and humanitarian efforts when dual 
earthquakes struck in 2001 and recently work-
ing to improve health and nutrition. The people 
live hard lives. If they are lucky they find work 
in the markets selling food or in the manquillas 
assembling clothing at paltry wages for export 
to the U.S. Water is turned on for a few hours 
just once a week; families store it in pilas, con-
crete water basins, and ration it carefully for 
bathing, dishes and laundry. Electricity is spot-
ty. Families live in ramshackle homes made of 
battered wood, dirt floors and rusted corrugated 
roofs.
In the makeshift community room, the 
Sunday service continues. A final speaker stands 
— Hector, a laborer from the barrio. Nodding 
across the room to Tim, a former relief worker 
and our Maryknoll delegation guide, he holds 
up a clasped chain with three small, hand-
made tokens — a brimmed campesino farmer’s 
hat, a work boot and an El Salvador flag. He has 
fashioned them painstakingly from paper and 
cardboard scraps, glue, and paint to represent 
the humble life of sweat, toil and daily struggle 
of most Salvadorans.
“Tim is not just our friend; he is our broth-
er. Tim loves the people here and has touched 
our lives. Please accept this gift,” he says in an 
emotional tribute. I learned later that Hector 
and Tim’s alliance began amidst the earthquake 
terror, chaos and destruction in 2001, when 
they helped repair crumbled homes.
I have thought back on that heartfelt scene 
many times since my return to Connecticut. 
What I truly grasped is this: despite the cruelty 
of war, governmental interference, global eco-
nomics, borders, nationalities, time and dis-
tance, a common human spirit of compassion, 
empathy, hope and friendship endures.
—Meg Zimmer Duffy ’77
To learn more about Maryknoll Lay Missioners, 
visit www.MaryknollLayMissioners.org.
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to see him.”
I knew we would not be seeing Alfred again.
His dying was not drawn out. One week-
end, traveling with friends to see operetta per-
formances, he felt ill. He went to his doctor. He 
went to a specialist. Friends, concerned when 
he did not answer calls, came to his house and 
took him to a hospital. Congestive heart failure 
and its attendant killers were overwhelming 
him. From feeling ill to death was a matter of 
just weeks.
At a memorial service, Suzanne and Mike 
and I shared memories with Alfred’s friends in 
later life. We learned that he had told them that 
the Hickory was his favorite restaurant in Day-
ton. We did not learn the mystery of his accent. 
He had perfected his English with good nuns 
in Cincinnati and by forcing himself to watch 
television. As an adult, he did not care much for 
popular television.
When someone mentioned stories of Al-
fred’s early childhood in Germany, I remem-
bered one myself. Alfred did not romanticize hu-
man nature. Not one of the 1960s’ better points 
was a shallow feel-goodism that nauseated him. 
I remember him telling me that he lived in east-
ern Germany with his mother while his father 
worked in a plant in the western part of the 
country. When he was 5, his village was taken 
over by conquerors from the east. They lined up 
men in the village and machine gunned them. 
Alfred did not believe that people were naturally 
good. You had to work at it. His family did. He 
did.
After the war, his family reunited, made 
their way to America and worked at being good 
and excellent.
At the memorial service, a Cincinnati friend 
of his, who held power of attorney, told of how 
he asked Alfred several necessary questions in 
the hospital. Alfred answered them affirmative-
ly and then said the last words his friend heard 
from him:
“Thank you.”
—Thomas M. Columbus
What I am 
witnessing is an 
unconventional 
form of Catholicism, 
widely adopted 
in Latin America 
among the poor and 
oppressed, called 
liberation theology.
Ron McDaniel ’69 has been to China before many times, both for busi-
ness and pleasure. But he said none of his trips was like the one he took 
last fall with President Daniel J. Curran and a small group of UD travelers 
to kick off the President’s Travel Program.
They took in expected sites like the Great Wall but also attended a pri-
vate dinner with the vice governor of Jiangsu Province. The University lat-
er hosted a reception with local University of Dayton alumni and friends 
at the JC Mandarin Hotel in downtown Shanghai. 
“You’re not on a cocooned travel trip with just a group of westerners,” 
McDaniel said. “Because of Dan Curran’s connections, we really got out 
and were able to visit universities and interact with local people. You’d 
never get that on a tourist trip.”
With the success of the China program, where Curran has longstand-
ing ties, the University’s travel programs are expanding to offer more 
opportunities to alumni and 
friends through special trips 
with faculty experts from UD. 
Over the next year, the 
University of Dayton will host 
trips to Italy and Australia, as 
part of the President’s Travel 
Program and the Alumni Col-
lege. There will also be a re-
turn trip to China to follow 
the Dayton Flyers as the men’s basketball team plays exhibition games 
against some of China’s top teams.
“One of the great delights in travel is the unexpected,” said art history 
Italy June 15-25, 2011
Join President Daniel J. Curran on an Italian tour. Roger Crum, 
professor of art history and a specialist in Italian art and culture, will guide 
the Italian experience. Highlights include Rome, Vatican City, Assisi, 
Florence and an exclusive culinary and vinicultural experience at Castello 
Banfi in Montalcino.
China Aug. 1-15, 2011
Cheer on the Flyers as they play exhibition games against top Chinese 
teams in Wuxi. In addition, take in major historic highlights such as the 
Great Wall and the Temple of Heaven; cities such as Shanghai, Nanjing, 
Xi’an and Beijing; and a Three Gorges river cruise.
Australia Dec. 27, 2011-Jan. 10, 2012 
Ring in the new year Down Under with President Daniel J. Curran and 
a limited number of alumni and friends as they explore Sydney, Cairns, 
Melbourne and more.
travel.program@udayton.edu
The global stage
professor Roger Crum, who will help host alumni on the Italy trip. “We 
will have an itinerary, but just as important will be what we experience 
between the points on this itinerary.” 
Plans for the Italy trip include visits to Rome, Vatican City, Florence 
and Castello Banfi in Montalcino, Tuscany, with Bill Whiting ’90, Banfi’s 
director of wine education.
Like McDaniel, Crum said that traveling as part of a University of Day-
ton group and with the University president adds new dimensions to the 
experience. 
“Dan Curran is by training a sociologist and sees the world through 
that lens,” Crum said. “When he goes to Italy, there will be an interesting 
dialogue between Curran as sociologist and me as art historian. What re-
ally makes an experience like this valuable is what you do spontaneously 
walking down the street.”
For more information about the trips, contact Patricia Crews ’77 at 
travel.program@udayton.edu.
‘Because of Dan 
Curran’s connections, 
we really got out and 
were able to visit 
universities and interact 
with local people.’
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COMMENTARY BY DANIEL J. CURRAN
PRESIDENT, UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON
Walking in Chaminade’s footsteps
When the University 
of Dayton welcomed the 
largest, most geographi-
cally diverse first-year class 
since the Vietnam War era, 
we paused to celebrate the 
moment.
It is an extraordinary ac-
complishment, but not the one by which we 
measure our true success. We are continually 
transforming the University of Dayton to meet 
the needs of today’s students and shape our 
future. 
I posed two big questions to my adminis-
trative team at a summer retreat. How do we 
remain a vibrant, forward-thinking learning 
community in the Marianist tradition? How do 
we ensure broader recognition of the value of 
the educational experience we provide? 
We are viewing the challenges in higher 
education with an inventive spirit — and an 
eagerness to embrace change and take action. 
While our retention, graduation and alumni 
giving rates rank higher than national averag-
founder of the Society of Mary, advocated for 
ongoing, adaptive thinking that responds to 
world conditions. He called for a clear vision 
of education and continuous improvement of 
methods. Our history brims with examples of 
how we have boldly transformed this campus 
to meet the needs of the day.
Over the years, we have built a strong cam-
pus community that educates students to link 
learning and scholarship to lives of leadership 
and service. We have never viewed ourselves as 
an ivory tower isolated from the urban commu-
nity that surrounds us, but as a social force that 
must be involved in the region to reach our full 
potential. We have worked to create knowledge 
in service to the community — and the world.
These are distinctively Catholic, Marianist 
values that guide our work as educators every 
day. Our historic mission will not change. It’s 
as fresh and relevant today as it was 160 years 
ago. 
Chaminade knew how to read the signs of 
the times and respond boldly with faith and ac-
tion. We’re walking in his footsteps.
es, I believe we can do better. We must do better 
to compete.
We will improve the first-year experience for 
new students, offer more scholarships and do 
more to prepare all students to enter and thrive 
in a rapidly changing world. We will inspire 
greater numbers of alumni to invest in their 
alma mater because, having experienced the 
transformative power of a University of Dayton 
education, they recognize their important role 
in our mission. We can reach our aspirations 
only through greater levels of private support.
In a highly competitive marketplace, we are 
focused on improving our position nationally 
and globally. We will boldly communicate our 
distinctive identity and continue to establish 
broader domestic and global markets, ensuring 
that all students feel at home on our welcoming 
campus. We will assess our programs, abandon 
outdated ideas, and introduce curricular inno-
vations and new technologies at a pace normally 
not seen in the world of academia.
This is not a new management philoso-
phy. The Blessed William Joseph Chaminade, 
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President Curran (on stage in red at center left) welcomed 2,050 first-year students at the University’s convocation.
Call it possibility. Call it vision. Call it faith.
But once you have seen it, you have to see it through.
Our Marianist vision of transformation endures.
Our commitment not to simply stand on the sidelines.
Our commitment to see problems, to solve them.
Our commitment to one another.
It endures in our students’ visions for themselves and the 
world.
The possibilities they see.
THE CRISP FALL 
AIR ON CAMPUS  
AWAKENS OUR 
SENSES. 
THIS COMMUNITY 
AWAKENS OUR  
POSSIBILITIES.
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“Student dining hall, pre-electricity days (St. Mary’s Hall),” reads the penciled note 
on the back of this archival photo. But University archivist Rachel DeHart has her 
doubts. “The windows on St. Mary Hall are rounded at the top, and the windows in the 
picture are rectangular,” she said. “I don’t know the date of the photograph, but there 
was electricity in the building by 1898.” Whatever early dining hall this photo depicts, 
there’s no doubt that students today have much more appealing dining options, 
including the new Runway (left), which opened this semester in the Kennedy Union 
food court. Photo courtesy of University archives.
